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Abstract 
 
Scheduling is the process of allocating resources to jobs over the time. In a typical scheduling problem, 

available resources are scarce and a variety of constraints affect this process (e.g., job deadlines, job 

precedence, resource sharing, capacity and reusability). Over the last decade, Constraint-Based 

Scheduling (CBS) has become the dominant form of modeling and solving scheduling problems. In real 

world scheduling problems, CBS models may contain thousands of relations and variables. Scheduling 

tools developers have to find the best constraint problem modeling and constraint solving techniques 

choice for a specific problem from a wide selection of possibilities. 

 

Most state-of-the-art CBS tools reuse constraint solving libraries written in imperative languages and the 

process of tuning their algorithms and heuristics may be very time consuming and costly. In addition, 

they also generally often little assistance to their users for the task of modeling their scheduling problem 

into a constraint problem allowing efficient solving with the available algorithms in the library. Although 

the results could be an efficient solution for the problem, the effort and time to develop it often makes the 

project unfeasible.  

 

This dissertation is a pioneer, preliminary study towards overcoming these limitations. In particular, it 

assesses the feasibility of doing so by integrating cutting-edge techniques from diverse areas of computer 

science that include (a) web applications, (b) ontology and object-oriented framework engineering,         

(c) component-based, model-driven engineering with code generation through model transformation and 

(d) rule-based constraint programming. Towards this goal, we propose an innovative component-based, 

model-driven software process and architecture for fast prototyping schedulers. These are the two first 

contributions of our dissertation.  

 

Applying this process requires the availability of a comprehensive, general ontology of scheduling tasks 

and methods. The one we specified in the standard languages object-oriented, platform-independent 

modeling languages UML2 and OCL2 is the third contribution of this dissertation. Given such ontology, 

the first step of the scheduler fast prototyping process that we propose consists in selecting in the 

ontology, the concepts relevant to the particular sub-class of scheduling task that the scheduler aims to 

solve. 

 

The second step consists in specializing some of these general concepts into domain-specific ones. In this 

dissertation, we illustrate how to carry out this step for two scheduling sub-domains: software engineering 

task scheduling and course room assignment and timetabling.  

 

The third step in the scheduler fast prototyping process that we propose, consists in writing a set of model 

transformation rules that automatically generate, from the selected and specialized scheduling task 

ontology concepts, the code of scheduler for such task in the declarative, logical language Constraint 

Handling Object-oriented Rules with Disjunctions (CHORD). In this dissertation, we illustrate the 

feasibility of such step by specifying a small rule base in the ATL model transformation language that 

generates, from a course timetabling and room assignment scheduling task specified as an instance of the 

relevant UML2 concepts in the scheduling ontology, a CHORD rule base able to solve such task. This 

transformation rule base is the fourth contribution of our dissertation. 

 

The CHORD rules resulting from applying these ATL rules can then be applied by a CHORD engine, 

resulting into a set of final CHORD object-oriented constraint stores that represent the possible solutions 

of the selected scheduling task. In the last step of the process that we propose, this store can then be 

translated back into an UML2 object diagram representation instances of the solutions concepts in the 

scheduling ontology.  This requires developing another ATL rule base. 

 

The scheduler engineering process that we propose and which feasibility we illustrate in the dissertation is 

far more flexible and agile than those from the current state-of-the-art primarily for relying on declarative, 

object-oriented, constraint and rule-based languages for (a) modeling scheduling tasks, (b) implementing 

scheduling methods to solve these tasks and (b) transforming scheduling models into implementations 

and vice-versa.  

 

Keywords: Scheduling, Constraint-Based Scheduling (CBS), Model Driven Engineering (MDE), 

Component-Based Engineering (CBE), Constraint Handling Rules with Disjunction (CHR
∨
), Software as 

a Service (SaaS) and Ontologies. 
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1. Introduction 

An important issue in today’s organization environments is the improvement of resource utilization. A 

classical way of achieving improved resource utilization is by using scheduling techniques. As defined by 

[Baker, 1974], scheduling is the process of allocating resources to jobs over time. In a typical scheduling 

problem, available resources to be allocated to jobs are scarce and a variety of constraints affect this 

process (e.g., release and due dates, precedence constraints, resource availability constraints, resource 

sharing); and one is looking for a schedule, that is a map of the allocation of resources to the jobs in 

defined time intervals.  

 

Scheduling problems can appear in a large variety of domains, such as, manufacturing, aerospace, large-

scale architectural construction, delivery and project management. Such problems are decidedly complex, 

combinatorial ones that are in general NP-hard [Garey et al., 1979]. 

 

In general, we can distinguish two fields of research that pay attention to scheduling: operations research 

(OR) and artificial intelligence (AI) [Baptiste et al., 1995a]. Traditionally, a lot of the attention in OR has 

been paid to scheduling problems that are based on relatively simple mathematical models. For solving 

the problem at hand, the combinatorial structure of the problem is heavily exploited, leading to improved 

performance characteristics. We could say that an OR approach often aims at achieving a high level of 

efficiency in its algorithms. However, when modeling a practical scheduling problem using these classical 

models, one is often forced to discard many soft constraints that exist in the practical scheduling situation. 

Discarding these constraints gives a simplified problem and solving this simplified problem may result in 

impractical solutions for the original problem. 

 

In contrast, AI research tends to investigate more general scheduling models and tries to solve the 

problems by using general problem solving paradigms. We could say an AI approach tends to focus more 

on the generality of application of its algorithms. This, however, implies that AI algorithms may perform 

poorly on specific cases, compared to OR algorithms. 

 

So, on the one hand we have OR which offers us efficient algorithms to solve problems that however 

might not be well suited to be used in practice, and on the other hand we have AI that offers us algorithms 

that are more generally applicable, but that might suffer from somewhat poor performance. Naturally, it 

is wanted the best of both approaches, i.e., efficient algorithms that can be applied to a wide range of 

problems.  

 

Over the last two decades, Constraint-Based Scheduling (CBS) has become the dominant form of 

modeling and solving scheduling problems [Zweben and Fox, 1994] [Baptiste et al., 1995b]. CBS 

separates the model - the description of jobs, resources, constraints, and time - from the algorithms that 

solve the problem. This allows one to deal with a wider variety of constraints, facilitates the changing of 

the model, even dynamically, without changing the algorithms, and enables the reuse of the model for 

other tasks, such as simulation, planning, and diagnosis. Constraint solving methods such as domain 

reduction, constraint propagation, and backtracking search have proved to be well suited for many 

industrial applications [Ilog, 1997] [Fromherz et al., 1999]. Today, these methods are increasingly 

combined with classic solving techniques from OR, such as linear, integer, and mixed integer 

programming [Baptiste et al., 1995a] [Van Hentenryck, 1999], to yield powerful tools for CBS. 

 

In CBS perspective a scheduling problem can be a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) or a constraint 

optimization problem (COP). Jobs are represented by resource selection and timing variables, possibly 

constrained by precedence constraints, resource constraints, and other restrictions. The search space is the 

space of all possible assignments of jobs to resources and the concrete timings of jobs. As jobs are 

assigned to resources, their timing variables are further constrained by resource constraints, such as 

limited capacities and setup delays. A solution - a schedule - is an assignment to the resource and timing 

variables that specifies when the jobs have to be executed on what resources. Sometimes, a constraint-

satisfying solution is sufficient, but often we demand an optimal schedule. In that case, an objective 

function defines the optimality criterion, such as schedule length, resource usage, or average or maximum 

delay with respect to due dates. 
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In real world scheduling problems, CBS models may contain thousands of relations and variables and 

sheduling tools developers have to find the best solving choice for a specific problem from a wide 

selection of techniques. Usually the developer tries to reuse constraint solving libraries written in 

imperative languages such as C or Java. The process of tuning these algorithms and heuristics may be 

very time consuming. Although the results could be an efficient solution for the problem, the effort and 

time to develop it often makes the project unfeasible.  

 

Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) is an alternative to imperative libraries that attempts to raise the 

level of abstraction of a solver using a declarative rule-based approach. CLP languages are far less 

verbose and hence much more maintainable than their imperative counterpart. They integrate three 

solving methods: constraint simplification, propagation and search. They also allow rapid prototyping and 

testing of different algorithms modifying much less code and therefore saving developers effort and time. 

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [Frühwirth and Abdennadher, 2003] is one of the most successful 

efforts to combine the declarative and the constraint solving paradigms.  

 

However most CLP languages, including CHR, have Prolog as their host language, e.g. they rely on 

Prolog built-in functionality to execute. This makes integration with standard platforms difficult and 

expensive. CHR Java Engines are also available in Java [Wolf, 1999] [KLeuven, 2008a], which is already 

a step towards better integration with other systems. Unfortunately source code is the only artifact for 

reusing these engines capabilities. We have poor documentation, lack of IDE to visually trace the rule 

application and solving processing for debugging and explanation, and no considerable examples base. 

Hence the developer has to go through a detailed overview of such code and of CHR theory before 

starting to integrate CHR reasoning capabilities into other software. This in practice increases time and 

costs and discourages the use of CHR in applications. 

 

Our proposal takes constraint-based scheduling tools a step beyond, namely, providing more abstract 

artifacts using a component-based model-driven approach. The long-term goal is to provide the means for 

developing and deploying a versatile scheduler that support a cost-effective adoption of Automated 

Reasoning (AR) scheduling techniques in today’s organizations environments. To achieve this objective 

we propose integration of the most modern software engineering and automated reasoning techniques: 

Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [Kleppe et al., 2003], Object-Oriented Ontologies using the Unified 

Modeling Language (UML) [Booch et al., 1998] and the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [Warmer 

and Kleppe, 2003], Rule-Based Object-Oriented Model Transformation using the Atlas Transformation 

Language (ATL) [ATL, 2006], Object-Oriented Rule-Based Constraint Programming using the 

Constraint Handling Object-Oriented Rules with Disjunctions (CHORD) [Aurélio, 2008] language, Web 

Applications (Web Apps) and Software as a Service (SaaS). This vision is illustrated in Fig. 1-1 that 

shows the Scheduling Web Application Framework (SWAF) as the point of synergy between different 

areas hereabout not interacting. 

 

 

Figure 1-1: SWAF cutting-edge technologies integration 

The present Master's thesis investigates the research issues and technologies innovation challenges raised 

by the engineering of SWAF, a model-driven, component-based, scalable, online, java-hosted CBS 
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WebApp. Our work is to define the top level architecture of SWAF, its knowledge representation by 

means of a scheduling ontology, as well as part of its kernel structure: the UML2CHORDStore model 

transformation rules base. Four remaining parts of SWAF, the CHORDStore2UML and the 

UML2CHORDRules model transformation rules bases; the Web Application Ontology Edition GUI and 

the Web Application Scheduling Problem Instance Edition GUI constitute future works of our initial 

research. In the next section, we present how this separated parts work together within the whole SWAF 

vision. 

1.1 Context of the Dissertation 

This section presents the context background project involved in the research associated with the present 

dissertation. 

 

SWAF (Scheduling Web Application Framework) project aims at engineering the first model-driven, 

component-based web application allowing users to define scheduling problems and obtain solutions for 

them. It innovates by being the first to leverage in synergy model-driven, component-based engineering, 

with web applications, ontologies and rule-based constraint programming. This Master's thesis constitutes 

the first preliminary investigation step in this long term project. 

 

The envisionned architecture of SWAF is shown in Fig. 1-2. The General Scheduling Task (GST) domain 

ontology is a key component in this architecture.  It defines a reusable and extensible base of concepts for 

describing and representing scheduling problems. While there have been previous attempts at developing 

ontologies for scheduling [Hama et al., 1992] [Hori et al., 1995] [Mizoguchi et al., 1999] [Smith and 

Becker, 1997], they tended to be either limited to specific application sub-domains or, when they provide 

the right level of domain-independence, to be vague and/or informal. The SWAF GST ontology puts 

scheduling on firmer ontological foundations by providing detailed representation of very wide classes of 

scheduling problems.  

 

In what follows, we explain the architectural design of SWAF and explain how its components interact to 

assist users in carrying out scheduling tasks. 

 

 

 

Figure 1-2: SWAF architectural design overview 

 

To manipulate its versatile ontology, SWAF will provide a Web Application Ontology Edition GUI, 

where an application-specific scheduling problem ontology is defined by (a) selecting relevant concepts 

from the GST and (b) specializing these concepts wherever needed. For example, a specific application 
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may involve only reusable resources, i.e., resources whose capacity becomes available for reuse after a 

job to which it has been allocated finishes.  

 

SWAF Web Application Scheduling Problem Instance Edition GUI will allow the user to create 

scheduling problems instances of selected and/or specialized GST concepts. These instances define the 

specific values of one scheduling problem parameters such as, number of jobs, number of resources and 

scheduling time range together with possible user-defined constraints. 

 

The user-specific ontology will be input to a Model Transformation Engine, which by means of a model 

transformation rules base (UML2CHORDRules), will generate a CHORD base (Scheduling Algorithm) 

representing the declarative implementation of the algorithm to solve the problem. The user-defined 

scheduling problem instance will also be inputted to the same Model Transformation Engine, which by 

means of a model transformation rules base (UML2CHORDStore), will generate a CHORD query 

(Scheduling Problem) representing the problem to be solved. 

  

The CHORD base (Scheduling Algorithm) and the CHORD query (Scheduling Problem) will be input to a 

CHORD
 
Engine that will process the query against the base returning the CHORD representation of the 

problem solution (Scheduling Solution). 

 

The CHORD solution representation (Scheduling Solution) will be inputted to the Model Transformation 

Engine, which by means of a model transformation rules base (CHORDStore2UML), will generate an 

ontology representation of the problem solution, which will be redirected to the user in SWAF Web 

Application Scheduling Problem Instance Edition GUI. 

 

In chapter 4 this architectural design overview of SWAF is detailed in a component-based model-driven 

view. 

1.2 Scope of the Dissertation 

From the software engineering techniques point of view, especially domain engineering (ontologies), OO 

frameworks, model transformations and component assembly, the core of this research is to investigate 

how these most recent advances in reusable Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) could be 

leveraged to build a versatile constraint-based scheduling tool. From the automated reasoning perspective, 

our hypothesis is that by adopting CHORD it will provide powerful AR capabilities to solve complex 

scheduling problems.  

 

The present work is therefore an effort to leverage the versatility of these cutting-edge technologies in 

synergy to advance the state of the art in engineering automated scheduling systems that are easier to use, 

reuse, customize and extend. The scope of this dissertation includes: 

 

• Precise modeling a scheduling problem ontology using UML2 [OMG, 2006b] and OCL2 [OMG, 

2006c]. As UML2 we mean the 2.1 version of the UML language and as OCL2 we mean the 2.0 

version of the OCL language. 

• Modeling in UML2 and OCL2, following the KobA2 orthographic, component-based model-

driven method, the central core of the framework responsible for providing all the features 

available through the GUI's. Modeling the GUI to manipulate scheduling ontologies and the GUI 

to manipulate scheduling problems and solutions constitutes future works of this Master's thesis. 

• Implementing in ATL part of the core of the framework: the central model transformation rules 

base of SWAF (UML2CHORDStore). While SWAF prescribes another two ATL rules bases 

(UML2CHORDRules and CHORDStore2UML) they are not implemented at this Master's thesis. 

The first (UML2CHORDRules) is substituted by statically defined CHORD rules, representing 

the algorithm to solve the problem. And the second (CHORDStore2UML), due to we intend it is 

very similar to the UML2CHORDStore (it is an inverse production) is also scope of future 

works. 

• Implementing in CHORD, a simplified engine that is able to process CHORD queries against 

CHORD bases. 
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1.3 Expected Contributions 

The first contribution of this work is to the domain of CBS, since SWAF aims at providing a more 

flexible way to solve specific scheduling problems. The idea is that the scheduling algorithm to solve a 

problem instance can be automated chosen as a function of the class of this instance in the scheduling 

ontology. This overcomes a limitation of the state-of-the-art scheduling tools [Ilog, 1999] [Hoche at al., 

2003] whose constraint solving approach or provides a generic scheduling algorithm to solve the problem 

or the user has to define the best solving choice for a specific problem from a wide selection of 

techniques. 

 

In the domain of knowledge representation SWAF proposes a built-in OO framework model for 

scheduling tasks and methods. State-of-the-art scheduling tools are based on code level artifacts, 

specifically for scheduling methods, nothing for tasks. When providing modeling artifacts, the languages 

are proprietary ones [Ilog, 1999], or the models are generic to constraint solving tasks [Hoche at al., 

2003]. SWAF uses UML/OCL to model scheduling tasks and methods. 

 

And finally, by leveraging the latest standards in software engineering and automated reasoning, SWAF 

aims at overcomes usability and extensibility limitations of the state-of-the-art scheduling tools. By using 

a UML/OCL ontology and ATL model transformations, SWAF hides programming level from scheduling 

expert user, yet provides extensibility for new scheduling problems. Also, SWAF solving process can be 

generalized for any service requiring automated reasoning implementable as OO Rule-Based Constraint 

Programming. 

1.4 Dissertation Organization 

In chapter 2 we provide a summary of the methodological and technological background used for the 

development of our work. First we give an overview of the most modern software engineering techniques 

used by SWAF project, followed by the automated reasoning technologies also considered in our project.  

 

Chapter 3 presents the scheduling task ontology that serves for basis to the SWAF components. First it is 

presented a generic specification of the scheduling problem. Then the main concepts of the ontology are 

presented and how they can be used as a tool to provide a vocabulary for formulating scheduling 

application models in a specific problem domain. 

   

In chapter 4 we present the architecture of the main component of SWAF, by means of the KobrA2 

modeling language. In chapter 5 we define the UML2CHORDStore model transformation rule base and 

detail the ATL transformations behind it. In chapter 6 we present our validating case study using the 

classical university course timetabling problem [Abdennadher and Marte, 2000]. 

 

In chapter 7 we present related work, reviewing the most important scheduling task ontologies and 

constraint-based scheduling systems existent in the scheduling literature. And chapter 8 concludes this 

dissertation summarizing our contributions, pointing the current limitations and proposing future 

developments. 
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2. Background 

The contributions of this work are located in two special domains in the Computer Science: the Software 

Engineering, and the Automated Reasoning. In this chapter we are going to present the main technologies 

in each of these areas that we reuse in this work. 

 

In the domain of Software Engineering, we take the most important principles of two key technologies: 

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) and Component-Based Engineering (CBE). The first proposes to raise 

the level of abstraction of the software process, and the second focus on reuse of functionalities over the 

applications. KobrA [Atkinson et. al, 2002] is the first Software Engineering method to integrate MDE 

with CBE. The updated version of the method, called KobrA2 [Atkinson, Robin and Stoll, 2008], 

supports more advanced forms of MDE and CBE, and is also reused in this work. 

 

In the domain of Automated Reasoning, we take Ontology Engineering as the technology to knowledge 

reuse. Then, we present CHRD, which is a rule based language that was initially conceived to represent 

white box constraint solvers but that has been showed to be able to implement many different reasoning 

services in a straightforward way. Following, we present CHORD, an extent to CHRD with object-

oriented constructs. And finally, we present a summary of Constraint-Based Scheduling (CBS). 

 

This chapter is organized as follows: section 2.1 and section 2.2 present an overview of the key 

technologies MDE and CBE, respectively; section 2.3 presents the innovative KobrA2 method; section 

2.4 presents the main approaches to Ontology Engineering; section 2.5 presents the language CHRD, 

section 2.6 presents the extended language CHORD and finally, section 2.7 presents an overview of the 

main approaches to CBS. Section 2.8 summarize the chapter. 

2.1. Model-Driven Engineering 

Model-Driven Engineering was put forward by the Object Management Group (OMG), a consortium of 

large companies and academic centers, under the initiative known as Model-Driven Architecture. MDE 

proposes essentially to raise the level of abstraction where most of the development effort is spent from 

source code to models, meta-models and model transformations. 

 

In MDE, development starts by constructing a Platform Independent Model (PIM) of the application. This 

PIM must fully refines the software design down to the level of instructions available as built-in by the 

most widely used platforms for a particular domain. In MDE, since refinement has entirely moved up to 

the PIM level, implementation thus reduces to a translating task from the PIM language to the source 

code languages of the various platforms onto which to deploy the software.  

 

To ease the automation of such translating task, MDE proposes to divide it in two stages: first from the 

PIM to a Platform Specific Model (PSM) and then from such PSM to source code. The PSM is still a 

hybrid visual and textual notation but it incorporates concepts that are specific to one target 

implementation platform. The modeling languages used for the PIM and PSM must be formalized by a 

meta-model. The translations from PIM to PSM and PSM to source code can then be specified as 

transformation rules from a source meta-model pattern to a corresponding target meta-model pattern. 

Pattern matching is then used to generate the PSM from the PIM and the code from the PSM.  

 

In order to make this vision practical, OMG has published a set of standard languages: UML2 [OMG, 

2006b] for the PIM, various UML profiles (i.e, UML extensions with domain or platform specific 

concepts) for the PSM, MOF2 [OMG, 2006a] (Meta-Object Facility) for meta-modeling and QVT [OMG, 

2006d] (Query-View-Transformation) for model transformation. UML2 includes OCL2 [OMG, 2006c] 

(the Object Constraint Language) a formal textual language to declaratively specify first order logical 

constraints on elements of UML2 models and MOF2 meta-models. OCL2 allows a PIM in UML2 to be 

fully refined, free of natural language and the input to full structural and behavioral automatic code 

generation. Most of the power of QVT is derived from its reusing OCL2 to specify transformation 

patterns. QVT extends OCL2 with imperative constructs and a pattern-matching rule application 

mechanism. In QVT parlance, imperative transformations based on procedural calls are dubbed 
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mappings, while declarative transformations based on pattern-matching rule application are dubbed 

relations.  

 

The latest releases of the UML CASE tools comply with most of these recent OMG standards and thus 

support MDE. The one exception is QVT. Only the imperative sub-part of the standard is implemented in 

one commercial CASE tool: Borland Together1. However, a rival model-transformation language called 

ATL [ATL, 2006] (Atlas Transformation Language) has currently gained the adoption lead in the MDE 

research community. ATL was proposed by the ATLAS group at the Rennes research center of INRIA 

(Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et Automatique) in France as an answer to the same 

OMG's Request For Proposal that led to the adoption of the QVT standard. Similarly to QVT, ATL is also 

a hybrid imperative and declarative, rule-based language that extends OCL2 for model transformation 

purposes. In ATL, the imperative transformations based on procedural calls are dubbed Called Rules, 

while the declarative, pattern-matching ones are dubbed Matched Rules. Currently, ATL's main 

advantages over QVT are purely practical: its specification is almost fully implemented by the ATL 

Development Tool (ADT), its user manual is far clearer than the QVT specification and various web 

pages contain a far greater number of, albeit toy, case studies illustrating its practical use. Though it was 

not adopted as an official standard by the OMG, it is current far larger following and its status as an 

Eclipse project has made it a defacto at the moment. 

2.2 Component-Based Engineering 

While MDE fosters reuse of application models across platforms, CBE fosters reuse of functionalities 

across applications. A software component encapsulates a set of functionalities whose need recurs in 

diverse applications. It contains metadata that specifies how to assemble these functionalities with those 

encapsulated in other components to build more complex ones through reuse.  

 

"A component is a self-contained unit that encapsulates the state and behavior of a set of classifiers” 

[Eriksson et al., 2004]. All the contents of the components, including its nested components, are private. 

A component is hidden behind two public interfaces. One, called the provided interface, specifies the 

services (i.e., operations) that the component provides to potential clients as a server in component 

assemblies. The other, called the required interface, specifies the services that the component requires, as 

a client, to be provided by other components acting as servers in an assembly. Intuitively, these interfaces 

declare to the users of a component: I can provide to you the following set of services, if you provide to 

me the following other set of service. The full encapsulation and separation of interface from 

implementation enables a component to be a substitutable unit that can be replaced at design time or run 

time by another component that offers equivalent functionality. 

 

In an assembly, a given component may act as both a server to some component and a client to another 

component. The assembly structural meta-data of a component includes provided interfaces, the 

operations (together with their input and output parameter types) that are available by connecting to the 

server ports of the component. It may also include required interfaces, the operations (together with their 

input and output parameter types) that the component expects to be available in the deployment 

environment through connections at its client ports.  

 

A component may also include assembly behavioral meta-data that describes the pre- and post-conditions 

of the operations provided and required at its ports in terms of its states and the states of its clients and 

servers in the assembly. Such meta-data allows defining a contract between a client-server component 

pair. Such design by contract permits black-box reuse, which is ideal for leveraging third party software 

and more cost-effective than the white-box reuse by inheritance in object-oriented frameworks. A 

component can be substituted at any time by another one that is internally different but respects the same 

contracts at its ports, without affecting the rest of the software. 

2.3 The KobrA2 orthograhic, component-based, model-driven engineering method 

KobrA [Atkinson et. al, 2002] was the first software engineering method to integrate the complementary 

reuse benefits of Component-Based Development (CBD), Product Line Engineering (PLE) and partially 

MDE. It defined a fine-grain recursive process together with a very precise list of mutually constrained 

                                                           
1 Borland Together, site: http://www.borland.com/us/products/together/. 
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artifacts to construct at each sub-step. KobrA also introduced the idea of orthographic software 

engineering where the PIM (such as business models, software analyses, software architectures, design 

patterns, functional test cases) is decomposed in several views, each one focusing on one modeling 

concern (or model aspect). 

 

The first version of KobrA is based on UML 1.4 version, which does not provides a fully support for 

MDE and CBD. For example, a KobrA PIM relies on a combination of UML 1.4 diagrams and natural 

language artifacts, that does not provides possibility for automated model transformation to generate the 

PSM artifacts.  

 

By reusing the latest OMG standards the updated version of the method, called KobrA2, supports more 

advanced forms of model-driven and orthographic engineering. KobrA2 leverages the modularity of the 

UML2 metamodel to select a general purpose yet minimal subset of constructs from the UML2 to use to 

construct PIMs. This subset is easy to master by purposely containing virtually no expressive redundancy 

and including only the most consolidated and widely UML2 constructs. 

KobrA2 leverages the OCL2 standard to: 

• Build PIMs where all the business-level structures, functions and behaviors are fully refined; such 

PIMs contains enough details to serve as input for full framework and application code generation 

through automated model transformations; 

• Substitute all the non-UML, vague tabular and natural language artifacts of KobrA; 

• Put precise separation of concern methodological constraints among the stereotyped UML2 

constructs that make up the KobrA2's concern-specific orthographic PIM views; 

• Specify systematic, bi-directional transformations (a) from the concern-specific views to a Single 

Unified Model (SUM) that coherently integrates all of them in a single (stereotyped) UML2 model 

and (b) from this SUM back to each view; this is contrast with KobrA where views were UML1.4 

diagrams whose relationship with each other were only informal specified in natural language; this 

forced overall PIM coherence to be maintained manually, a process that was prohibitively tedious, 

error-prone, slow and costly. 

2.3.1 KobrA2 goals 
 

As with most software methods, the general goal of KobrA2 is to bring down the long-term average 

software project cost and time-to-market without sacrificing software quality. Among the diverse and 

complementary ways to contribute to this general goal, KobrA2 focuses on constructing platform-

independent artifacts that are maximally reusable from one software project to another. By platform-

independent here we mean independent of a particular: hardware, operating system, programming 

language and library or API implemented in this language providing the recurrent basic functionalities in 

a given application domain. 

 

KobrA2 thus focuses on the analysis and design disciplines, remaining agnostic with respect to the project 

planning and management, configuration management, implementation and testing disciplines. For 

analysis and design it integrates the OO, model-driven, component-based and orthographic paradigms, 

providing precise guidelines to: 

 

1. Separate concerns into separate artifacts; 

2. Decompose larger-grained artifacts into smaller-grained ones: 

3. Reuse artifacts of any granularity from one project to the next; 

4. Choose what constructs to use for each artifact, among the very many offered by standard modeling 

languages such as UML2 and OCL2. 

2.3.2 KobrA2 principles 
 

In addition to MDE and OO, KobrA2 is based on seven other main principles: 

 

1. Multi-dimensional, systematic separation of concerns: 

 

KobrA2 aims at fostering maximum separation of largely orthogonal software engineering concerns. 

Separating concerns in distinct artifacts improves software productivity in two key ways. First, it allows 
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artifact reuse at arbitrary granularity level. This is required to simultaneously maximize both the 

opportunities and gains of reuse, for coarse-grain reuse brings few opportunities of sizeable gains, 

whereas fine-grain reuse brings numerous opportunities of small gains. The second benefit of separation 

of concerns is to minimize developer cognitive overload both in terms of artifact size and heterogeneity. 

This makes them much simpler to specify, understand and alter.  

 

2. Top-down decomposition: 

 

In KobrA2, each component realization can be recursively decomposed as an internally encapsulated 

assembly of finer-grained components not visible from the outside. Each component is thus a "Russian 

doll", potentially participating as both a container and a containee in arbitrarily deep top-down 

decomposition. This allows KobrA2 to uniformly tackle software with reuse and software for reuse. This 

is the modern, component-based version of classic top-down functional decomposition principle of 

structure programming. 

 

3. Standard reuse: 

 

The third main principle of KobrA2 is to reuse standard languages that are compatible with its chosen OO 

MDE paradigm. Out of robustness, usability and adoption concerns, KobrA2 only reuses the most 

consolidated standard languages and within these the most consolidated constructs. By consolidated here, 

we mean language and constructs specification for which many practical example adoptions have been 

published and which have been implemented in CASE tools. It is the motivation for almost all KobrA2 

constructs be imports and simple extensions of the UML2 and OCL2. It is also the motivation to the use 

of MOF2 and OCL2 to specify the KobrA2 metamodel. Considerating QVT as a still immature language 

to be used to specify the transformation package of the KobrA2 metamodel, pure OCL2 was opted to 

specify it. 

 

4. Parsimony: 

 

The fourth KobrA2 principle, parsimony, aims at minimizing the number of concepts in the method while 

not compromising its versatility. This includes minimizing the number of modeling constructs to attend 

the widest possible range of modeling needs. Following this principle, KobrA2 selected a minimal subset 

of UML2 and OCL2 constructs. The new meta-classes introduced by KobrA2 all specialize one of the 

UML2 or OCL2 reused meta-classes. The number of these specializations has also been kept minimal. As 

a result of applying this parsimony principle, there is virtually no pair of constructs in KobrA2 that 

redundantly fulfill the same modeling need. The main advantages of parsimony are: smaller methods 

including smaller metamodels, smoother learning curves for both the method and the CASE tools 

supporting it, more efficient CASE tools, easier provision of prescriptive guidelines (i.e., synergy with the 

7th prescriptiveness principle described below) and model conformance verification tools.  

 

5. Uniformity: 

 

The fifth KobrA2 principle, uniformity, aims at consistently applying the same design choices and using 

the same constructs in similar circumstances at across all levels of abstractions and granularity. Following 

this principle, KobrA2 uses the single concept of software component from a whole system down the 

smallest reusable functionalities. This principle is in synergy with the recursive top-down decomposition 

principle.  

KobrA2 distinguishes between four main types of software units: 

1. Component classes which typically have a single or a very few running instances in a deployed 

systems, all of them being persistent from one run of the whole system to the next; 

2. Object classes which have potentially many running instances that may be created, altered and 

deleted during a single run of the whole system; 

3. Diagrams which are purely design time model element groups of cognitively optimal size for 

inspection and update; they thus generally contain from 10 to 20 model elements that fit within a 

CASE tool GUI screen without the need for scrolling; 

4. Views, each one composed of one or more diagrams, which correspond to one projection of the 

whole system model along a set of largely orthogonal concerns.  

 

6. Locality: 
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Except for its antecedent KobrA, KobrA2 is the only UML-based method which does not involve 

building any global scope diagram of the whole software system.  Instead, all KobrA2 model views and 

diagrams are local from the perspective of a single KobrA2 component class or object class. In such local 

view the class that constitutes its focal point is distinguished from others by wearing the «subject» 

stereotype. This principle of locality allows straightforward view and diagram reuse. When reusing in a 

new application a component PIM originally built for another application, local views already contains 

only the relevant elements to import or merge in the new context. In contrast, in a global view, a 

potentially long process of choosing the relevant elements must be carried out for every reuse occurrence. 

 

7. Prescriptiveness: 

 

KobrA2 aims at being as prescriptive as possible while remaining a general purpose software method. It 

thrives to prescribe what artifact and sub-artifact to build at each method step and sub-step. Its meta-

model precisely defines which standard modeling constructs to use for each artifact and what constraints 

must hold within and across the artifacts, so that they together form a well-formed KobrA2 model. This is 

in sharp contrast with currently popular methods such as RUP [Krutchen, 2003] which leaves the 

engineering team on its own to make such decisions.  

2.3.3 KobrA2 meta-model structure 
 

KobrA2 means constructing PIM using a restricted subset of constructs that are either directly taken or 

specialized from the UML2 and OCL2 standards. The KobrA2 metamodel precisely specifies what are 

the UML2 and OCL2 constructs to use and specialize in a KobrA2 PIM. It also specifies the additional 

constraints among instances of these constructs that a well-formed KobrA2 PIM must verify. The KobrA2 

metamodel is specified in the same language pair than the UML2 and OCL2 metamodel that it partially 

reuses and extends: MOF2 and OCL2. Whereas some constraints in the UML2 and OCL2 metamodels 

are informally specified in natural language, all constraints in the KobrA2 metamodel are specified in 

OCL2. Indeed, quite a few of the KobrA2 metamodel OCL2 constraints are not specifically related to 

KobrA2 practice, but rather fill the gap of missing OCL2 constraints in the UML2 or OCL2 metamodels. 

Except for this characteristic, it is structured following the UML2 superstructure as a blueprint. Packages 

of the KobrA2 metamodel import and merge packages from the OCL2 metamodel and the UML2 

superstructure, much like packages of the UML2 superstructure itself import and merge packages from 

the UML2 infrastructure.  

 

As shown in Fig 2-1, the KobrA2 metamodel is composed of three top-level packages: 

Transformations which merges Views which itself merges SUM. This reflects KobrA2's 

orthographic engineering principle.  The SUM package defines the constructs that can appear in the single 

coherent PIM that integrates all the concerns of the whole class assembly. In contrast, the Views 

package defines which constructs can appear in each single concern view of a single class called the 

current subject class (following the locality principle). Finally, the Transformations package defines 

how a PIM view element is transformed into a corresponding SUM view element and vice-versa. In a 

KobrA2 PIM, there is no model element shared between the SUM and any view or among any two views. 

Each view element is a partial copy of one SUM element. 

 

 

Figure 2-1: Top-Level package structure of the KobrA2 metamodel 
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2.3.4 KobrA2 views 
 

The KobrA2 metamodel categorizes views of a KobrA2 class in terms of two orthogonal distinctions.  

The first opposes specification views to realization views. The former show only what public services are 

externally provided and required by the class in an assembly, while the latter also shows the encapsulated 

assembly of internally nested classes and externally required classes that realize the externally provided 

services. The second distinction opposes the static structural views of a class to its dynamic behavioral 

views and also to its operational views.  

 

The operations of a class are the elements that link together its owned structural and behavioral elements. 

The relation between the specification and realization views of a KobrA2 class semantically clarifies the 

relation between an interface and a class that realizes the interface in a conventional, flat UML2 PIM. 

This clarification orthographically decomposes this unique UML2 realization relationship into three 

distinct relations. One between the specification structural views of the class and its realization structural 

views, the specification behavioral view of the class and its realization behavioral view, and between its 

specification operation view and its realization operational view. This is why UML2 interfaces and 

realization relations are not used nor needed in KobrA2.  

 

What would go into the interface in a conventional, flat UML2 PIM goes into the class specification view 

in a KobrA2 PIM, whereas what would go into the class realizing the interface in a conventional, flat 

UML2 PIM goes into the class realization view in a KobrA2 PIM. The difference between KobrA2 and 

UML2 classes and components is shown in Fig. 2-1. Since it is shared by all structural views, it is defined 

in a sub-package of the SUM package that is merged by the structural view packages. In the KobrA2 

metamodel, Class is an abstract meta-class that specialize the UML2 metamodel: Component from 

the PackagingComponents package. 

 

 

KobrA2::SUM::Structure::Classes

AssociationClass

ComponentClass

Association

ObjectClass

Acquires

CreatesClass

Nests

UML::Component::PackagingComponents::Component

UML::Classes::AssociationClasses

UML::Classes::PowerTypesUML::Classes::Kernel

<<merge>>

<<merge>>

<<merge>>

 

Figure 2-2: KobrA2 Component Classes and Object Classes vs. UML2 Component and Classes 
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The choise of Component from the PackagingComponents package objectives to reuse, as shown 

in Fig. 2-3, the meta-association packagedElement to Package to link a KobrA2 SUM Class to 

its KobrA2 Views, having defined a KobrA2 View as a specialization of a UML2 Package. 

 

+encapsulation : EncapsulationKind
+projection : ProjectionKind
+genericity : GenericityKind
+serviceVsType : ServiceVsTypeKind
+isLeaf : Boolean
+isGUI : Boolean

View

KobrA2::Views::Subject

service
type

<<enumeration>>

ServiceVsTypeKind

specification
realization

<<enumeration>>

EncapsulationKind

+isSubject : Boolean

Class

class
constraint
instance

<<enumeration>>

GenericityKind

operational
behavioral

structural

<<enumeration>>

ProjectionKind

Specification
Structural

Specification
Operational

Specification
BehavioralSpecification

Realization
Operational

Realization
Realization
Behavioral

Realization
Structural

KobrA2::SUM::Structure::Classes::

Package

KobrA2::SUM::Structure::Classes::

Class

{complete, disjoint}

RealizationProjection

+packagedElement1..34

+subject1

{complete, disjoint}

Encapsulation

{complete, disjoint}

SpecificationProjection

 

Figure 2-3: KobrA2 view taxonomy: top-levels 

Backing to Fig. 2-2, the abstract KobrA2 Class specializes in two concrete metaclasses: 

ComponentClass and ObjectClass. The semantic difference between the two is that a component 

class typically has a single (or a very few) running instances in a deployed systems, all of them being 

persistent from one run of its containing component instance to the next, whereas an object class may 

have many running instances that are created, altered and deleted during a single run of its containing 

component. In KobrA2 views, component classes are distinguished from object classes by wearing a 

«ComponentClass» stereotype. An object class wears no stereotype (even though in terms of abstract 

syntax it specializes from UML2 components that wear the standard «Component» stereotype).  

 

In addition to showing how KobrA2 specializes the UML2 Component, Fig. 2-2 also shows how 

KobrA2 also specializes the UML2 Association into: 

− Creates that is used in KobrA2 to indicate that one class is responsible to create another in an 

assembly (in mainstream OO platform such creation is carried by the creator calling the constructor 

operation of the created); 

− Acquires that is used in KobrA2 to indicate that one class requires the services of another in an 

assembly, but is not responsible to create the required class;  

− Nests that is used in KobrA2 to indicate that one class encapsulates another as part of its private, 

internal assembly. 

 

All views are composed of UML2 packages and UML2 diagrams both restricted and extended by the 

KobrA2 meta-model. Each one contains at least one diagram whose elements are grouped into one 

package. When it contains several diagrams, the element of each diagrams are grouped in a different 

package and the view additionally includes a package diagram that specifies the import and merge 

relationship between the packages. 
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Since KobrA2 is not the focuses our work, we only summarize KobrA2's goals and principles. For the 

same reason, we only presented a restricted subset of KobrA2's meta-model elements and views that we 

feel are needed to make the presentation of SWAF PIM in the chapter 4 easier to understand. 

2.4 Ontological Engineering 

Ontologies, or explicit representations of domain concepts, provide the basic structure or nucleus around 

which knowledge bases can be built [Swartout and Tate, 1999]. Each ontology is a body of concepts and 

their relations, in which all concepts are defined and interpreted in a declarative way. This body defines 

the vocabulary of a problem domain and a set of constraints on how terms can be combined to model the 

domain. In a distributed environment, agents use ontologies to establish communication at the knowledge 

level using specific languages and protocols. Ontologies are explicit representations of agents’ 

commitments to a model of the relevant world; hence they enable knowledge sharing and reuse. 

 

Ontological engineering encompasses a set of activities conducted during conceptualization, design, 

implementation and deployment of ontologies. Ontological engineering covers topics including 

philosophy, metaphysics, knowledge representation formalisms, development methodology, knowledge 

sharing and reuse, knowledge management, business process modeling, commonsense knowledge, 

systematization of domain knowledge, information retrieval from the Internet, standardization, and 

evaluation [Mizoguchi, 1998]. It also gives us design rationale of a knowledge base, helps define the 

essential concepts of the world of interest, allows for a more disciplined design of a knowledge base, and 

enables knowledge accumulation. 

 

With regard to ontological engineering, we are interested in showing the main knowledge representation 

formalisms that have been satisfactory applied to underlie this research area. First we present how the 

Object Oriented languages UML and OCL can be applied to represent ontologies (before, it is presented 

the meta-modeling language MOF, aiming to better understand the definitions of the UML and OCL 

languages). So we present the Description Logic based Web Ontology Language (OWL) and finally the 

Frame Logic based Semantic Web Services Language (SWSL). 

2.4.1 MOF 
 

A modeling language can be defined by a pair of specifications: the abstract syntax (defining its main 

high-level entities) and the concrete syntax (defining their realizations by the means of characters or 

graphical symbols and drawings). In this context, a metamodel is a model of the abstract syntax of a 

language. It focuses on the concepts and on the relationships among them. Thus, it plays the role of a 

grammar but in a more abstract level. 

 

The Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [OMG, 2006a] is an abstract meta-modeling language. It was created by 

the OMG in the context of the MDA, which the main objective is to organize the work thread as a 

pipeline of models that goes on by the means of model transformations. So, MOF is the unified modeling 

language defining the abstract syntax of all modeling languages in this process. It provides a standard way 

to create, query and update models. 

 

MOF corresponds to the metaformalism used by the OMG inside MDE architecture. The 4-Layer 

architecture of the MDE is illustrated on Figure 2-4. In the M0 level, the Application Level, we have the 

objects of the running and real systems. In the M1 level, the Model Level, we have the models that 

describe, in an abstract way, the objects in the M0 level and their interaction. The standard language to 

describing the models in this level is UML. In the M2 level, the Metamodel level, we have the 

metamodels for the modeling languages in the M1 level, e.g., the metamodel for UML and OCL.  

 

Finally, in the M3 level, the MOF level, we have the metamodel of the meta-modeling languages used to 

describe the meta-models in the M2, i.e. the MOF metamodel. As we said before, this level is used to 

describe itself. 
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Figure 2-4: The 4-level Architecture of MDE 

Figure 2-5 describes the main abstract entities of the MOF metamodel. It is formed by a set of class 

definitions (metaclass Class) which can be abstract or concrete (meta-attribute isAbstract). A class also 

can have an unlimited number of superclasses (meta-association superclass). The operations and 

properties of a class are respectively described by the Operation and Property metaclasses. The 

associations (metaclass Association) define relationships between two or more classes by means of their 

properties.  

 

Figure 2-5: MOF Simplified Metamodel in itself 

2.4.2 UML/OCL 
 

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [OMG, 2006b] is a graphical modeling language standardized 

by the OMG whose objective is to describe software systems, business processes and similar artifacts. It 

integrates most constructs from object-oriented, imperative, distributed and concurrent programming 

paradigms. 

 

In Figure 2-6, we show a simplified metamodel of UML. We are only going to focus on the constructors 

used to represent Class Diagrams. They provide the structure artifacts necessary to represent classes in a 

domain and their relationships. Understanding an ontology as a shared public view of a domain, these 

diagrams are the main ones to be considered when modeling ontologies using UML. 
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Figure 2-6: UML Simplified Metamodel 

The metamodel of UML extends the metamodel of MOF presented in Figure 2-5. It is important to state 

that the metamodel of UML is much more complex than the part of it presented on Figure 2-6 since we 

are only focusing on the subset that is used to model ontologies. 

 

In UML, we have the concept of InstanceSpecification that allows the modeler to include an abstract 

vision of how are the instances of the classes in the model going to be organized at runtime. We also 

added the concept of Constraint which annotates elements in the diagram and enriches its semantics. 

They are often used to simplify the graphical rendering of the model by utilizing a more expressive 

language in the constraints. 

 

In Figure 2-6, we added the attribute isDerived to the meta-class Property, such that when it is true, it 

indicates that the value of the attribute can be computed from the value of other attributes (and thus 

doesn’t need to be stored). The default association in the meta-class Property defines the default value for 

an attribute, which is the value to be associated to an attribute in case no other one is defined by the 

model. Finally, the redefinedProperty association between properties allows for non-monotonic 

inheritance, since it defines that a property (defined in a subclass) redefines other property defined in a 

superclass. 

 

The process to construct a class diagram, generally, the first one to be built when a system is designed, 

can be comparable to the process of building an ontology. While in such a process one defines first 

concepts of a domain, which will be classes in an ontology. Then a definition of hierarchies of classes 

follows and further steps are concerned with defining properties or relationships, which can exist between 

classes. 

 

Despite its expressiveness, a UML graphical model, such as a class model, cannot by itself support a 

precise and complete specification of an ontology. Usually, additional constraints need to be specified 

about the objects in the models. Constraints specified in natural language often result in ambiguities. 

Hence, formal and often mathematically derived languages are needed, which are often difficult for the 

average business or system modeler. 

 

Users of UML can use the Object Constraint Language (OCL) to specify constraints and other 

expressions attached to their models. OCL is the subpart of UML dedicated to enabling the definition of 

arbitrary first order constraints over model elements as means of extending the expressivity of the 

graphical language. We say that the UML diagram is annotated with OCL constraints, in the sense that 

these constraints help to clarify the semantics of a model. In our UML metamodel in Figure 2-6, this 

language is the one used to specify the constraints defined as instances of the Constraint meta-class. 

 

The most important kinds of OCL constraints are: 

 

• Invariants: these constraints are attached to UML classes in order to describe properties that 

should always be satisfied by the objects of these classes. 

• Pre-conditions: these ones are attached to UML operations and describe the conditions that 

should be satisfied before the execution of such operation. 

• Pos-conditions: these ones are attached to UML operations and describe the conditions that 

should be satisfied after the execution of such operation. 
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• Body Definition: these ones define how to compute the result of a operation invocation from its 

inputs. 

• Derivation: in UML some attributes may be derivate from others, in the sense that their values 

do not need to be really stored but instead it can be computed from the values of other fields. 

 

In Figure 2-7, we show the simplified metamodel for OCL expressions. An OCLExpression is a 

TypedElement (imported from the UML meta-model). This means that every OCL expression has a type. 

In our meta-model, we show three subtypes of OCL Expressions: the PropertyCallExpressions, which 

have the syntax navigationSource.referedProperty, and whose semantics is a navigation in the object 

model; the LiteralExpression, which represents the literal in the language, like integers (e.g. 1, 2, . . .), 

strings (e.g. “a′′, “b′′, . . .) etc; and IfExp, whose syntax is If Exp1 then Exp2 else Exp3, and 

semantics is: If Exp1 is true, than the expression evaluates to Exp2, otherwise it evaluates to Exp3. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-7: OCL Simplified Metamodel 

In Figure 2-8, we display an example of UML diagram annotated with OCL constraints. In this example 

we define a simple flight model where we have an abstract class Flight (italics for the class name) with 

two attribute: class, a string and flightnr, an integer; an Airplane class with the attribute numberofSeats, 

an integer; a Person class with the attribute name, a string; and the Place class with the attribute name, a 

string. The association between class Flight and class Person, indicating that a certain group of persons 

are the passengers on a flight, has multiplicity many on the side of the Person class. The association 

between class Flight and class Airplane, indicating that a flight has one plane, has multiplicity one on the 

side of the Airplane class. And finally, the associations between class Flight and class Place, indicating 

that a flight has one origin and one destination, the multiplicity are one on the side of the Place class. 

 

The class Flight has two subclasses: NationalFlight and InternationalFlight which redefine the attribute 

class in the superclass. The InternationalFlight redefines class attribute setting it to ‘A’ by default. 

 

We have two OCL invariants: (i) the number of passengers is restricted to the number of seats on the 

airplane that is associated with a flight, (ii) the origin of a flight should not be equal to its destination. We 

also define seven instances in our model. flight1 is a Flight that sets flightnr attribute to 3825. place1, 

place2 are Place instances with the attribute name set to ‘Recife’ and ‘Fortaleza’, respectively. A380 is a 

Airplane with numberofSeats set to 50. person1, person2, person3 are Person instances with the attribute 

name set to ‘Michael’, ‘John’ and ‘Mary’, respectively. Finally, flight1 has place1 as its origin, place2 as 

its destination, A380 as its plane, and person1, person2 and person3 as its passengers. 
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Figure 2-8: UML/OCL Example 

There are a number of good reasons why UML/OCL is an appropriated notation for ontologies: 

 

• UML is a graphical notation based on many years of experience in software analysis and design 

by a variety of companies in a wide spectrum of industries and domains. 

• UML and OCL are open standards maintained by the OMG. 

• UML has standard mechanisms for defining extensions for specific application context s such as 

ontology modeling. 

• UML is widely adopted in industry and taught in many university courses. Current techniques 

for ontology development are based on knowledge representations such as Knowledge 

Interchange Format (KIF) 2 which are not widely known outside the AI research community. 

• UML and OCL are supported by widely-adopted CASE tools. These UML CASE tools are more 

accessible to software practitioners than current ontology tools from the research community 

such as Ontolingua3 and Protégé4, which require expertise in knowledge representation. 

 

The stronger point of UML/OCL is that it is a very versatile language that can be used to model a very 

wide range of domains. Its visual concrete syntax also enables a great productivity boost when it comes to 

modeling large ontologies. 

 

However, this versatility comes with a price: actually, there is no formal semantics for UML/OCL 

models, which causes many different tools to have conflicting interpretations of the same model. There is 

also no inference engine that allows reasoning about these models. 

2.4.3 OWL 
 

The Ontology Web Language (OWL) [Bechhofer et al., 2004] was defined by W3C5, with the objective 

of formally representing ontologies defining classes (called concepts) and relationships (called roles) that 

model general knowledge of a given domain and specific objects of these classes (called individuals) that 

model the content of documents about such domain. It is in fact a family of languages, which includes 

OWL-Full, OWL-DL and OWL-Lite by order of decreasing expressivity and worst-case reasoning 

complexity. Each of these languages integrates the constructs from a different Description Logic (DL) 

[Baader et al., 2003], with web-distributed, document-oriented, W3C database standards such as the 

Resource Description Framework (RDF) [Hayes, 2004], and XML6. 

 

The three OWL languages share three key properties. First, their formal semantics is based on (distinct) 

subsets of classical First-Order Logic (FOL) that exclude recursion, function symbols and predicates of 

arity greater than two. Second, they were conceived to support only purely deductive, monotonic 

reasoning services such as concept subsumption, individual classification and knowledge base 

                                                           
2 Knowledge Interchange Format, site http://logic.stanford.edu/kif/kif.html. 
3 Ontolingua, site http://www.ksl.stanford.edu/sns.shtml. 
4 Protégé, site http://www.smi.stanford.edu/projects/protege/. 
5 World Wide Web Consortium, site http://www.w3.org/. 
6 Extensible Markup Language (XML), http://www.w3.org/XML 
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consistency checking. Logically, the first two services correspond to entailment proofs while the third to a 

satisfiability proof. From an OO perspective, the first service corresponds to determining whether one 

class generalizes another based on their respective feature, while the second corresponds to determining 

whether an object is an instance of a class based on their respective features. The third corresponds to 

determining whether an OO model contains contradicting constraints. 

 

The simplified abstract syntax of OWL is described in Figure 2-9. An Ontology has a name and is 

composed by a set of facts and a set of axioms. The concrete syntax of an ontology is Ontology(name e1 

... en), where e1, . . . , en are facts or axioms. In our simplified abstract syntax we include the following 

facts and axioms: 

 

• The Class fact, which defines a class by its name and by listing its super classes. A class 

definition may be partial (partial = true) or complete (partial = false). The concrete syntax for 

this fact is Class(name m c1 ... cn). Where c1, . . . , cn are the superclasses and m = partial or m 

= complete. 

• The Instance fact which defines an instance by providing its name and a list of its classes. The 

concrete syntax for this axiom is Instance(name type(c1) ... type(cn)). Where c1, . . . , cn are the 

classes of the instance. 

• The DatatypeProperty axiom, which define a property of a class by specifying its name, its 

domain (the class which contains it) and its range (the type of its values). The concrete syntax 

for this axiom is DatatypeProperty(name domain(d) range(r)). Where d and r are respectively the 

domain and the range of the property. 

 

 

Figure 2-9: OWL Simplified Metamodel 

 

Following we show how we translate the UML/OCL class diagram presented in Figure 2-8 in OWL. 

 
Ontology(example Class(Flight partial) 

Class(NationalFlight partial Flight) 

Class(InternationalFlight partial Flight) 

Class(Airplane partial) 

Class(Person partial) 

Class(Place partial) 

Instance(flight1 type(Flight)) 

Instance(A380 type(Airplane)) 

Instance(person1 type(Person)) 

Instance(person2 type(Person)) 

Instance(person3 type(Person)) 

Instance(place1 type(Place)) 

Instance(place2 type(Place)) 

DatatypeProperty(flightnr domain(Flight) range(xsd:integer)) 

DatatypeProperty(numberOfSeats domain(Airplane) range(xsd:integer))) 

DatatypeProperty(name domain(person) range(xsd:string))) 

ObjectProperty(origin domain(Flight) range(Place)) 
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ObjectProperty(destination domain(Flight) range(Place)) 

ObjectProperty(plane domain(Flight) range(Airplane)) 

ObjectProperty(passengers domain(flight) range(Person)) 

Restriction(origin cardinality (1))) 

Restriction(destination cardinality (1))) 

Restriction(plane cardinality (1))) 

 

The strongest point of OWL is its tool support. This comes from the fact that it has very simple syntax 

and semantics, in such a way that some of its sublanguages were created targeting easy implementation 

(OWL-Lite) and practical tractability (OWL-DL).  

 

The weakest point, mainly when compared to UML/OCL is, not surprisingly, its lack of expressiveness. 

This could be seen in our OWL example ontology, in which we could not represent many of the 

information contained in the original UML model. 

 

For example, we could not represent that the class Flight is an abstract one, and the default value for the 

feature class declared by the class InternationalFlight using OCL and UML notations. We could not either 

to represent the invariant in the class Flight, since the kind of invariant used in our UML model is not 

supported by OWL. 

2.4.4 SWSL 
 

The Semantic Web Services Language (SWSL) [Battle et al., 2005], and the associated First-order 

Ontology for Web Services (FLOWS) [Berardi et al., 2004], have been developed to meet the need of 

richer semantic specifications of Web services, based on a comprehensive representational framework 

that spans the full range of service-related concepts. SWSL is a product of the Semantic Web Services 

Initiative (SWSI)7, a collaborative international research – and early-phase standards – effort. 

 

SWSL is a general-purpose logical language, with certain features to make it usable with the basic 

languages and infrastructure of the Web. These features include URIs, integration of XML built-in types, 

and XML-compatible namespace and import mechanisms. SWSL includes two aspects/layers of 

expressiveness: SWSL-FOL and SWSL-Rules. SWSL-FOL is a first-order logic, extended with features 

from HiLog (a syntactical extension that allows a limited form of second order logic) [Chen et al., 1993] 

and the frame syntax of F-logic (an object-oriented extension of Prolog) [Yang, 2002]. SWSL-Rules is a 

full-featured declarative logic programs language, which includes a novel combination of features from 

Courteous logic programs [Grosof, 1997], HiLog, and F-logic. 

 

SWSL includes a presentation syntax, nearly all the elements of which are common to both SWSL-FOL 

and SWSL-Rules, so as to promote the ability of developers to easily work with both, and to facilitate 

various kinds of interchange and interoperation between both. The presentation syntax is designed for 

readability, and incorporates a number of convenience features, such as an object-oriented style of 

presentation, which can be used to improve code organization and comprehensibility, but without 

changing the expressiveness and tractability of the underlying logical systems.  

 

Developed in conjunction with SWSL’s language is FLOWS, an axiomatized ontology of service 

concepts, which provides the conceptual framework for describing and reasoning about services. FLOWS 

is specified in SWSL-FOL, and a partial expression of it is also specified in SWSL-Rules. FLOWS is 

built upon The Web Ontology Language for Services (OWL-S) and the Process Specification Language 

(PSL) as primary starting points. 

 

In terms of reasoning services, SWSL-FOL was conceived to support pure deduction under the open-

world assumption of classical FOL which provides its formal semantics. In contrast, SWSL-Rules was 

conceived to support the integration of deduction with default reasoning and non-monotonic inheritance. 

 

In Figure 2-11, we show a simplified abstract syntax of SWSL-Rules. A rule has a head and a body, with 

the following concrete syntax: “head :- body.”. A rule with a “true” body can be written as “head.” 

and it is called a fact. We have two kinds of Formula: the AtomicFormula and the ConjunctiveFormula. If 

f0, . . . , fn are instances of Formula, f0,...,fn is the concrete syntax for their conjunction. We focus on 

a special kind of AtomicFormula, the AtomicMolecule, which represent the OO formulas. 

                                                           
7 Semantic Web Services Initiative (SWSI), site: http://www.swsi.org/ 
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Figure 2-11: SWSL-Rules Simplified Metamodel 

The class Term represents the FOL terms, and its subclass Oid, the terms that identify objects, i.e., the 

object identifiers. Every AtomicMolecule has a subject, which is an Oid. A ValueMolecule defines the 

value of a feature on an object or class. It has the concrete syntax s[f->v], where s is the subject, f is the 

feature and v is the value. If the value is inheritable by subclasses (inheritable = true), we use the syntax 

s[f*->v].  

 

The SignatureMolecule represents the type of the values of a feature in an object or class. It has the 

syntax s[f=>t], where s is the subject, f is the feature and t is the type. If the type should be inherited by 

subclasses (inheritable = true), the syntax is s[f*=>t]. 

 

The ClassMembershipMolecule states that the object subject is an instance of the class class. Its concrete 

syntax is subject:class. The SubClassMolecule states that the class subject is a subclass of the class 

superclass. Its concrete syntax is subject::superclass. 

 

In SWSL, any term can be an Oid. It is important to highlight that the difference between classes, 

attributes, objects and values is contextual, not syntactical. For example, in the following F-Molecules, 

the same Oid a plays a different role in each of them: 

 
a[m → v], c :: a, a : b, c[a → v], c[d → a] 

 

Both SWSL-FOL and SWSL-Rules use the so-called multiple inheritance with overriding and source 

based conflict resolution strategy. The only difference between its use in them is that in SWSL-FOL 

inheritable value molecules are forbidden. Because of these similarities, from now on we are going to 

focus only in SWSL-Rules. 

 

Following we define a simple example to illustrate the use of SWSL-Rules. In this example we have the 

class of elephants which are gray by default, royalElephants which are a subclass of elephant and clyde 

who is a royalElephant. This situation is represented by the following base (see Figure 2-12 for a UML 

Class Diagram of this example): 
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Figure 2-12: UML Model for a SWSL Example 

 
elephant[color->gray]. 

royalElephant::elephant. 

clyde:royalElephant. 

 

This example demonstrates the simplest case of inheritance: clyde should inherit the property of being 

gray from elephant. More advanced examples and detailed information about SWSL are available at: 

http://www.daml.org/services/swsl and http://www.swsi.org. 

2.5 Constraint Handling Rules with Disjunctions 

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [Frühwirth and Abdennadher, 2003] emerges in the context of the 

Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) as a relational rule based language which was initially designed to 

declarative white-box specification of constraint solvers. In CLP, a problem is stated as a set of 

constraints, a set of predicates and a set of logical rules. Problems in CLP are generally solved by the 

interaction of a logical inference engine and constraint solving components. The logical rules (written in a 

host language) are interpreted by the logical inference engine and the constraint solving tasks are 

delegated to the constraint solvers. CHR, as most CLP languages, has Prolog as its host language, i.e, it 

rely on Prolog built-in functionality to execute.  

 

A CHR program is a set of constraint simplification rules, which are conditional rewrite rules of the form: 

 
S1 ,..., Sa <=> G1 ,.., Gb | B1 ,..., Bc 

 

And a set of constraint propagation rules, which are guarded production rules of the form:  

 
P1 ,..., Pd ==> G1 ,.., Ge | B1 ,..., Bf 

 

Each Si, Pi, Gi and Bi is a constraint atom. The Sis and Pis are called heads, the Gis guards and the Bis 

goals. A goal conjunction is called a body. Constraint atoms that appear in a CHR head can only appear in 

other CHR heads and in CLP rule goals. They are called Rule Defined Constraint (RDC) atoms to 

distinguish them from Built-In Constraint (BIC) atoms that can appear only as guards and goals in CHR 

and only as head of Prolog rules that contain no constraint atoms in their bodies. Both kinds of constraint 

atoms can appear in CHR and CLP rule bodies. The logical semantics of simplification and propagation 

rules are, respectively:  

 

G1 ∧...∧ Gb ⇒ (S1 ∧...∧ Sa ⇔ B1 ∧...∧ Bc)  

 

G1 ∧...∧ Ge ⇒ (P1 ∧...∧ Pd ⇒ B1 ∧...∧ Bf)  

 

The CHR rules are interpreted by a CHR inference engine by rewriting the initial set of constraints 

(constraint store) by the iterative application of the rules. Operationally, a rule fires when all its heads 

match against some RDC in the store, while its guards (together with the logical variable bindings 

resulting from the match) are entailed by the BIC in the store. A fired CHR rule adds its goals to the store. 

In particular, a fired simplification rule also deletes its heads from the store. 

 

In a CHR engine the constraints are solved by forward chaining CHR rules. CHR forward chaining stops 

when the store simplifies to false or when it reaches a fixed point, i.e., when no applicable rules can 

further simplify the store nor add new constraints to it. 
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The CHR extension with disjunctive bodies, the so-called Constraint Handling Rules with Disjunctions 

(CHRD8) [Abdennadher, 2000] added search as a built-in feature in the language, allowing the labeling9 

of the variables to be executed without the need of a host language, turning CHR into a fully independent 

CLP language. The new rules have the form: 

 
S1 ,..., Sa <=> G1 ,.., Gb | (B1

1
,..., Bc

1
) ;...; (B1

g
 ,..., Bh

g
)  

 
P1 ,..., Pd ==> G1 ,.., Ge | (B1

1
 ,..., Bi

1
) ;...; (B1

j
 ,..., Bk

j
) 

 

With the expected corresponding logical semantics: 

 

G1∧...∧Gb ⇒ (S1∧...∧Sa ⇔ (B1
1
∧...∧Bc

1
)∨...∨(B1

g
∧...∧Bh

g
) 

 

G1∧...∧Ge ⇒ (P1∧...∧Pd ⇒ (B1
1
∧...∧Bi

1
)∨...∨(B1

j
∧...∧Bk

j
) 

 

Operationally, disjunctive bodies introduce the need for backtracking search in the CHR engine. When a 

disjunctive rule R triggers, one of its alternative bodies (Bl
m
 ,..., Bl

n) is chosen to be added to the 

constraint store and the engine then continues CHR forward chaining. However, if at a latter moment, the 

store simplifies to false, instead of terminating, the CHRD engine then backtracks to (Bl
m
,...,Bl

n) and 

deletes it from store together with all the constraints that were subsequently added (directly or indirectly) 

based on the its presence in the store. It then adds to the store the next alternative body (Bo
p
,...,Bo

q) in 

R and resumes rule forward chaining. 

 

A CHRD rule base is composed by a set of CHRD rules. Let we see an example of a CHRD rule that 

defines the append(X,Y,Z) constraint: 

 
R @ append(X,Y,Z) <=>  

(X = [], Z = Y);(X = [H|L1], Z = [H|L2], append(L1,Y,L2)). 

 

In this rule, R is an identifier for the rule, Z is a list composed by the elements of the list X followed by the 

elements of the list Y. If append(X,Y,Z) holds, we have two options: (i) X=[] and, therefore, Z=Y; or 

(ii) X is a list in the form [H|L1], and thus, Z is composed by H followed by L1 and then followed by the 

elements in Y. 

2.6 CHORD: Extending CHRD with Objects 

Constraint Handling Object-oriented Rules with Disjunctions (CHORD10) provides an object-oriented 

extension for CHRD by the means of the syntactic and semantic representation of object-oriented 

constraints (the o-constraints) in addition to the standard relational constraints (the r-constraints). This 

extension is crucial for the further adoption of CHRD in the mainstream software development because 

(1) by the means of CHORD, CHRD can also take advantage of all the software engineering principles 

and practices that evolved in the object-oriented development field, such as the application of design 

patterns and the Model Driven Development; (2) most of the software developed these days is object 

oriented, and this paradigm mismatch would make this interoperation harder. 

 

Syntactically, CHORD integrates the cores of two exceptionally versatile dual programming- Knowledge 

Representation (KR) languages: Flora [Yang, 2002] a hybrid OO rule-based language and CHRD, the 

hybrid rule and constraint based language introduced in the last section. A CHORD program extends 

CHRD by allowing Flora-style object constraints (o-constraints) in the head, guard or body of its rules. 

Logically, these o-constraints are conjunctions of atomic constraints, each one defining or referencing one 

structural or behavioral feature of a class or object. 

 

Orthogonal to its rules, a CHORD program also contains an innovative construct, the semantic 

assumption directives, aiming to maximize the semantic versatility. Each directive defines a point along 

one dimension of the space of semantic assumptions made by various OO and rule-based languages in 

                                                           
8 In appendix A we will introduce the MOF metamodel for CHRD. 
9 Labeling is the process of instantiating the variables of a CSP in order to obtain a state that is consistent with the 

constraints. 
10 In appendix A we will introduce the MOF metamodel for CHORD. 
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order to complete the knowledge explicitly specified in them by complementary knowledge left implicit 

by the programmer. The combination of leaving semantics largely orthogonal to syntax, with the 

integration of three powerful declarative paradigms, allows CHORD to encode and unify programs and 

knowledge bases from a wide variety of programming and KR languages based on objects and/or 

constraints and/or rules [Aurélio, 2008]. 

 

Compared to imperative OO languages such as Java, C#, C++ or Python, CHORD presents the advantage 

of being a dual programming and KR language that provide as built-in, within its execution platform, a 

general purpose rule-based constraint solving inference service. This allows fast prototyping intelligent 

systems. It also presents the advantage of possessing a simple formal declarative semantics in Classical 

First-Order Logic (CFOL), which allows to directly use consolidated theorem proving technology to 

verify properties of a CHORD implementation. Compared to Flora and other OO rule-based languages 

such as JESS [Friedman-Hill, 2003] and ILOG Rules11, CHORD presents the advantage of possessing a 

configurable semantics that can support various inheritance strategies together with not only the fully 

closed-world assumption, but also the selectively, partially closed-world assumption or the fully open-

world assumption [Reiter, 1978]. 

 

CHORD extends CHRD with a set of predefined object-oriented constraints (the so-called o-constraints) 

that appear in the rule heads and in the rule bodies. There are essentially 4 kinds of o-constraints: 

 

• o:c, whose meaning is: the object o is an instance of the class c.  

• s::g, whose meaning is: the class s is a subclass of the class g. 

• o[a=v], whose meaning is: the value of the attribute a of the object o is v. 

• c[a*=v], whose meaning is: the value of the attribute a to be inherited by instances of the class 

c is v. 

 

This extension is called Core CHORD. On top of it we have Full CHORD which extends first one with 

syntactic sugar that is translated into Core CHORD by the compiler. The first set of syntactic sugar is the 

o-molecules that are sets of atomic o-constraints condensed into only one constraint like 

o:c[a=t,b*=u] that is represented in Core CHORD by the conjunction o:c, o[a=t], o[b*=u]. 

Another sort of syntactic sugar is the path expressions. They appear as values inside constraints in a 

CHORD program like in p(a.b.c.d) and they can be translated into conjunctions of constraints such as 

p(D), a[b=B], B[c=C], C[d=D]. 

 

A CHORD program is a set of rules annotated with at most one semantic directive (for the whole 

program), that defines the semantics of its o-constraints. This directive has the following syntax: 

 
semantics [ 

s1 [ p11, ..., p1n ], 

..., 

sm [ pm1, ..., pmn ] 

]. 

 

Notice that semantic assumptions may optionally have parameters. Let us take the following directive as 

an example: 

 
semantics [ 

simpleInheritance, 

classes [a, b, c] 

]. 

 

It specifies that in the annotated CHORD rule base: (i) only simple inheritance is allowed, i.e., every class 

must have at most one direct superclass; and (ii) there are only three classes: a, b and c and no other 

classes. 

 

Our motivation for using CHORD is to ease the automated generation of code by having both the 

modeling language (UML/OCL) and implementation language (CHORD) in the same OO paradigm, and 

thus avoids the paradigm mismatch of using the relational paradigm of CHRD. 

 

                                                           
11 ILOG Business Rules Management Systems. site: http://www.ilog.com/products/businessrules/index.cfm 
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2.7 Approaches to Constraint Based Scheduling 

As we introduced in chapter 1, Constraint Based Scheduling (CBS) has become the dominant form of 

modeling and solving scheduling problems in recent years [Zweben and Fox, 1994] [Baptiste et al., 

1995b].  In CBS perspective a scheduling problem can be a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) or a 

constraint optimization problem (COP). 

 

Generally understood, the CSP can be described as follows: there exists a set of variables (jobs), a finite 

and discrete set of domains (resources and time slots) for a variable, and a set of constraints. The 

constraints are defined over a subset of a original set of variables, which restricts the combination of 

values that the variables in a subset can take. The goal is to find one assignment of value to each variable 

such that a set of constraints are satisfied. 

 

The CSP usually deals with unary or binary constraints and most common formulation of binary 

constraints can be depicted by a constraint graph, whereby each node represents a variable and each arc 

between two nodes represents a constraint imposed on variables by the end points of the arc. 

 

In contrast with linear programming in which variables can only take the numerical form, in CSP 

variables can take numerative form as well, such as machine-job-a, machine-job-b, etc. Because the 

domains of variables in constraint satisfaction are finite, various lookahead techniques [Haralick and 

Elliot, 1980] have been developed to improve the efficiency by exploring the features of the CSP. 

[Gaschnig, 1993] developed intelligent backtracking algorithms to analyze dead-ends to backtrack toward 

guilties. 

 

Traditionally most of the research in constraint satisfaction has mainly been concentrated on the complete 

search methods; however, some of the techniques, such as forward checking and fail first [Haralick and 

Elliot, 1980] have proved to be efficient in the scheduling domain. The constraint-directed search 

explores the problem space based on relationships, dependencies, and limitations among the variables. 

The system stops when a first valid solution (a solution that satisfies all the constraints) is found. 

 

Commonly found procedures for the constraint-directed search are Generate & Test or Backtracking 

strategy without constraint propagation. [Kumar, 1992] provides an excellent tutorial-based review of the 

various algorithms that have been developed for CSP, whereas a generic framework for the constraint-

directed search and scheduling is discussed by [Beck and Fox, 1998]. 

 

When a constraint-satisfying solution is sufficient, cause we demand an optimal schedule, modeling and 

solving the problem as a COP is the indication; where an objective function defines the optimality 

criterion, such as schedule length, resource usage, or average or maximum delay with respect to due 

dates. 

 

The usual way of solving finite-domain CSPs (and COPs) in constraint programming is a combination of 

domain reduction, constraint propagation, and search. To understand these techniques and their various 

instances, it is best to think of a finite-domain CSP as a graph, where the nodes are variables (represented 

by their current domains) and the edges are constraints between the variables (see Fig. 2-13). In the sub-

section 2.7.1we summarize domain reduction, constraint propagation, and search techniques; and in the 

subsection 2.7.2 we summarize the rule-based constraint solving techniques.  

 

 

Figure 2-13: Propagation in a constraint graph 
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2.7.1 Domain reduction, constraint propagation and search 
 

Domain reduction is the direct application of a unary constraint c(x) to the variable x. For example, if x is 

an integer variable with current domain [0,10] and c is x > 3, then the domain of x becomes [4,10]. 

 

Constraint propagation is the propagation of changes in one variable’s domain to the domains of other 

variables connected by constraints. For example, if x and y are integer variables with current domains 

[0,10], and a constraint x ≤ y–3 is added, we can immediately propagate the lower bound of x to y, i.e., y’s 

domain becomes [3,10], and we can propagate the upper bound of y to x, i.e., x’s domain becomes [0,7]. 

Furthermore, if a constraint x > 3 is added next, reducing x’s domain to [4,7], the new lower bound is 

propagated to y’s domain, which becomes [7,10]. Fig. 2-13 gives a recap of this sequence of operations. 

 

Because of this incompleteness [Fromherz, 2001], domain reduction and constraint propagation have to 

be complemented by search. Search is usually interleaved with constraint propagation: fixing a variable 

value during search may lead to further propagation from that variable. For example, given the constraint 

problem above, if the search procedure selects 6 as the value for x, the domain of y becomes [9,10] 

through propagation. From the search point of view, the goal of domain reduction and constraint 

propagation is to reduce the search space as much as possible before and during search. 

 

Search methods in constraint programming may be divided into refinement-based methods and repair-

based methods In the refinement-based perspective each of the variables is assigned a value incrementally 

until a complete solution is found or a constraint is violated (“labeling”). If a constraint is violated, the 

last assignment is undone and an alternative value is chosen (“enumeration”). If no value assignment is 

consistent, search backtracks to a previously assigned variable, and so on. The result is a depth-first tree 

search. The following is the corresponding pseudo-code. 

 
set X = <x1,…,xn>; 

while there are unassigned variables in X 

select an unassigned variable x from X; 

select a value v from the domain of x; 

assign x = v; 

backtrack if a constraint is violated; 

end while 

 

While such domain-independent heuristics can be effective, domain-specific heuristics are even better. 

This is of interest in the context of scheduling problems, where prior knowledge about the problem (e.g., 

the typical order of jobs) can be used as a heuristic (e.g., select variables and values in time order, 

constrain the maximum total schedule length) [Fromherz, 2001]. 

 

Another choice is in the backtracking procedure. Chronological backtracking – backtracking to and 

undoing previous variable and value selections in reverse order of assignment – is the easiest to 

implement, often quite effective, and thus the most common form used in constraint programming. 

Another forms of “intelligent backtracking” have also been explored in the CSP community. It has been 

shown, for example, that problems with many solutions sometimes lead algorithms to make a wrong 

choice early on that is not detected until much later during search. In that case, instead of spending time 

on fruitless search at the bottom of the search tree, a “backjumping” algorithm will try to identify the 

earliest inconsistent assignment and directly backtrack to that variable. 

 

If the constraint problem is an optimization one, a refinement-based search can be augmented easily with 

a mechanism that adds a new constraint h(x1,…,xn) < h(v1,…,vn) every time a new solution <v1,…,vn> is 

found. This forces subsequent solutions to have increasingly better objective values and can be very 

effective in removing parts of the search tree. At the end, the last-found solution is returned as the optimal 

one (this kind of optimizing search has been called branch-and-bound search). A variation of this 

technique, which is effective in scheduling problems, is binary search, which keeps progressively 

narrower lower and upper bounds l and u on h(x1,…,xn).  

 

The algorithm first adds the constraint h(x1,…,xn) ≤ (l+u)/2. If a solution <v1,…,vn> is found, u is set to 

h(v1,…,vn); otherwise, l is set to (l+u)/2+1. The new value for l or u is substituted in the objective bound 

h(x1,…,xn) ≤ (l+u)/2 and search is restarted. This is repeated until l ≥ u, when the optimal solution is 

found. Yet another effective and popular variant is iterative deepening, where the limit l on h in the 
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constraint h(x1,…,xn) ≤ l starts from a lower bound and is increased until a solution is found. This is 

effective if the initial l is close to the optimum. 

 

Repair-based methods start with a complete assignment to the variables. If this assignment is inconsistent, 

i.e., at least one constraint is violated, the assignment is “repaired” iteratively by assigning different 

values to one or more of the variables until a solution is found. The following is the corresponding 

pseudo-code. 

 
set V = <v1,…,vn> as initial solution for <x1,…,xn>; 

while V is inconsistent 

select an inconsistent assignment x = v from V; 

select a new value v’ for x; 

assign x = v’ in V; 

end while 

 

This algorithm again contains primarily two choices, namely variable selection and value selection. Well-

known heuristics include selecting variables that violate the largest number of constraints with values that 

decrease the number of violations. In the case of an optimization problem, repair-based methods can be 

combined easily with well-known optimization techniques such as hill climbing or simulated annealing. 

In these cases, variable and value selection not only consider the reduction in constraint violation, but also 

the decrease in the objective function when selecting variables and values to repair. 

 

Different from refinement-based methods, repair-based methods typically are not complete, i.e., there is 

no guarantee to find the global optimum or even a variable assignment that satisfies all the constraints. 

Therefore, repair-based methods typically require additional termination criteria, such as an upper limit 

on the number of repairs. 

 

Both classes of search algorithms may further be augmented with randomization techniques. As already 

noted, refinement-based search in particular can be inefficient for optimization problems, where many 

solutions exist and no strong upper bound on the objective function helps during propagation. 

Approximate techniques using random restarts and limits on backtracking have been shown to be 

effective for a range of scheduling problems [Fromherz, 2001]. 

2.7.2 Rule-based constraint solving 
 

Despite its wide possibilities of use, the classical CSP framework is not sufficiently expressive for 

representing complex scheduling models. In particular, it does not allow for a distinction between hard 

constraints, which are mandatory, and soft constraints, which should get satisfied but may get violated in 

case this is unavoidable. This limitation forces to treat soft constraints as if they were hard, which 

frequently leads to over-constrained CSPs without solutions. 

 

Several CSP based frameworks have been proposed that facilitate the formal treatment of soft constraints. 

For example, hierarchical constraint logic programming [Borning et al., 1992] allows for constraint 

hierarchies (a constraint on some level is more important than any set of constraints from lower levels but 

constraints of the same level are equally important) while in partial constraint satisfaction [Freuder and 

Richard, 1992] each constraint is associated with the cost of its violation. 

 

Several constraint-based scheduling initiatives either do not support soft constraints or use a branch & 

bound search instead of chronological backtracking [Abdennadher and Marte, 2000]. Branch & bound 

starts out from a solution and requires the next solution to be better. Quality is measured by a suitable cost 

function that depends on the set of violated soft constraints. With this approach, however, soft constraints 

play no role in selecting variables and values, i.e. they do not guide search. 

 

Another approach is to adopt techniques developed to propagate hard constraints; soft constraint 

propagation is intended to associate values with an estimate of how selecting a value will influence 

solution quality, i.e. which value is known (or expected) to violate soft constraints, or the other way 

round, which value is known (or expected to) satisfy soft constraints. By considering estimates in value 

selection, one hopes that the first solution will satisfy a lot of soft constraints. 

 

In contrast to the black-box approach, the glass-box approach encouraged by the declarative 

programming language CHR facilitates the modification of existing solvers and the rapid prototyping of 
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solvers over new domains. Inspired by an existing finite domain solver written in CHR, [Abdennadher 

and Marte, 2000] developed a solver which performs hard and soft constraint propagation. In this solver 

the scheduling problem is modeled as a partial constraint satisfaction problem (PCSP) [Freuder and 

Richard, 1992]. PCSP is a CSP where each constraint is associated with a weight. A weight of a 

constraint expresses the importance of its fulfillment, allowing distinguishing hard from soft constraints. 

 

In a PCSP, it is need additionally to satisfying all hard constraints to take soft constraints into account. 

According to the PCSP model, the idea is to minimize the total weight of violated soft constraints. This is 

equivalent to maximize the total weight of satisfied constraints.  [Abdennadher and Marte, 2000] uses a 

branch-and-bound approach to tackle this maximization problem.  

 

Branch-and-bound is a standard method to optimize a score that works by constraining the score during 

the search. Every time an assignment satisfying the hard constraints is found, the score is bound to be 

even better. Thus, the last assignment compatible to the hard constraints that is found will have an optimal 

score. Therefore, the method incrementally computes a bound of the score that an assignment compatible 

to the current hard constraints may have, during the enumeration. This way the search tree is pruned every 

time the maximally achievable score is worse than the score of the previous solution. 

 

To prune the search tree efficiently in its branch-and-bound algorithm, [Abdennadher and Marte, 2000] 

keeps track of the upper bound of the score. The upper bound of the score may be affected each time the 

constraint store changes. This change may be done either by a constraint which is directly inserted by the 

labeling process or by constraint propagation. If only changes of the first kind could affect the upper 

bound, the calculation of the score could be easily incorporated into the labeling process.  

 

However, since it is also necessary to take care of the second kind of constraint store changes, it is much 

more natural and intuitive to do this calculation concurrently to the labeling process and triggered by the 

alteration of the constraint store. CHR allows expressing this in a very declarative and straightforward 

manner, where the calculation is formulated independently of the labeling. 

 

The search procedure employed by [Abdennadher and Marte, 2000] integrates the solver with 

chronological backtracking and heuristics for variable and value selection. For variable selection, it was 

used the first fail principle, which dynamically orders variables by increasing cardinality of domains, i.e. 

the principle proposes to select one of the variables with the smallest domains with respect to the current 

state of computation. 

 

For value selection, the same work uses a best-fit strategy choosing one of the best-rated periods. From an 

optimistic point of view, this will be one of the periods violating a set of soft constraints with minimal 

total weight, but the estimate may be too low due to the laziness of the solver. Furthermore, the best 

assessment does not necessarily violate a minimum number of constraints: a strong personal preference 

may balance out ten weak constraints. This approach yields a good first solution to general scheduling 

problems, like timetabling ones [Abdennadher et al., 2000]. It was not necessary to search for a better 

solution. 

 

The approach for solving scheduling problems used by SWAF reuses the one from [Abdennadher and 

Marte, 2000]. Increasing, our methods use CHORD instead of CHR. The idea is to take of the CHORD 

improvements, and avoids the paradigm mismatch of using the relational paradigm of CHR, since SWAF 

uses an OO paradigm to represent the scheduling problems. 

2.8 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter we presented the technology background of our work, which is direct aligning with the 

most modern software engineering technologies and the power of automated reasoning capabilities. We 

believe that the overview presented here is enough to understand the rest of the thesis. More details about 

the technologies presented can be found in references in the text. 
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3. A UML2/OCL2  Scheduling Task Ontology 

An ontology is a conceptual representation that describes the various entities and abstractions of a 

universe of discourse, along with their properties and relationships [Gruber, 1993]. Reusable components 

for knowledge-based systems (KBSs) often rely on ontologies to formally specify generic classes of 

knowledge-intensive tasks, such as parametric design or classification. They also rely on ontologies to 

formally specify generic classes of knowledge-intensive methods to successfully carry out these tasks. 

They thus make use of ontologies for at least these two distinct purposes. In the rest of this dissertation, 

we will distinguish ontologies respectively built for these two distinct purposes as task ontologies and 

method ontologies (respectively). A task ontology in particular can be defined as “a base of generic 

vocabulary that organizes the task knowledge for a generic task (e.g. scheduling, planning, etc.)” 

[Chandrasekaran, 1986] 

 

In this chapter we present a comprehensive task ontology for scheduling. We refer to it as a task ontology 

to emphasize that it describes the class of scheduling tasks independently of the various ways by which 

these tasks can be solved. The task ontology is generic in the sense that it is both domain and application 

independent. It provides a precise specification of the scope of scheduling applications to cover in the 

SWAF project. 

 

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In section 3.1, we first present the nature of scheduling 

task on generic level. In section 3.2 we describe the framework model of our General Scheduling Task 
Ontology (GSTO) in terms of UML2/OCL2 class diagrams. In section 3.3 we present a GSTO example 

of use, when modeling the domain of university course timetabling in CIn-UFPE. Finally, in section 3.4, 

we conclude the chapter by summarizing the contributions of the specified ontology. 

3.1 The Proposed General Scheduling Task Ontology 

In this section we propose a general task ontology that is method, application and domain independent. In 

other words it describes scheduling problems, independently of particular application domains and 

independently of how the problems can be solved.  

 

This approach provides two main benefits:  

1) From an analytical point of view, it provides a formal account of a class of problems, which can be 

used to clarify the unifying and distinguishing characteristics of a wide variety of scheduling problems 

and to understand the domain of applicability of existing scheduling systems.  

2) From an engineering point of view, it provides a generic model which can be instantiated with 

application and domain specific knowledge to represent concrete scheduling application problems, 

independently of any solving approach.  

 

While there have been previous attempts at developing ontologies for scheduling [Hama et al., 1992] 

[Hori et al., 1995], [Mizoguchi et al., 1999], [Smith and Becker, 1997], they tended to be either limited to 

specific domains or, when they provide the right level of domain-independence, to lack the required level 

of detail and formalism. Thus, the primary aim of our approach is to put the scheduling task on firmer 

ontological foundations to provide an adequate theoretical basis and reusable engineering knowledge for 

the various classes of scheduling applications. 

 

Following we present a general specification of the scheduling task, providing the main concepts related 

to the scheduling task and its respective relationships. 

3.1.1 A General Specification of Scheduling Task 
 

In essence, a scheduling task is a constraint satisfaction or optimization problem (CSOP) [Fromherz, 

2001]. As a CSOP, a scheduling task is represented by job, resource and time variables, related by 

constraints. The search space is the space of possible assignments of jobs to resources and time intervals. 

As jobs are assigned to resources, their timing variables are further constrained by resource constraints, 

such as limited capacities and setup delays. A CSP solution - a schedule - is an allocation of all jobs to 
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resources and to time intervals which satisfies all the constraints among the job, resource and time 

variables. A COP solution in an allocation of all hobs to resources and to time intervals, which optimizes 

some function (e.g., minimizing the number of constraints violated, the total time to execute all the jobs, 

or the total cumulative time of resource idleness)  

 

A general scheduling problem can be represented as a mapping from a three-dimensional space T ={J, R, 

I} to a set of schedules A = {A1,….,Aq}, where: 

• J = {j1,….,jn} are the  jobs to be executed. 

• R = {r1,….,rm} are the available resources the jobs can use for their execution. 

• I = {i1,….,ip} are time intervals during which the jobs are executed 

• ∀i  1≤i≤q, Ai = <ji,ri,ii> with ji∈J, ri∈R, ii∈I, 

that: 

• satisfies a number of hard constraints H = {h1,….,hq} relating elements in J, R and I and defining the 

valid subspace of  T to which Ai must pertain, and/or 

• satisfies a number of soft constraints S = {S1,….,Sr} relating elements in J, R and I and defining the 

preferred subspace of T to which Ai should pertain, and/or  

• is associated to some value defined by some function over T. 

A is consistent if it satisfies all elements of H. It is complete if all jobs are allocated to one resource and 

one time interval (formally iff ∀j∈J, ∃Ak∈A, rk∈R, ik∈I Ak=<j, rk, ik>).  

3.2 A UML2/OCL2 General Scheduling Task Ontology 

In the previous section we described the main input parameters for constructing the scheduling task from 

the theoretical point of view. In this section we focus on the key constructs in the scheduling task 

ontology. Its UML2 classes and OCL2 constraints provide the expressibility needed to specify SWAF 

components in a platform-independent manner. Our task ontology is inspired by both a) Fikes and Zhou's 

Time Ontology [Fikes and Zhou, 2002] that defines time points, time intervals, temporal relations on time 

points, and b) Allen’s relations on time intervals [Allen, 1983]. 

 

We start by showing our Time ontology followed by our proposed General Scheduling Task Ontology 

(GTSO). The ontologies are structured in UML2 packages that contain both class diagrams and textual 

OCL2 constraints. 

3.2.1 Time Ontology 
 

The Time Ontology is structured in a single UML2 package shown in Figure 2- and Figure 3- with no 

nested packages, which includes all time modeling classes.  

 

The TimePoint class defines a position on a temporal line. Like geometrical points, time points do not 

have any extent (duration). Given any two different time points, one will always precede the other. Three 

operations are defined on TimePoint: Before, Equal, and After, which correspond to "<", "=", and ">" 

on the number line respectively.  

 

A time point has a set of time values that correspond to (i.e., measure) this point. A given time point can 

be measured by three classes of reference: 

• The time, which measures a time point in hours, minutes and seconds. Ex: 10hs 20min 30sec  

• The date, which measures a time point in year, month and day of month. Ex: 2008/05/15.  

• The day of week, which measures a time point by a day of week. Ex: Monday. 

 

These three classes of reference can be combined each other to represent the measurement of a time point. 

Ex: Friday 05h30m10s of the 2007/12/28. 

 

The TimeInterval class defines the interval between two time points respectively indicating the start 

and end of the interval. A time interval also has a set of duration values. A given time interval can be 

measured by seven classes of reference:  

• The second, which measures a time interval in seconds. Ex: 30 sec. 

• The minute, which measures a time interval in minutes. Ex: 10 min. 

• The hour, which measures a time interval in hours. Ex: 5 hs. 

• The day, which measures a time interval in days. Ex: 182 days. 
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• The week, which measures a time interval in weeks. Ex: 2 weeks. 

• The month, which measures a time interval in months. Ex: 4 months. 

• The year, which measures a time interval in years. Ex: 10 years. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1: Time Ontology Package: Time points and intervals 

AbstractTimeValue specializes in three concrete time value whose units are respectively a) hour, 

minutes and second, b) year, month and day of the month and c) day of the week. 

A time interval duration is defined in one or several of the following units: seconds, minutes, hours, days, 

week, months and year.  
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Figure 3-2: Time Ontology Package: Time and duration values. 

In addition to the diagrams above, our time ontology also contains the OCL2 constraints below. 

 

The TimePoint invariant forces a time point to have at least one value unit. 

 

Similarly, the TimeIntervalAtLeastOneUnit invariant forces a time interval to have at least one 

duration unit.  

 

The TimeIntervalUnitClousure invariant does not allow any other units than seconds, minutes, 

hours, days, weeks, months and years.  

 

The TimeValue and DateValue invariants restrict the values of integers that can fill the year, month, 

dayOfTheMonth, hour, minutes and seconds. 

context TimePoint 

inv TimePoint: 

(time -> notEmpty()) or (date -> notEmpty()) or (day -> 
notEmpty()) 

context TimeInterval 

inv TimeIntervalAtLeastOneUnit: 

(secDuration -> notEmpty()) or (minDuration -> notEmpty()) or 

(hrDuration -> notEmpty()) or (dayDuration -> notEmpty()) or 

(weekDuration -> notEmpty()) or (mthDuration -> notEmpty()) or 
(yearDuration ->notEmpty()) 

context TimeInterval 

inv TimeIntervalUnitClosure: 

(secDuration.timeUnit = #SECONDS) or  

(minDuration.timeUnit = #MINUTES) or  

(hrDuration.timeUnit = #HOURS) or  

(dayDuration.timeUnit = #DAYS) or 

(weekDuration.timeUnit = #WEEKS) or  

(mthDuration.timeUnit = #MONTHS) or 
(yearDuration.timeUnit = #YEARS) 
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3.2.2 General Scheduling Task Ontology 
 

The General Scheduling Task ontology is structured in a single UML2 package shown in Fig. 3-3. It 

imports the Time ontology package described in the previous section and nests six sub-packages: 

Common, Job, Resource, Constraint, Problem and Solution. The Common package defines the general 

classes reused by the other packages. The Job and Resource packages define the hierarchies of jobs and 

resources, respectively. The Constraint package defines the hierarchy of restrictions that can be applied to 

jobs and resources. And Problem and Solution packages define the structure of a scheduling problem and 

its solution, respectively.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-3: Scheduling Ontology Package 

The Scheduling::Common package includes the Quantity class that defines the notion of a 

numeric quantity. The quantity has a name, an amount (value) and a unit of measure that is abstractly 

represented by the Unit class. We understand that a unit may have particular properties according to the 

scheduling domain, so as to define an abstract class. 

 

 

Figure 3-4: Scheduling::Common Package 

 

context TimeValue 

inv TimeValue: 

(hr >= 0 and hr <= 23) and 

(min >= 0 and min <= 59) and 

(sec >= 0 and sec < 60) 

context DateValue 

inv DateValue: 

(year >= 0 and year <= 9999) and 

(mon >= 1 and mon <= 12) and 
(dayOfMon >= 1 and dayOfMon <= 31) 
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The Scheduling::Job package includes the hierarchy of scheduling jobs. The Job class defines an 

entity that can be assigned over available resources for its execution. The Job class has a defined 

duration and can be an interruptible one or not. 

 

The CapacitatedJob class is a specialized job that requires some amount of capacity to its execution; 

such a capacity is a numeric quantity which varies over time as a function of allocation of a Resource 

to the Job and its associated allocation semantics. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-5: Scheduling::Job Package 

The Scheduling::Resource package includes the hierarchy of resources. The Resource class defines an 

entity on which a job can be assigned for its execution. Resources are generally in finite supply and their 

availability constraints when and how jobs execute [Smith and Becker, 1997].  

 

The abstract Resource specializes in two main groups according its availability and reusability 

respectively.   

The availability of a Resource can be defined in terms of some dynamically changing aspect of its 

state. Typically, a Resource is modeled as providing some amount of capacity, a numeric quantity 

which varies over time as a function of allocating the Resource to various jobs and its associated 

allocation semantics. This is the approach taken in [Fadel et al., 1994] [Ushold et al., 1996]. However, 

there are also resources whose availability is more a function of qualitative states: jobs then require the 

Resource to be in a particular state or subset of possible states (e.g., to be idle as opposed to busy) rather 

than requiring that the Resource have a sufficient amount of capacity [Smith and Becker, 1997]. 

Hence, we distinguish two broad classes of resources along the dimension of availability:  

− CapacitatedResource: Resources whose availability is characterized in terms of the amount of 

capacity that is available. 

− DiscreteStateResource: Resources whose availability is a function of some discrete set of 

possible state values. 

 

The dimension of availability (CapacitatedResource and DiscreteStateResource) 

forms a {disjoint, complete} generalization set of Resource. 

 

In a {disjoint, complete} generalization set of a class, as disjoint it’s assumed it cannot have 

an instance of class that is, at the same time, of more than one sub-classes that forms the generalization 

set of class. As complete it’s assumed it cannot have an instance of class that is not of one of the sub-

classes that forms the generalization set of class. 

 

In the case of a CapacitatedResource, availability is a function of its capacity. The capacity: 

Quantity[1..*] attribute represents the capacity of the resource that is available for allocation to 

jobs over time. In the case of DiscreteStateResource, availability corresponds to being in a state 

that matches the condition of the Job that requires the Resource. A DiscreteStateResource 

has a state value, which we represent as the abstract class DiscreteStateKind. Allocation of a 

DiscreteStateResource to a Job implies commitment to (or protection of) a specific state value 

over some TimeInterval, and multiple jobs can be simultaneously supported, as long as compatible 

state values are required [Smith and Becker, 1997]. 
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Another important characteristic of resources is if they are used or consumed by a job when allocated. 

Hence we distinguish between two broad classes of resources along the dimension of reusability: 

− ReusableResource: Resources those become available for reuse after a Job to which it has been 

allocated finishes. We say that the Job uses the Resource [Ushold et al., 1996].  

− ConsumableResource: Resources that once allocated to a Job does not become available again. 

We say that the Job consumes the Resource. 

 

In the same way of the dimension availability, the dimension of reusability 

(ReusableResource and ConsumableResource) forms a {disjoint, complete} 

generalization set of Resource. 

 

A particular property of a ReusableResource is setupDuration which specifies how long it 

takes to configure the Resource for use by a particular Job. We modeled this property as being a 

DurationValue to conform to the type of the duration property of the TimeInterval class in 

the Time Ontology (see section 3.2.1). 

 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Scheduling::Resource Package 

 

The Scheduling::Constraint package includes the hierarchy of scheduling constraints. A 

constraint, generally speaking, restricts the value combinations that can be assigned to a variable set. In 

the scheduling domain, a constraint restricts the assignment of temporal variables and the allocation of 

resources to jobs.  

 

The SchedulingConstraint class lies at the top of a three level deep hierarchy of {disjoint, 

complete} generalization sets where the leaves are abstract classes associated with the other ontology 

elements that they relate: jobs, resources, time points and time intervals.  The top-level distinguishing 

criterion in this hierarchy is between resource and temporal constraints. 

 

The ResourceConstraint abstract class has an association with the Resource class and 

specializes in ResourceCompatibilityConstraint and 

ResourceAvailabilityConstraint. The first defines the conditions under which a given 

Resource can be used to perform a given Job. The second defines the constraints associated with the 

availability of resources, according to capacity and usage restrictions. 
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The ResourceCompatibilityConstraint abstract class specifies a resource compatibility 

condition that depends of the Job that requires the Resource. For example, if we have a Job that is 

defined as “Implement a Java Component”, we should allocate a “Java Programmer” Resource to the 

Job, rather than a “C# Programmer” Resource, due to the “Java” static property of the Job.  

 

The ResourceAvailabilityConstraint abstract class specializes in 

ResourceCapacityConstraint and ResourceUsageConstraint.  

 

The ResourceCapacityConstraint is associated with restrictions over the capacity of 

CapacitatedResource (ex: The sum of the capacity used/consumed by all supported jobs ≤ the 

capacity of resource).  

 

The ResourceUsageConstraint is associated with restrictions on the usage of Resource over a 

TimeInterval (ex: A time interval where a resource cannot be allocated).  

 

The TemporalConstraint abstract class specializes in AbsoluteTimeConstraint and 

RelativeTimeConstraint.  

 

The AbsoluteTimeConstraint places an absolute lower or upper bound on the value of a time 

point (ex: an upper bound to the startTime of the execution interval of a Job).  

 

The RelativeTimeConstraint is also an abstract class that restricts the separation between two 

time points. This class has a subject time interval, represented by the association subject with the 

TimeInterval class. It specializes in IntervalConstraint and DurationConstraint.  

 

The IntervalConstraint synchronizes the occurrence of two time intervals. Such a synchronism 

can be represented by the Allen’s Interval Relations (see Fig. 3-8), which will be detailed a posteriori. 

 

The DurationConstraint imposes a lower-bound or upper-bound on the separation between the 

start and end time points of a given time interval (ex: duration of a Job). 

. 
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Figure 3-7: Scheduling::Constraint Package (SchedulingConstraint)
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In addition to the diagrams above, the scheduling constraint package also contains the OCL2 constraint 

below. 

 

The CapacitatedEntities invariant forces the resource and jobs of a 

ResourceCapacityConstraint have an associated capacity. 

 

Following we show the Allen’s relations on time intervals [Allen, 1983], which in our ontology are 

presented as Interval Constraints. First, in Fig. 3-8 the possible relations on time intervals are presented: 

before, meet, overlap, start, during and finish. So, each of these relations are presented as OCL2 

constraints on the IntervalConstraint class. 

 

 

Figure 3-8: Allen’s Time Interval Relations 

The IntervalConstraint class defines a relation between two time intervals. The relation has a 

type (IntervalConstraintType) conform to Allen’ relations: Before, Meet, Overlap, Start, During, 

Finish and Equal. The semantic of each relation is represented by means of OCL2 constraints.  

 

 

 

 

context ResourceCapacityConstraint 

inv CapacitatedEntities: 

resource.oclIsKindOf(scheduling::resource::CapacitatedResource) 

and 

job -> forAll(j|j.oclIsKindOf(scheduling::job::CapacitatedJob)) 
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Figure 3-9: Scheduling::Constraint Package (IntervalConstraint) 

 

In addition to the diagram above, the scheduling constraint package also contains the OCL2 constraint 

below. 

 

The BeforeRelation invariant states the necessary relation conditions between two intervals that 

lead them to have a before relation. 

 

The MeetRelation invariant states the necessary relation conditions between two intervals that lead 

them to have a meet relation. 

 

The OverlapRelation invariant states the necessary relation conditions between two intervals that 

lead them to have an overlap relation. 

 
 
 
 

The StartRelation invariant states the necessary relation conditions two intervals that lead them to 

have a start relation. 

context IntervalConstraint 

inv BeforeRelation: 

subject.end.before(timeInterval.start) implies  

kind = scheduling::constraint::IntervalConstraintKind::BEFORE 

context IntervalConstraint 

inv MeetRelation: 

subject.end.equal(timeInterval.start) implies 
kind = scheduling::constraint::IntervalConstraintKind::MEET 

context IntervalConstraint 

inv OverlapRelation: 

let t:time::TimeInterval in 

(subject.start.before(t.start) or  

 subject.start.equal(t.start)) and 

(t.end.before(subject.end) or  

 t.end.equal(subject.end)) 

   and                         

   (timeInterval.start.before(t.start) or  

  timeInterval.start.equal(t.start)) and   

   (t.end.before(timeInterval.end) or  

  t.end.equal(timeInterval.end)) 

implies 

kind = #OVERLAP 
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The DurationRelation invariant states the necessary relation conditions between two intervals that 

lead them to have a duration relation. 

 

The FinishRelation invariant states the necessary relation conditions between two intervals that lead 

them to have a finish relation. 

 

 The EqualRelation invariant states the necessary relation conditions between two intervals that lead 

them to have an equal relation 

 

 

The Scheduling::Problem package includes the hierarchy of scheduling problems. The 

SchedulingProblem class is the most abstract class in the hierarchy of scheduling problems. It 

defines the essential properties that general scheduling problems must have: a set of jobs, a set of 

resources, a time range and a set of constraints.  

 

According with the problem each constraint can be a hard or soft one. Hard constraints must be satisfied 

and soft constraint can be violated if needed. So, we proposed an association class 

SchedulingConstraintWeight that defines the weight of a SchedulingConstraint; if a 

constraint is a hard one (in the context of the problem under question) the weight is infinite (*), if a 

constraint is a soft one (also in the context of the problem under question) the weight is a real number. 

 

The SchedulingProblem class can be specialized in two main groups according if the problem is a 

simple CSP or a COP.  

 

In the first case the problem can be sub-specialized in other two main classes:  

HardSchedulingProblem: Where the CSP has only hard constraints in the constraints 

association. 

SoftSchedulingProblem: Where the CSP can have also soft constraints in the constraints 

association. 

 

HardSchedulingProblem and SoftSchedulingProblem forms a {disjoint and 

complete} generalization set of SchedulingProblem. 

  

In the second case the problem is represented by the OptimizationSchedulingProblem abstract 

class having an abstract cost operation that determines the abstract behavior associated to how calculate 

context IntervalConstraint 

inv StartRelation: 

subject.start.equal(timeInterval.start) implies 
kind = #START 

context IntervalConstraint 

inv DurationRelation: 

(timeInterval.start.before(subject.start) or    

 timeInterval.start.equal(subject.start)) and   

(subject.end.before(timeInterval.end) or   

 subject.end.equal(timeInterval.end)) implies 
   kind = #DURING 

context IntervalConstraint 

inv FinishRelation: 

subject.end.equal(timeInterval.end) implies 
kind = #FINISH 

context IntervalConstraint 

inv EqualRelation: 

subject.start.equal(subject.start) and 

subject.end.equal(timeInterval.end) implies 
kind = #EQUAL 
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the cost of an optimization scheduling problem solution (see OptimizationSchedule class 

definition).  

 

 

 

Figure 3-10: Scheduling::Problem Package 

 

In addition to the diagram above, the scheduling problem package also contains the OCL2 constraints 

below. 

 
A derivation constraint imposes if exists an interruptible job at the set of jobs of a scheduling problem this 

problem is a preemptive one. 
 

 

The HardSchedulingProblem invariant imposes a hard scheduling problem has only hard 

constraints. 

 

The SoftSchedulingProblem invariant imposes a soft scheduling problem has at least one soft 

constraint. 

 

 

 

context SchedulingProblem:preemptive 

derive: 

job -> exists(j|j.interruptible) implies true 

context HardSchedulingProblem 

inv HandSchedulingProblem: 

constraints ->  
 forAll(s|s.schedulingConstraintWeight.value = *) 

context SoftSchedulingProblem 

inv SoftSchedulingProblem: 

constraints ->  

 exists(s|s.schedulingConstraintWeight.value <> *) 
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The Scheduling::Solution::Schedule package includes the hierarchy of schedules. First we 

show the ScheduleElement class that defines the allocation tuple <job, resource, time interval>. This 

class defines the allocation of a resource to a job over a time interval. 

 

 

Figure 3-11: Scheduling::Solution::Schedule Package (ScheduleElement) 

 

The Schedule class defines the composition of allocation tuples <job, resource, time interval> 

representing a possible solution to a scheduling problem. Each tuple is represented by the 

ScheduleElement association class defining the allocation of a resource to a job in a specific time 

interval. Schedule class is the most abstract one in the hierarchy of schedules and specializes in two 

main groups according if it is a single solution to a CSP or a COP.  

 

In the first case the single solution can be specialized in other two main classes:  

HardSchedule: Where the single CSP solution has only hard constraints in the constraints 

association, i.e, the processed constraints during the generation of the Schedule are only hard 

constraints. 

SoftSchedule: Where the single CSP solution has also soft constraints in the constraints 

association, i.e, the processed constraints during the generation of the Schedule can be hard or soft 

constraints. 

 

HardSchedule and SoftSchedule forms a {disjoint and complete} generalization set of 

Schedule. 
 

In the second case the single solution is represented by the OptimizationSchedule abstract class 

that has the cost attribute (cost of a single solution) and the estimated attribute (if the algorithm used 

to solve the problem is approximated). 
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Figure 3-12: Scheduling::Solution::Schedule Package (Schedule)
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In addition to the diagram above, the schedule package also contains the OCL2 constraints below. 

 

 

The ConsistentSchedule invariant imposes a consistent Schedule must have only hard 

constraints at its satisfied constraints set. 

 

The CompleteSchedule invariant imposes a complete Schedule must have, for each job in the 

initial set of scheduling problem jobs, a tuple <job, resource, time interval> including that job. 

 

The HardSchedule invariant imposes a hard schedule has only hard constraints. 
 

 

The body constraint of the softViolated operation (SoftSchedule class) returns all processed 

violated soft constraints. 

 

The body constraint of the softSatisfied operation (SoftSchedule class) returns all processed 

satisfied soft constraints. 

 

The body constraint of the hard operation (SoftSchedule class) returns all processed hard 

constraints. 

 

 

context Schedule 

inv ConsistentSchedule: 

constraints ->  

select(c| c.schedulingConstraintWeight.value = *))->  
forAll(hc|hc.truthValue=true)  

implies 
consistent = true 

context Schedule 

inv CompleteSchedule: 

schedulingProblemSolution.problem.jobs ->  

forAll(j|elements->exists(se|se.job=j)) 

implies 
complete = true 

context HardSchedule  

inv HardSchedule: 

constraints ->  
forAll(c|c.schedulingConstraintWeight.value = *)  

context 

SoftSchedule::softViolated():ProcessedSchedulingConstraint[*] 

body: 

constraints ->  

select(c|c.schedulingConstraintWeight.value <> * and  

c.truthValue = false) 

context SoftSchedule::hard():ProcessedSchedulingConstraint[*] 

body: 

self.constraints ->  
select(c| c.schedulingConstraintWeight.value = *) 

context 

SoftSchedule::softSatisfied():ProcessedSchedulingConstraint[*] 

body: 

constraints ->  

select(c|c.schedulingConstraintWeight.value <> * and  
c.truthValue = true) 
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The body constraint of the preferedTo operation (SoftSchedule class) defines how a schedule is 

preferred to another one. 

 

 

The EstimatedOptimizationSchedule imposes if the scheduling solution uses an approximated 

algorithm the OptimizationSchedule is an estimated one.  

 

The Scheduling::Solution package includes the hierarchy of scheduling problem solutions. As 

presented earlier a schedule is a mapping of jobs to resources in a specific time interval representing a 

possible solution to a scheduling problem. The scheduling problem solution is the set of all possible 

solutions (schedules) to a scheduling problem. The SchedulingProblemSolution class is the most 

abstract one in the hierarchy of scheduling problem solutions and specializes in two main groups 

according if it is a solution to a CSP or a COP.  

 

In the first case the solution can be specialized in other two main classes:  

HardSchedulingProblemSolution: Where the solution is a CSP solution having only hard 

schedules in the schedules association (see HardSchedule class definition). 

SoftSchedulingProblemSolution: Where the solution is a CSP solution having only soft 

schedules in the schedules association (see SoftSchedule class definition). 

 

HardSchedulingProblemSolution and SoftSchedulingProblemSolution forms a 

{disjoint and complete} generalization set of SchedulingProblemSolution. 
 

In the second case the solution has only optimization schedules in the schedules association (see 

OptimizationSchedule class definition) and is represented by the 

OptimizationSchedulingProblemSolution abstract class.  
 

Given the above specialized classes of the main class SchedulingProblemSolution, these sub-

classes are specialized, mixing pure constraint satisfaction scheduling problems solutions with the pure 

abstract optimization scheduling problems solutions:  

OptmizationHardSchedulingProblemSolution: Where the solution is a COP solution having 

only hard schedules in the schedules association. 

OptimizationSoftSchedulingProblemSolution: Where the solution is a COP solution 

having only soft schedules in the schedules association. 

 

 

context OptimizationSchedule 

inv EstimatedOptimizationSchedule: 

self.schedulingProblemSolution.algorithm.aproximated = true 

implies 
self.estimated = true 

context SoftSchedule::preferedTo(schedule: Schedule):Boolean 

body: 

let 

 satConstPrefSchedule:Integer = constraints ->  

  select(c|c.schedulingConstraintWeigth.value <> *) -> 

   select(sc|sc.truthValue=true) -> size(), 

 satConstSchedule:Integer = schedule.constraints ->  

  select(c|c.schedulingConstraintWeigth.value <> *) -> 

   select(sc|sc.truthValue=true) -> size() 

in 
satConstSchedule > satConstPrefSchedule 
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Figure 3-13: Scheduling::Solution Package (SchedulingProblemSolution)
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In addition to the diagram above, the scheduling solution package also contains the OCL2 constraints 

below. 

 

The HardSchedulingProblemSolution invariant imposes only hard schedules to 

HardSchedulingProblemSolution. 

 

 

The SoftSchedulingProblemSolution invariant imposes only soft schedules to 

SoftSchedulingProblemSolution. 

 

 

The OptimizationSchedulingProblemSolution invariant imposes only optimization 

schedules to OptimizationSchedulingProblemSolution. 

 

3.3 GSTO by example: University Course Timetabling at CIn-UFPE 

In this section we present a GSTO example of use, when modeling the domain of university course 

timetabling in CIn-UFPE. University course timetabling problems [Abdennadher and Marte, 2000] are 

combinatorial problems which consist in scheduling a set of courses within a given number of rooms and 

time periods. 

 

CIn-UFPE offers a four and a half years program for an undergraduate degree in computer science and a 

five years program for an undergraduate in computer engineering. The problem of timetabling is to be 

solved every term on base of the timetable of the previous year, the lecturer’s personal preferences and a 

given set of courses, each one associated with its lecturers. 

 

At CIn-UFPE each lecturer is responsible for two or three courses each term, the exact number depends 

on the number of lectures of his courses. Each course can be given by one or more lecturers. Each course 

has one or two lectures that should be scheduled in the space of one week. Each lecture is part of only one 

course, and each course also has a predefined number of students. 

 

The overall process of manual timetabling runs as follows. After collecting wishes of lecturers and 

information on new courses, a first proposal is developed with the timetable of the previous year as a 

starting point. This is done by using free slots in the timetable left by courses not taking place again for 

new courses offered by the same people, whereas wishes of lecturers take precedence over the timetable 

of the previous year. After handing out the proposal to all lecturers, evaluations and new wishes are 

collected. 

 

With the current proposal as a starting point, a next proposal is developed incorporating the responses on 

the current proposal, again changing as little as possible, and so on. Creating a new timetable is thus a 

multi-stage, incremental process. Relying on the timetable of the previous year and changing as little as 

possible by incremental scheduling drastically reduces the amount of work necessary for creating a new 

timetable and ensures acceptance of the new timetable by keeping the weekly course of events people are 

accustomed to. 

context HardSchedulingProblemSolution 

inv HardSchedulingProblemSolution: 
self.schedules -> forAll(s|s.oclIsKindOf(HardSchedule)) 

context SoftSchedulingProblemSolution 

inv: 

self.schedules -> forAll(s|s.oclIsKindOf(SoftSchedule)) 

context OptimizationSchedulingProblemSolution 

inv OptimizationSchedulingProblemSolution: 

self.schedules -> forAll(s| 
 s.oclIsKindOf(OptimizationSchedule)) 

context SoftSchedulingProblemSolution 

inv SoftSchedulingProblemSolution: 
self.schedules -> forAll(s|s.oclIsKindOf(SoftSchedule)) 
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Note that the assignment of rooms is done elsewhere. Nevertheless conflicting requirements for space or 

certain equipment may be a cause for changing the timetable. 

 

According to these definitions, we have a specialized kind of scheduling problem, so we can specialize 

GSTO concepts to model such a domain. The specialized ontology is structured in a single UML2 

package shown in Fig. 3-14. It nests: Lecture, Room and Constraint ones, and reuses Scheduling and 

Time ones. The Lecture package show how courses, lectures and lecturers are defined by reusing GSTO 

classes. The Room package also shows reuse of GSTO to define a room. And the Constraint package 

defines the hierarchy of restrictions that can be applied to the new concepts introduced in the new 

ontology.  

 

 

Figure 3-14:  CIn Package 

The CIn::Lecture package defines general classes of the timetabling problem related to lectures. This 

package includes the Program class that represents an academic program. A program can be an 

undergraduate one or a postgraduate one, and has a set of associated courses.  

 

The Course class represents a unit of teaching that is part of one or more programs. A course has a 

specific area (ex: computer theory, software engineering), can be a mandatory one and has a predefined 

number of students. A course has zero, one or more lectures and is played by one or more lecturer. The 

pre-requirements courses are the ones that must be done before the course. 

 

The Lecturer class represents those who lead research groups, supervise postgraduate students and 

perform lectures of courses. A lecturer has a job (ex: titular lecturer), a function (ex: postgraduate 

coordinator) and can be an effective one. The lecturer acts in a specific area (ex: computer theory) and 

works in a specific dedication (20 hours, 40 hours or exclusive dedication). 

 

The Lecture class represents a presentation intended to present information or teach students about a 

particular subject. In our ontology we mean a lecture as a special case of scheduling job, so the Lecture 

class has a generalization relation with the class Job of the scheduling ontology. 
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Figure 3-15:  CIn::Lecture Package 

In addition to the diagrams above, the CIn::Lecture package also contains the OCL2 constraints 

below. 

 

The LectureDuration invariant imposes the duration of a lecture must be of two hours. 

 

 

The CourseDuration invariant imposes the duration of the course is derived from the duration of its 

associated lectures (jobs). 

 

 

 

The CourseArea invariant imposes the area of associated lecturers to be the same of the course.  

context Lecture 

inv LectureDuration: 

duration.timeUnit = #HOURS and duration.value = 2 

context Course 

inv CourseDuration: 

duration.timeUnit = #HOURS 

context Course 

derive: 

duration.value -> sum(lecture.duration.value) 
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The CIn::Room package defines general classes of the timetabling problem related to rooms. The Room 

class represents a place where lectures are played by lecturers. A Room is a reusable resource 

(ReusableResource) and has some amount of capacity (CapacitatedResource). 

 

A room has an identifier (ex: “D-224”), a location (ex: “Second floor of the block B”) and a category, 

which can be classroom or laboratory. By having a pre-defined number of students supported, a room has 

its capacity defined by means of this number. So, we define a concrete type of the Unit class (see figure 

3-4) to be used as the unit of capacity of the room. This class is defined as NumberOfStudents. 

 

 

Figure 3-16:  CIn::Room Package 

In addition to the diagrams above, the CIn::Room package also contains the OCL2 constraint below. 

 

The RoomCapacity invariant imposes the capacity of the room has only one metric, defined by means 

of the number of students that the room can receive at a time. 

 

 

 

The general constraints of the CIn-UFPE timetabling domain are due to physical laws, academic reasons 

and personal preferences of lecturers: 

 

1) A lecturer cannot be at two places the same time, so avoid clashing the lectures of courses of the 

same lecturer.  

2) Some lecturers prefer certain times or days for teaching (perform lectures). 

3) A course typically consists of two lectures per week. There can be a day break between the 

lectures of a course. 

4) All courses should be scheduled between two intervals (8am-10am and 10am-12am) from 

Monday to Friday.  

5) For each term of the undergraduate level there is a set of mandatory courses, the attendance of 

which is highly recommended.  

6) There is a recommended order of attendance of mandatory courses.  

7) Lectures of undergraduate courses of a term must not clash, while lectures of undergraduate 

courses of different terms are allowed to clash. 

 

In our work we consider the first four constraints in the definition of our timetabling scheduling problem.  

Context Course 

inv CourseArea: 
lecturer -> forAll(l|l.area=self.area) 

context Room 

inv RoomCapacity: 

capacity -> size() = 1 and capacity -> asSequence()-> 
first().unit.oclIsKindOf(CIn::Room::NumberOfStudents) 
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The constraints 1) and 3) are defined at the CIn::Constraint package (see Fig. 3-18), and the 2) and 

4) are defined directly at the implementation of our study case at chapter 5. Due to time limitations the 

last three ones are not considered at this moment. 

 

The CIn::Constraint package defines the constraints defined above. The AvoidClashing class 

is a specialized IntervalConstraint (see Fig. 3-7) defined to avoid general clashes. It is an 

abstract class that has to be specialized to define the context of possible clashes.  

 

The AvoidClashingCourse class is a concrete AvoidClashing defined to avoid clashes of 

lectures of a course. The AvoidClashingLecturer class is a concrete AvoidClashing defined to 

avoid clashes of lectures of a lecturer. The AvoidClashingCourseArea class is a concrete 

AvoidClashing defined to avoid clashes of lectures of the courses that have the same area. The 

AvoidClashingProgramLevel class is a concrete AvoidClashing defined to avoid clashes of 

lectures of the courses that are in the same level (undergraduate, postgraduate) of a program. 

 

We believe the model behavior of the AvoidClashing subtypes can be defined by OCL constraints at 

the schedule definitions level, but at this moment we defined them as CHORD implementation code, in 

our study case at chapter 5. 

  

Also at the CIn::Constraint package we have the DayBreak class, which defines a day break, a 

general break of a day between two intervals. To define such a break, we need represent two intervals 

with another interval (equivalent to day break) between these intervals. The intervals must be sequential 

and meet its end time with the initial time of the subsequent. The Fig. 3-17 shows how a day break can be 

defined in the context of lectures of a course.  

 

To represent the DayBreak class we need two associations with the IntervalConstraint class: 

the first and the second interval constraint of the break. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-17:  A day break between two intervals (lectures) 

The DayBreakCourse class, in a specialized DayBreak that has an association with a Course whose 

lectures must have a day break. Here we also limited to traduce the DayBreakCourse behavior in the 

CHORD implementation of our study case at chapter 5. 
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Figure 3-18:  CIn::Constraint Package 

In addition to the diagrams above, the CIn::Constraint package also contains the OCL2 constraints 

below. 

 

To represent the three sequential intervals (see Fig. 3-17) we need two interval constraints of the “meet” 

kind. This behavior is represented by the DayBreakIntervals invariant. 

 

The final interval of the first IntervalConstraint must be the same of the first interval of the final 

IntervalConstraint. This behavior is represented by the DayBreakLimits invariant. 

 

Finally the break interval has exactly one day. This behavior is represented by the DayBreakOneDay 

invariant. 

 

  

context DayBreak 

inv DayBreakIntervals: 

first.kind = #MEET and second.kind = #MEET 

context DayBreak 

inv DayBreakLimits: 
first.timeInterval = second.subject 

context DayBreak 

inv DayBreakOneDay: 

first.timeInterval.timeUnit = #DAYS and  
first.timeInterval.value = 1 
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3.4 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter we have described a GSTO which characterizes scheduling tasks independently of 

particular domains, applications, or problem solving approach. To model the ontology we used the most 

modern software engineering standards such as UML2 and OCL2 which provides reusability and 

executability necessary to support versatile scheduling solving applications. Also, the GSTO includes a 

number of important conceptual distinctions, which are missing from existing approaches. 
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4. The KobrA2 Model of SWAF Component 

In chapter 1, we presented the general architectural design of SWAF. According to Fig. 1-2 we can see 

three main parts of SWAF: The GUI to manipulate scheduling ontologies, the GUI to manipulate 

scheduling problems and solutions specified as instances of ontology concepts and the central core of the 

framework responsible for providing all the features available through the GUI's. Here, we present a fully 

refined Platform-Independent Model (PIM) of these core components. It is specified in the restricted 

subset and minimal extension of UML2 and OCL2 following the KobrA2 method. This method 

prescribes to construct the PIM of a system as an assembly of components. It also prescribes to 

decompose the PIM of each component into views, each one modeling a largely orthogonal concern of 

the component. Here we consider the structural, operational and behavioral views of the SWAF 

components. The rest of the present chapter thus contains one sub-section per component in the SWAF 

assembly and one sub-sub-section per view of each such component. Modelling and implementing the 

GUI components of the overall SWAF architecture are tasks that lay beyond the scope of this MSc. thesis 

and are left for future work.  

4.1 The SWAF Component 

The SWAF component is the main one of the SWAF environment. Its interface provides operations to 

return the default SWAF scheduling ontology, to create a user-defined scheduling ontology, to create 

scheduling problem instances (based on the user-defined scheduling ontology) and to solve the scheduling 

problem instances created. 

4.1.1 The Specification Structural Class Service View 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4-2: SWAF Specification Structural Class Service View 
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The SWAF subject component offers the following services: 

 

− newDefaultOntology() - Creates an instance of the default scheduling ontology. This ontology is 

created by the system, without the user’s intervention.  
 

− getDefaultOntology():SchedulingOntology - Returns the default scheduling ontology. 
 

− newSpecializedOntology()- Creates an instance of the specialized scheduling ontology. The instance 

of ontology is defined by the user, based in the default ontology. 
 

− getSpecializedOntology():SchedulingOntology - Returns the specialized scheduling ontology. 
 

− setSpecializedOntology(ontology:SchedulingOntology) - Sets the specialized scheduling ontology. 
 

− newProblemInstance() - Creates an instance of a scheduling problem. The problem instance is 

defined by the user, based in the specialized ontology. 
 

− getProblemInstance():SchedulingProblem - Returns the user’s defined scheduling problem instance. 
 

− setProblemInstance(problem:SchedulingProblem) - Sets the user’s defined scheduling problem 

instance. 
 

− getProblemInstanceSolution():SchedulingProblemSolution - Returns the complete solution for the 

user’s defined scheduling problem instance. 

 
− getFirstProblemInstanceSchedule():Schedule - Returns the first single solution (schedule) for the 

user’s defined scheduling problem instance. 

 

− getNextProblemInstanceSchedule():Schedule - Returns the next single solution (schedule), according 

to the current schedule, for the user’s defined scheduling problem instance. 

 

The SWAF component acquires the CHORDEngine component to reuse its automated reasoning. 

 

The CHORD engine component is under construction and is part of future works on the context of 

ORC
2
AS research initiative. So, because this limitation we decided only to define the provided services of 

this engine, as presented in the SWAF Specification Structural Class Service View (see Fig. 4-2). 

 

The CHORDEngine interface offers the following services: 

 

load(ruleBase: Program): Realizes the load of CHORD rules bases (programs) in the CHORD engine. 

After the base is loaded the engine can provide responses to queries submitted to it. 

  
solve(query: Program):Sequence(AtomFormula): Solves queries (programs) submitted to the CHORD 

engine. As the result we have a sequence of AtomFormula (with the values to the query variables). 

 

4.1.2 The Specification Structural Class Type View 
 

The specification SWAFType package imports the Scheduling package (see chapter 3), which defines the 

scheduling ontology, and imports the CHORD package (see [Aurélio, 2008]), which defines the CHORD 

model.  
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Figure 4-3: SWAF Specification Structural Class Type View 

This view shows required types that are used by operations specified in SWAF subject component. The 

SWAFType package contains one new class that is not part of the scheduling ontology: the 

SchedulingOntology class. It does not extend the expressive power of the ontology. It merely serves as an 

entry point that aggregates the top-level concepts of the ontology as shown in Fig. 4-4. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-4: SWAF Specification Structural Class Type View 
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4.1.3 SWAF Specification Operation Service View 
 

The Specification Operation Service View is composed by the OCL expressions that define the post 

conditions of the SWAF operations defined in the Specification Structural Class Service View (see Fig. 4-

2). The last three operations: getProblemInstanceSolution():SchedulingProblemSolution, 

getFirstProblemInstanceSchedule():Schedule and getNextProblemInstanceSchedule():Schedule will be 

presented at the Realization Operation Service View cause are realized by a nested component of the 

main one SWAF. 

 

Following we define the OCL expression for each operation defined in that Service View. 

 

newDefaultOntology() 

Definition: This operation creates a new instance of the SchedulingOntology class via the defaultOntology 

association of the SWAF component (see Fig. 4-3). 

 

In OCL2: 

 

geDefaultOntology( ): SchedulingOntology 

Definition: This operation returns the value of defaultOntology attribute of the SWAF component. 

 

In OCL2: 

 

newSpecializedOntology() 

Definition: This operation creates a new instance of the SchedulingOntology class via the 

specializedOntology association of the SWAF component (see Fig. 4-3). 

 

In OCL2: 

 
getSpecializedOntology():SchedulingOntology 

Definition: This operation returns the value of specializedOntology association of the SWAF component. 

 

In OCL2: 

 

 

setSpecializedOntology(onto: SchedulingOntology) 

Definition: This operation sets the current value of specializedOntology association of the SWAF 

component. 

 

context SWAF::getDefaultOntology():SchedulingOntology 

post: 

result = defaultOntology 

 

context SWAF::newSpecializedOntology() 

post: 

specializedOntology.oclIsNew() 

 

context SWAF::newDefaultOntology() 

post: 

defaultOntology.oclIsNew() 

 

context SWAF::getSpecializedOntology():SchedulingOntology 

post: 

result = specializedOntology.oclIsNew() 
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In OCL2: 

 

newProblemInstance() 

Definition: This operation creates a new instance the SchedulingProblem class via the problem 

association of the SWAF component (see Fig 4-3). 

 

In OCL2: 

 

getProblemInstance():SchedulingProblem 

Definition: This operation returns the value of problem association of the SWAF component 

 

In OCL2: 

 

setProblemInstance(prob: SchedulingProblem) 

Definition: This operation sets the current value of problem association of the SWAF component. 

 

In OCL2: 

 

4.1.4 The Specification Behavioral Protocol View 
 

This view specifies the externally visible states of the SWAF component. It describes which restricted 

service is available (i.e., which public operations can be called) in each such state, and which such calls 

make the component transition to another state. We remember that the intended clients of the SWAF 

component are the SWAF GUI components shown in chapter 1, so the state machine of SWAF 

component depends from the ones of the GUI components. 

 

In the initial state after the creation of the component only the newDefaultOntology() operation can be 

called leading the component to the DefaultOntologyCreated state. In this new state, three operations can 

be called: getDefaultOntology(), newSpecializedOntology() and newProblemInstance(). Calling the first 

makes the component remains in the DefaultOntologyCreated state, calling the second leads the 

component to the SpecializedOntologyCreated state, and calling the third to the ProblemInstanceCreated 

state. 

 

From SpecializedOntologyCreated state three operations can be called: getSpecializedOntology(), 

setSpecializedOntology() and newProblemInstance(). Calling the first and the second makes the 

component remains in the SpecializedOntologyCreated state, and calling the third leads the component to 

the ProblemCreated state. 

 

context SWAF::setSpecializedOntology(onto: SchedulingOntology) 

post: 

specializedOntology = onto 
 

context SWAF::newProblemInstance() 

post: 

problem.oclIsNew() 

 

context SWAF::getProblemInstance():SchedulingProblem 

post: 

result = problem 

 

context SWAF::setProblemInstance(prob: SchedulingProblem) 

post: 

problem = prob 
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At the ProblemCreated state three operations can be called: getProblemInstance(), setProblemInstance() 

and getProblemInstanceSolution(). Calling the first and the second makes the component remains in the 

ProblemCreated state, and calling the third leads the component to the SolutionCreated state. 

 

From SolutionCreated state three operations can be called: getNextProblemInstanceSchedule(), 

getFirstProblemInstanceSchedule() and destroy().Calling the first and the second makes the component 

remains in the SolutionCreated state, and calling the third leads the component to be finalized. 

 

Fig. 4-5 shows the protocol state machine of this process. 
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Figure 4-5: SWAF Specification Behavioral Protocol View 

 

 



4.1.5 The Realization Structural Class Service View 

 

 

 

Figure 4-6: SWAF Realization Structural Class Service View 

The view of Fig. 4-6 shows the nested components of SWAF. We have the SWAFTranslator component 

as the one that provides the mechanisms to resolve the translations between the metamodels of scheduling 

and CHORD, and vice-versa.  

 

The SWAF translator component encapsulates the service of solving scheduling problems. By means of 

model transformations the Ontology representation of the scheduling problem is translated to CHORD 

representation (CHORD query). Such a CHORD representation is submitted to a CHORD engine that 

processes the query returning a CHORD representation of the scheduling problem solution. Again by 

means of model transformation the CHORD solution is translated to an Ontology representation of the 

scheduling problem solution. 

 

The operations of SWAF translator component encapsulates three model transformation bases written in 

ATL [ATL, 2006]: 

 

- UML2CHORDRules: This model transformation rule base defines the mapping rules to translate a 

scheduling ontology (constraints and algorithm) to a CHORD rules base. 

- UML2CHORDStore: This model transformation rule base defines the mapping rules to translate a 

scheduling ontology instance to a CHORD Query. 

- CHORDStore2UML: This model transformation rule base defines the mapping rules to translate a 

CHORD solution to an ontology scheduling problem solution. 

 

The SWAFTranslator interface offers the following services: 

 

translateOntology2CHORDBase(onto:SchedulingOntology):Program :  

Encapsulates the UML2CHORRules model transformation rule base, as defined earlier. 

  
translateProblem2CHORDQuery(prob: SchedulingProblem):Program :  

Encapsulates the UML2CHOStore model transformation rule base, as defined earlier. 

 
translateCHORD2ProblemSolution(sol:Sequence(AtomFormula)):SchedulingProblemSolution:  

Encapsulates the CHORDStore2UML model transformation rule base, as defined earlier. 
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Since the SWAFTranslator operations are realized by ATL rules bases, it makes no sense to present here 

their realization using OCL. In chapter 5 we explain how we realized the services provided by this 

interface. 

4.1.6 SWAF Realization Operation Service View 
 

The view presents the realization of the SWAF operations (see Fig. 4-2) that uses services specified at the 

SWAF Realization Structural Class Service View (see Fig. 4-6). Following we define the OCL expression 

for each operation defined in that Service View. 

 

getProblemInstanceSolution(): SchedulingProblemSolution 

Definition: This operation returns the solution (SchedulingProblemSolution) for the current problem 

(SchedulingProblem). 

 

The process of this operation starts by translating the current specializedOntology to a CHORD base, via 

invocation of the translateOntology2CHORDBase operation of SWAFTranslator. By means of model 

transformations, an ontology (conforms to scheduling metamodel) is translated to a CHORD base 

(conforms to CHORD metamodel). 

 

Such a CHORD base is the CHORD representation of the ontology default constraints and algorithm to 

be used to solve scheduling problems. The CHORD base in the CHORDEngine and is ready to be used in 

the CHORD queries processing.  

 

Following the current problem value (an instance of SchedulingProblem) is translated to a CHORD query 

representation (Program) by the translateProblem2CHORQuery operation of the SWAFTranslator 

component.  

 

The CHORD query is processed against the CHORD base via the execute operation of CHORDEngine 

that returns the CHORD representation of the problem solution. Then, such a CHORD solution 

representation (Sequence(AtomFormula)) is translated to the scheduling ontology representation 

(SchedulingProblemSolution), by means  of  the translateCHORD2ProblemSolution operation of 

SWAFTranslator. 

 

Finalizing the process, the resultant translation is attributed to a new instance of 

SchedulingProblemSolution created via the solution association of SWAF component, and the result of 

the global operation gets this value of solution. 

 

In OCL2: 

 

getFirstProblemInstanceSchedule(): Schedule 

Definition: This operation returns the first single solution (schedule) of the current problem, checking first 

if a solution already exists. 

 

 

 

context 

SWAF::getProblemInstanceSolution():SchedulingProblemSolution 

post: 

let base = 

sWAFTranslator.translateOntology2CHORDBase(specializedOntology) in   

      cHORDEngine^load(base) and 

      let prog = 

sWAFTranslator.translateProbem2CHORDQuery(problem) in 

         let chordSol = cHORDEngine.execute(prog) in 

            let schedSol =        

 sWAFTranslator^translateCHORD2ProblemSolution(chordSol)  

  in 

               solution.oclIsNew() and solution = schedSol and 

  result = solution 
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In OCL2: 

 

getNextProblemInstanceSchedule(): Schedule 

Definition: This operation returns the next single solution (schedule) of the current problem, checking 

first if a solution exists and if a current schedule also already exists. 

 

In OCL2: 

4.2 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter we presented the KobrA2 model of the SWAF component. The key idea is to integrate in 

synergy two cutting-edge reuse fostering software architecture concepts: Component-Based Architecture 

(CBA) and Model-Driven Architecture (MDA). With MDA we want to achieve low-cost portability to 

multiple execution platforms and automate more development process sub-tasks. And to achieve low-cost 

evolution, a Component-Based MDA [Atkinson et al., 2002] structures the PIM, PSM and source code as 

assemblies of reusable components, each one clearly separating the services interfaces that it provides to 

and requires from other components from its encapsulated realization of these services (itself potentially a 

recursive sub-assembly). With this approach we believe to provide a versatile scheduler aligning with the 

most modern software engineering technologies. 

 

context SWAF::getFirstProblemInstanceSchedule(): Schedule 

pre: 

solution->notEmpty() 

post: 

result = solution.schedule->asOrderedSet()->first() 

 

context SWAF::getNextProblemInstanceSchedule(): Schedule 

pre: 

solution->notEmpty() and 

currentSchedule->notEmpty() 

post: 

let scds = solution.schedule->asOrderedSet() in 

    let currentIndex = scds->indexOf(currentSchedule) in 

       let lastIndex = scds->size() in 

          if (currentIndex = lastIndex) then 

             currentSchedule = scds->first() 

          else 

             currentSchedule = scds->at(currentIndex+1) 

          endif 

          and 
          result=currentSchedule 
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5. Model Transformation Approach of SWAF 

In this chapter we present the implementation of the core of SWAF framework, through Model 

Transformation (MT) rule bases written in ATL. We provide the mapping rules to translate model objects 

of scheduling problem instances into model objects representing a CHORD initial constraint store. This 

idea follows the SWAF’s architectural design (presented in chapter 1) and provides one of the means of 

interaction between the core SWAF component with the CHORD engine. 

 

In a solving perspective using CHORD, the proposed architecture of SWAF can be defined as having 

three MT rule bases implemented in ATL:  

 

i) UML2CHORDRules: transforms a scheduling ontology (set of the generated EMF12 objects 

following Scheduling metamodel13) to a CHORD rules base (set of the generated EMF 

objects following CHORD metamodel14) 

ii) UML2CHORDStore: transforms a scheduling problem instance (set of the generated EMF  

objects following Scheduling metamodel) to a CHORD initial constraint store (set of the 

generated EMF objects following CHORD metamodel) 

iii) CHORDStore2UML: transforms a CHORD final constraint store (set of the generated EMF 

objects following CHORD metamodel) to a scheduling problem instance solution (set of the 

generated EMF objects following Scheduling metamodel) 

 

Since at the context of our work the scheduling ontology is a static one, the first base 

(UML2CHORDRules) is substituted by statically defined CHORD rules, representing the algorithm to 

solve the problem. So, the default concepts, defined in the ontology, and the algorithm used to solve the 

problem are fixed rules written in CHORD; these rules are presented at the context of our case study at 

chapter 6.  

 

The second MT rule base (UML2CHRStore) is presented here in the context of our case study and the 

third MT rule base (CHORDStore2UML) constitutes future works, due to we intend it is very similar to 

the UML2CHORDStore (it is an inverse production). Following we describe the UML2CHORDStore MT 

rule base, presenting its general idea and its explained ATL code.  

5.1 UML2CHORDStore Model Transformation Rule Base 

Since the transformation of a scheduling problem and its aggregated attributes is fixed, we have used an 

ATL matched rule to specify it. This rule specifies: 1) for each class that constitutes the scheduling 

problem, the CHORD classes that must be generated, and 2) how the properties values of CHORD classes 

are derived from the scheduling problem source values. The matched rule is identified by its name: 

SchedulingProblem2Rule and it is part of an ATL module: Scheduling2CHORD. The rule 

matches a given type of source model element, and generates one or several types of CHORD model 

elements. 

 

A Scheduling Problem class is mapped directly to a CHORD SimpagationRule class and each sub-part 

that defines the Scheduling Problem (Job, Resource, Time Interval and Scheduling Constraint) is mapped 

to CHORD Formulas that constitutes the CHORD SimpagationRule. Following we present the complete 

ATL module Scheduling2CHORD that defines the mapping of a Scheduling Problem to a CHORD 

SimpagationRule. For each rule of the module we present a textual explanation.  

 

The ATL matched rule named SchedulingProblem2Rule that specifies how to transform a 

SchedulingProblem into the respective CHORD Rule is shown in Fig. 5-115. The first two lines 

                                                           
12 Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [Budinsky et al., 2004] is a framework on which SWAF’s MT rule bases are 

implemented.  
13  The scheduling metamodel is direct equivalent to the scheduling ontology defined in chapter 3 by means of UML2 

and OCL2 class diagrams. 
14 The CHORD metamodel and its concrete syntax and semantics is introduced in APPENDIX B. 
15 In the figures of this section the ATL keywords are boldfaced. 
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define the name of the transformation module and the variables of the source and target models. Line 4 

defines the rule named SchedulingProblem2Rule whose specification is between the lines 5-24. 

Lines 5-6 declares that the SchedulingProblem element from the source Scheduling metamodel is 

the element to be transformed, while the lines 13-24 specify which elements of the target CHORD 

metamodel the source pattern has to be transformed to. In this case, only one CHORD element is created, 

the SimpagationRule element (Lines 14-16). The attribute body of the SimpagationRule 

element is populated with the auxiliary definition form (Line 15) that is a CHORD 

CompositeFormula. Lines 17-24 define the form CompositeFormula. Lines 7-12 specify three 

local variables representing the jobs, resources and time range of the scheduling problem. These variables 

are used in the target pattern scope. 

 

 

Figure 5-1: SchedulingProblem2Rule ATL matched rule 

The target pattern creates a CHORD SimpagationRule and populates its body attribute, a CHORD 

CompositeFormula. Such CompositeFormula has an AND as connective and a union of five 

Sequences of CHORD AtomFormula as its formula attribute, where each Sequence is the return of a 

helper rule also defined in the Scheduling2CHORD module. The first helper rule named 

createJobFormulas creates the formulas associated with the Scheduling Job element of the source 

model. The second and third helper rules named: createCapacitatedResourceFormulas and 

createResourceFormulas, create the formulas associated with the Scheduling Resource element 

of the source model.  

 

The forth and fifth helper rules named: createSingleScheduleElementFormulas and 

createScheduleElementFormulas, create the formulas associated with the Scheduling 

ScheduleElement element of the source model; these formulas are part of the scheduling problem 

solution and are created here, only with the domain of the variables of the scheduling problem. The 

following createResourceDomainFormulas and createIntervalDomainFormulas helper 

rules create the formulas associated with the domain of the Resource variables and the formulas 

associated with the domain of TimeInterval variables, respectively. Following we define each of the 

helper rules invoked in the SchedulingProblem2Rule rule.  

 

As an example of the mapping result of SchedulingProblem2Rule ATL rule, we present an excerpt 

of a CHORD program at Fig. 5-2. The complete program will be presented at chapter 6. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-2: Mapping Result Excerpt of SchedulingProblem2Rule 

The ATL helper rule named createJobFormulas is shown in Fig. 5-3. The first line defines the rule 

signature where is defined the name of the rule, its input parameter type – a Sequence of Scheduling Job 

facts ==> room::capacitatedResource ,  …  , dayBreak(if688_1, if688_2). 
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and its return parameter type – a Sequence of CHORD AtomFormula. The specification of the rule is 

between the lines 28-33. For our case study only the Lecture specialized Scheduling Job is to be 

considered, so the line 28 selects the Scheduling Jobs of type Lecture. Following, we create one 

CHORD AtomFormula of the types: Generalization and the lectureSeq local variable is 

iterated where for each Lecture is created two CHORD AtomFormula of the types: Instance and 

RConstraint. The Generalization AtomFormula creation (line 29) defines that lecture has as 

super type the class Job. The Instance AtomFormula creation (line 31) defines that the current 

lecture is an instance of the Lecture class. Finishing the RConstraint AtomFormula creation 

(line 32) defines that exist a relation teaches between the current lecture and its associated Lecturer 

Resourse. 

 

The process of create each type of CHORD AtomFormula is responsibility of a specific called rule. 

Generalization AtomFormula is created by the createGeneralizationOAtom called rule, 

Instance AtomFormula is created by the createInstanceOAtom called rule and the 

RConstraint AtomFormula is created by the createRelationRConstraint called rule. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3: createJobFormulas ATL helper rule 

 

As an example of the mapping result of createJobFormulas ATL helper rule, we present an excerpt 

of a CHORD program at Fig. 5-4. The complete program will be presented at chapter 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-4: Mapping Result Excerpt of createJobFormulas 

The ATL helper rule named createCapacitedResouceFormulas is an auxiliary one to be used in 

the ATL helper rule named createResouceFormulas, and is shown in Fig. 5-5. The first two lines 

define the rule signature where is defined the name of the rule, its input parameters types (two String 

representing the name and specialized type of a Scheduling Resource, and an Integer representing the 

capacity of a Scheduling Resource). As its return parameter type the helper rule has a Sequence of 

CHORD AtomFormula. The specification of the rule is between the lines 38-40.  

 

This rule creates three CHORD Formula of the types: Generalization, Instance and Value. 

The Generalization AtomFormula creation (line 38) defines that the current resource of the 

iteration has as super type the class CapacitatedResource. The Instance AtomFormula 

creation (line 39) defines that the current resource is an instance of the resType parameter. Finishing 

the ValueSpecification AtomFormula creation (line 40) defines the value of the capacity 

attribute of the CapacitatedResource.  

 

The process of create each type of CHORD AtomFormula is responsibility of a specific called rule. 

Generalization AtomFormula is created by the createGeneralizationOAtom called rule, 

Instance AtomFormula is created by the createInstaceOAtom called rule and the 

ValueSpecification AtomFormula is created by the createIntegerValueOAtom called 

rule. 

 

 

 

…  

lecture :: job, 

if688_1 : lecture, 

teaches(andreSantos, if688_1) 

… 
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Figure 5-5: createCapacitatedResourceFormulas ATL helper rule 

 

As an example of the mapping result of createCapacitedResouceFormulas ATL helper rule, we 

present an excerpt of a CHORD program at Fig. 5-6. The complete program will be presented at chapter 

6. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-6: Mapping Result Excerpt of createCapacitedResouceFormulas 

The ATL helper rule named createResourceFormulas is shown in Fig. 5-7. The first line defines 

the rule signature where is defined the name of the rule, its input parameter type – a Sequence of 

Scheduling Resource and its return parameter type – a Sequence of CHORD AtomFormula. The 

specification of the rule is between the lines 44-56. The sequence of Scheduling Resource is iterated 

and for each Resource we have two alternative fluxes depending of the specialization type of this 

current Resource (for our case study only the Scheduling Room and Scheduling Lecturer types are 

considered). If the Scheduling Resource is a Scheduling Room the rule 

createCapacitedResouceFormulas is invocated with the name, ‘room’ type and capacity of 

the current Scheduling Resource. The flux for the Scheduling Lecturer type is a similar one. 

 

 

Figure 5-7: createResourceFormulas ATL helper rule 

The ATL helper rule named createSingleScheduleElementFormulas is an auxiliary one to be 

used in the ATL helper rule named createScheduleElementsFormulas, and is shown in Fig. 5-

8. The first two lines defines the rule signature where is defined the name of the rule, its input parameters 

types (the index of the schedule element and the name of the job of the schedule element). As its return 

parameter type the helper rule has a Sequence of CHORD AtomFormula. The specification of the rule 

is between the lines 61-66. This rule creates three CHORD AtomFormula of the types: one 

Instance, three ValueSpecification and one RConstraint.  

 

The process of create each type of CHORD ATomFormula is responsibility of a specific called rule. 

Instance AtomFormula is created by the createGeneralizationOAtom called rule, 

ValueSpecification AtomFormula is created by the createSymbolValueOAtom called rule 

and the RConstraint AtomFormula is created by the createRelationRConstraint called 

rule. 

 

 

…  

room :: capacitatedResource, 

a001 : room, 

a001[capacity=1], 

… 
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Figure 5-8: createSingleScheduleElementFormulas ATL helper rule 

 

As an example of the mapping result of createSingleScheduleElementFormulas ATL helper 

rule, we present an excerpt of a CHORD program at Fig. 5-9. The complete program will be presented at 

chapter 6. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-9: Mapping Result Excerpt of createSingleScheduleElementFormulas 

The ATL helper rule named createScheduleElementFormulas is shown in Fig. 5-10. The first 

line defines the rule signature where is defined the name of the rule, its input parameter type – a Sequence 

of Scheduling Job and its return type – a Sequence of CHORD AtomFormula. The specification of the 

rule is between the lines 70-78. For our case study we only need Lecture Jobs, so the line 70 defines a 

local variable lectureSeq that contains the selection of Lecture Jobs from the input parameter jSeq.  

 

The lectureSeq is iterated and for each lecture we define a Tuple acc of the type 

TupleType(index : Integer, _seq : Sequence(CHORD!AtomFormula)). Such Tuple 

is necessary for indexes the sequence of schedule elements created by the auxiliary helper 

createSingleScheduleElementFormulas. 

 

 

Figure 5-10: createScheduleElementFormulas ATL helper rule 

 

The ATL helper rule named createResourceDomainFormulas is shown in Fig. 5-11. The first 

two lines define the rule signature where is defined the name of the rule, its two input parameter types – a 

Sequence of Scheduling Job and a Sequence of Scheduling Resource; and its return parameter type – 

a Sequence of CHORD AtomFormula. The specification of the rule is between the lines 83-93.  

 

For our case study we only need Room Resources and Lecture Jobs, so the line 83 defines a local variable 

roomSeq that contains the selection of Room Resources from the input parameter rSeq, and the line 84 

defines a local variable lectureSeq that contains the selection of Lecture Jobs from the input 

parameter jSeq.  

 

The lectureSeq is iterated and for each lecture we define a Tuple acc of the type 

TupleType(index : Integer, _seq : Sequence(CHORD!AtomFormula)). Such Tuple 

is necessary for indexes the sequence of resource domain variables (CHORD RConstraint) created 

by the called rule createDomainRConstraint. 

 

…  

s1:scheduleElement[job= if676_1, resource=R1, interval=I1],  

… 
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Figure 5-11: createResourceDomainFormulas ATL helper rule 

 

As an example of the mapping result of createResourceDomainFormulas ATL helper rule, we 

present an excerpt of a CHORD program at Fig. 5-12. The complete program will be presented at chapter 

6. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-12: Mapping Result Excerpt of createResourceDomainFormulas 

The ATL helper rule named createIntervalDomainFormulas is shown in Fig. 5-13. The first 

two lines define the rule signature where is defined the name of the rule, its three input parameter types – 

a Time Interval, a Sequence of Scheduling Job and a Sequence of Scheduling Constraint; and 

its return parameter type – a Sequence of CHORD AtomFormula. The specification of the rule is 

between the lines 98-108. For our case study we only need Lecture Jobs, so the line 98 defines a local 

variable lectureSeq that contains the selection of Lecture Jobs from the input parameter jSeq. 

 

The lectureSeq is iterated and for each lecture we define a Tuple acc of the type 

TupleType(index : Integer, _seq : Sequence(CHORD!AtomFormula)). Such Tuple 

is necessary for indexes the sequence of interval domain variables (CHORD RConstraint) created by 

the called rule createDomainRConstraint.  

 

 

 

Figure 5-13: createIntervalDomainFormulas ATL helper rule 

As an example of the mapping result of createIntervalDomainFormulas ATL helper rule, we 

present an excerpt of a CHORD program at Fig. 5-14. The complete program will be presented at chapter 

6. 

 

 

Figure 5-14: Mapping Result Excerpt of createIntervalDomainFormulas 

Following we show in Fig. 5-15 four short helper rules used by the 

createIntervalDomainFormulas helper rule. The first helper rule shown in Fig. 5-15 is the 

…  

domain(R1, [(a001,0)])  

… 

…  

domain(I1, [(1,1), (2,1), (3,1), (4,1), (5,0), (6,0), (7,0), (8,0), (9,0), 

(10,0)])  

… 
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getResourceUsageConstraints. The first line define the rule signature where is defined the 

name of the rule, its input parameter types – a Scheduling Resource and a Sequence of Scheduling 

Constraint; and its return parameter type – a Sequence of CHORD ListTerm. The specification of 

the rule is between the lines 161-163. This rule selects the Scheduling Constraint of the type 

Scheduling ResourceUsageConstraint and that has as resource the input resource of the rule. 

 

The second is the createIntervalListTerm helper rule. The first two lines define the rule 

signature where is defined the name of the rule, its two input parameter types – a Time Interval and 

a Sequence of Scheduling Constraint; and its return parameter type – a CHORD ListTerm. The 

specification of the rule is between the lines 118-119. This rule basically invokes the 

getIntervalListTerm called rule that defines an Interval list of tuple (Value, Assessment) based in 

a start and end Integers. The assessment for each generated value is defined based in the Value list of 

Integers that is a return of the createPreferenceIntegerSequence helper rule. 

 

The third helper rule shown in Fig. 5-15 is the createPreferenceIntegerSequence. The first 

two lines define the rule signature where is defined the name of the rule, its input parameter type – a 

Sequence of Scheduling Constraint; and its return parameter type – a Sequence of Integer. The 

specification of the rule is between the lines 124-126. This rule iterates the input Sequence of Scheduling 

Constraint, and for each Constraint its intervals Sequence attribute is iterated and finally for 

each Interval it is invoking the createIntegerSequence helper rule, with the start value and end 

value of the time points that defines the iterated Interval.  

 

The forth helper rule shown in Fig. 5-15 is the createIntegerSequence. The first line define the 

rule signature where is defined the name of the rule, its input parameter types – two Integer; and its 

return parameter type – a Sequence of Integer. The specification of the rule is between the lines 130-

134. The idea here is to create a Sequence of Integer between (and inclusive) the start and end 

Integer parameters. 

 

 

Figure 5-15: Final ATL helper rules 

The ATL called rules of the ATL module Scheduling2CHORD are simple an intuitive ones and for 

conciseness they are not presented here, but in the APPENDIX B. 

5.2 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter presented the contributions of this work to implements the core of SWAF framework. The 

UML2CHORDStore defines a ATL MT rules base to transform scheduling problem instances into 

CHORD initial constraint stores. This base is part of the idealized SWAF’s architectural design 

(presented in chapter 1) and provides the main way of interaction between the core SWAF component 

with the CHORD engine. 
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6. Case Study 

In this chapter we present our case study for the validation and illustration of the mapping and solving 

approach of SWAF.  

 

As introduced in chapter 1 the solving process of SWAF includes: first, mapping scheduling problem 

instances (conforms the scheduling metamodel) to CHORD rule bases (conforms the CHORD 

metamodel); second, processing this generated CHORD rule bases over a CHORD engine and finally, 

mapping the return of the CHORD engine (conforms the CHORD metamodel) to a scheduling problem 

solution (conforms the scheduling metamodel). The scope of our case study is to define the first mapping 

translation of SWAF (scheduling problem to CHORD rule bases) and process such a code over a CHORD 

engine analyzing the results. The second mapping translation of SWAF (CHORD code to scheduling 

problem solution) constitutes future works. 

 

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 defines the university course timetabling problem, a 

classical and representative scheduling problem that was chosen to our case study, because it is able to 

better justify and illustrate the raised issues and pursued approaches in the SWAF mapping. Section 6.2 

defines how the general university course timetabling problem can be defined at the CIn-UFPE domain. 

In this section we also define a specialized scheduling ontology (based in our general scheduling ontology 

defined in chapter 3), the CHORD approach to solve scheduling problems, and the ATL mapping rules to 

translate a scheduling problem into a CHORD rule. Finally, section 6.3 summarizes the results of this 

chapter. 

6.1 University Course Timetabling 

University course timetabling problems [Abdennadher and Marte, 2000] are combinatorial problems 

which consist in scheduling a set of courses within a given number of rooms and time periods. Solving a 

real world timetabling problem manually often requires a significant amount of time, sometimes several 

days or even weeks.  

 

Therefore, a lot of research has been invested in order to provide automated support for human 

timetablers. Contributions come from the fields of operations research (e.g. graph coloring, network flow 

techniques) and artificial intelligence (e.g. simulated annealing, tabu search, genetic algorithms, 

constraint satisfaction). Our approach reuses a previous one from [Abdennadher and Marte, 2000] that 

refers to terms and methods from constraint satisfaction. The methods presented in such a previous 

approach were developed using CLP, more specifically using CHR. Our methods provide a newer 

approach using CHORD. 

6.2 University Course Timetabling at CIn-UFPE 

The Centro de Informática (CIn) at the Universidade Federal de Pernambuco (UFPE) offers a four and a 

half years program for an undergraduate degree in computer science and a five years program for an 

undergraduate in computer engineering. The problem of timetabling is to be solved every term on base of 

the timetable of the previous year, the lecturer’s personal preferences and a given set of courses, each one 

associated with its lecturers. 

 

At CIn-UFPE each lecturer is responsible for two or three courses each term, the exact number depends 

on the number of lectures of his courses. Each course can be given by one or more lecturers. Each course 

has one or two lectures that should be scheduled in the space of one week. Each lecture is part of only one 

course, and each course also has a predefined number of students. 

 

The overall process of manual timetabling runs as follows. After collecting wishes of lecturers and 

information on new courses, a first proposal is developed with the timetable of the previous year as a 

starting point. This is done by using free slots in the timetable left by courses not taking place again for 

new courses offered by the same people, whereas wishes of lecturers take precedence over the timetable 
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of the previous year. After handing out the proposal to all lecturers, evaluations and new wishes are 

collected. 

 

With the current proposal as a starting point, a next proposal is developed incorporating the responses on 

the current proposal, again changing as little as possible, and so on. Creating a new timetable is thus a 

multi-stage, incremental process. Relying on the timetable of the previous year and changing as little as 

possible by incremental scheduling drastically reduces the amount of work necessary for creating a new 

timetable and ensures acceptance of the new timetable by keeping the weekly course of events people are 

accustomed to. 

 

Note that the assignment of rooms is done elsewhere. Nevertheless conflicting requirements for space or 

certain equipment may be a cause for changing the timetable. 

 

6.2.1 Modeling the Problem as a Partial Constraint Satisfaction Problem 
 

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [Kumar, 1992] consists of a finite set of variables, each 

associated with a finite domain, and a finite set of constraints. A solution of a CSP maps each variable to 

a value of its domain such that all the constraints are satisfied. A partial constraint satisfaction problem 

(PCSP) [Freuder and Richard, 1992] is a CSP where each constraint is associated with a weight. A weight 

of a constraint expresses the importance of its fulfillment, allowing to distinguish hard from soft 

constraints. Hard constraints stand out due to infinite weights. The finite weights of soft constraints allow 

for the specification of preferences among constraints. A solution of a PCSP maps each variable to a 

value of its domain such that all hard constraints are satisfied and the total weight of the violated soft 

constraints is minimal. 

 

Clearly we only need one variable for each lecture holding the period, i.e. the starting time point, it has 

been scheduled for. In [Abdennadher and Marte, 2000] approach each variable’s domain consists of the 

whole week, the periods being numbered from 0 to 167, e.g. 9 denotes 9am on Monday, and so on. Due to 

in CIn-UFPE domain we consider only to two possible allocation intervals (8am-10am and 10am-12am), 

in our approach the time slots (time intervals) - to be associated to each lecture - are modeled as an 

integer according to the following encoding: 

 

 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8am-10am 1 3 5 7 9 

10am-12am 2 4 6 8 10 

Figure 6-1: The TimeInterval to Integer Mapping to Timetabling 

 

Requirements, wishes and recommendations can be expressed with a small set of specialized constraints: 

 

• No-clash constraints demand that a lecture must not clash with another one. 

• Pre-assignment constraints and availability constraints are used to express lecturer’s preferences 

and that a lecture must (not) take place at a certain time. 

• Distribution constraints make sure that there is at least one day (hour) between a lecture and 

another one or that two lectures are scheduled for different days. 

6.2.2 Solving the Problem with CHORD 
 

CHORD, as introduced in chapter 2, is an OO extension of the declarative high-level language CHR
∨
. 

And CHR is especially designed for writing constraint solvers. With CHR, one can introduce user-defined 

constraints into a given host language, be it Prolog, Lisp or any other language. To implement our 

timetabling problem we used the CHR library of ECLiPSe (ECRC Constraint Logic Programming System 

[ECRC, 1995]), to simulate the proposed CHORD engine of SWAF’ architecture (see chapter  4). 
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As introduced earlier our solving approach reuses an previous one [Abdennadher and Marte, 2000], but 

with an innovative way using the OO extension of CHR
∨
 that give us facilities and avoidance type 

mismatch of using CHR
∨
 inside our OO application, as presented in CHORD section at chapter 2 of this 

dissertation.  

 

The following sub-sections define the reused solving approach, and present how the necessary constraints 

of the CIn-UFPE domain can be derived from the lower level constraints defined in the reused solver. 

6.2.2.1 Domains 

 

Constraint solving for finite domains constraints is based on consistency techniques [Kumar, 1992]. For 

example, the constraints X :: [2, 3, 4], i.e., X must take a value from the list [2, 3, 4], and X :: 

[3, 4, 5] may be replaced by the new constraint X :: [3, 4]. Implementing this technique with 

CHR is straightforward [Frühwirth and Abdennadher, 1997], but this scheme is not sufficient for the 

needs of our study case. 

 

Since soft constraints may be violated, the values to be constrained must not be removed from the domain 

of the variable. Moreover, when we have to choose a value for the variable during search, we must be 

able to decide whether a certain value is a good choice or not. Therefore, each value must be associated 

with an assessment. We chose to represent a domain as a list of value-assessment pairs. For example, 

assume the domain of X is [(3, 0), (4, 1), (5, -1)]. Then X may take one of values 3, 4 and 5, 

whereas 4 is encouraged with assessment 1 and 5 is discouraged with assessment -1. 

6.2.2.2 Lower Level Constraints 

 

The adopted solver process is based on three types of constraints. 

 

• domain(X, D) means that X must get assigned a value occurring in the list of value-assessment 

pairs D. 

• in(X, L, W): Its meaning depends on the weight W. If W = inf, i.e. if the constraint is hard, it 

means that X must get assigned a value occurring in the list L. If W is a number, i.e. if the 

constraint is soft, it means that the assessment for the values occurring in L should be increased 

by W. 

• notin(X, L, W), if hard, means that X must not get assigned any of the values occurring in the 

list L. If it is soft, it means that the assessment for the values occurring in L should be decreased 

by W. 

6.2.2.3 The Core of the Solver 

 

Propagating a soft constraint is intended to modify the assessment of the values to be constrained. For 

example, assume the domain of X is [(3, 0), (4, 1), (5, -1)] and assume the existence of the 

constraint in(X, [3], 2) stating that 3 should be assigned to X with preference 2. Then we have to 

increase the assessment for value 3 in the domain of X by adding 2 to the current assessment of 3 

obtaining the new domain [(3, 2), (4, 1), (5, -1)] for X. However, applying a hard constraint 

will still mean to remove values from the variable’s domain. Consequently, an in constraint is processed 

by either pruning the domain or increasing the assessment for the given values.  

 
domain(X, D), in(X, L, W) <=> W = inf | 

domain_intersection(D, L, D1), 

domain(X, D1).   (fd_in_hard) 

 

 

domain(X, D), in(X, L, W) <=> W \= inf | 

increase_assessment(W, L, D, D1), 

domain(X, D1).   (fd_in_soft) 

 

In case a hard in constraint has arrived, rule fd_in_hard looks for the corresponding domain constraint, 

which contains the current domain D, and replaces both by a new domain constraint, which contains the 

new domain D1. The domain D1 results from intersecting D with the list of values L. Rule fd_in_soft 
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works quite similar except for D1 results from D by increasing the assessments for the values occurring in 

L. Note that the guards exclude each other. Therefore, whichever constraint arrives, only one of the rules 

will be applicable. The rules for notin are similar. 
 

domain(X, D), notin(X, L, W) <=> W = inf | 

domain_subtraction(D, L, D1), 

domain(X, D1).    (fd_notin_hard) 

 

domain(X, D), notin(X, L, W) <=> W \= inf | 

decrease_assessment(W, L, D, D1), 

domain(X, D1).    (fd_notin_soft) 

 

Subtracting weights, which are always positive, may result in negative assessments. Whenever a domain 

of a variable has been reduced to the empty list, the variable cannot get assigned a value without violating 

hard constraints. This case is dealt with by the following simplification rule. 

 
domain(_, []) <=> false. (fd_empty) 

 

With only one value left in a domain of a variable we can assign the remaining value to the variable 

immediately. 

 
domain(X, [(A, _)]) ==> X = A. (fd_singleton) 

 

We use a propagation rule instead of a simplification rule because the domain constraint must not be 

removed. Without it the processing of in and notin constraints imposed on the domain of a variable 

would not be guaranteed and thus an inconsistency might be overlooked. 

6.2.2.4 Treatment of Global Constraints 

 

Up to now we only dealt with the low-level constraints of our finite domain solver. Now we exemplify 

how to express global (n-ary) application-level constraints in terms of in and notin constraints. 

 

no_clash(W, Xs) means that, depending on the weight W, the variables from Xs must or should get 

assigned distinct values. It gets translated to notin constraints. This translation is data-driven: whenever 

one of the variables from Xs gets assigned a value, this value gets discouraged or forbidden for the other 

variables by the following rule. 

 
no_clash(W, Xs) <=> 

Xs \= [_], 

select_ground_var(Xs, X, XsRest) 

| 

post_notin_constraints(W, X, XsRest), 

no_clash(W, XsRest).   (fd_no_clash) 

 

The guard first makes sure that Xs contains at least two elements. Then it selects a ground variable X from 

Xs remembering the other variables in XsRest. With no ground variable in Xs, the Prolog predicate 

select_ground_var fails. If the guard holds, no_clash(W, Xs) gets replaced by: 

 

• notin constraints produced by the Prolog predicate post_notin_constraints, one for each 

member of XsRest, discouraging or forbidding the value X and 

• a no_clash constraint stating that the variables in XsRest should or must get assigned distinct 

values. 

 

Note that the predicate post_notin_constraints fails in case XsRest contains the value X. 

A singleton list of variables means that there is nothing more to do. This case is handled by the following 

rule. 

 
no_clash(_, [_]) <=> true. (fd_no_clash_singleton) 

 

The translation of the other application-level constraints either follows this scheme or is a one-to-one 

translation. 
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6.2.2.5 Treatment of Scheduling Constraints 

 

The following listing displays (1) how we map the constraints in the domain of the case study into 

constraints in the ontology and (2) how we map the constraints in the ontology into lower level 

constraints of the solver: 
 

 

% Avoid clashing the lectures of a lecturer  

teaches(LR,L1), teaches(LR,L2),  

    SE:scheduleElement[job=L1, resource=LR, interval=I1],  

    SE1:scheduleElement[job=L2, resource=LR, interval=I2]  

           ==> L1 \= L2 | intervalConstraint(inf, I1, I2).  (1) 

 

% There should be a day break between the lectures of a course 

dayBreak(L1,L2), SE1[job=L1, resource=_ interval=I1],  

         SE2[job=L2, resource=_, interval=I2] ==>  

    I2 > (I1 div 2)*2 + 3.   (1) 

 

% Interval Constraint 

intervalConstraint(W, TI1, TI2) <=> no_clash(W, [TI1, TI2]). (2) 

 

 

The full CHORD code16 of our study case including (1) the presented solver CHR rules17, (2) the 

scheduling CHR rules, (3) the PROLOG predicates and (4) the labeling rules are presented in 

APPENDIX C. 

6.2.3 University Timetabling Scheduling Problem Example 
 

In this section we show an illustrative example of the university timetabling scheduling problem at CIn-

UFPE. The specific context used is the fifth term of the undergraduate program in computer science. This 

term is the one that has the most quantity and variety of courses, so we think it is representative to 

demonstrate the feasibility of our approach in modeling and solving the timetabling scheduling problem. 

 

The scheduling problem can be defined as follows: 

 

• Six courses and their respective lecturers: if676 – Patricia Tedesco, if683 – Jacques Robin, if686 

– George Darmiton, if688 – André Santos, if687 – Judith Kelner and if690 – Silvio Meira. For 

each of the first four courses (if676, if683, if686, if688) it has two lectures per week, so they 

need a day break between their lectures. For each of the last two courses (if687, if690) it has one 

lecture per week, so they do not need day breaks. 

• One room: A001. 

• Time Range consisting of the whole week: [1..10]. 

• Two preferences of lecturers: Jacques Robin prefers the first two days in the week and Andre 

Santos prefers the “10h-12h” slot. 

 

The CIn-UFPE scheduling problem ontology representation of the defined timetabling problem: 

 

• We need a Scheduling Problem with lectures as jobs, rooms as resources, the time range and day 

breaks as constraints. 

o For each lecture we need a Lecture instance. 

o For each room we need a Room instance with capacity = 1. 

o For the Time Range we need a TimeInterval instance, starting at 1 and finishing at 10. 

o For each course that has 2 lectures per week, we need a DayBreakCourse instance, to 

model the needed day break between the lectures of the course. 

 

The lecturers are modeled as capacitated resources, but they are not considered in the scheduling problem 

construction. For this example we are interested in the allocation of rooms to lectures, the allocation of 

lecturers to lectures are pre-defined.  

 

                                                           
16 The CHORD code was defined in partnership with the CIn-UFPE MSc. student Marcos Aurélio. 
17 The solver CHR rules are based in the reused work [Abdennadher and Marte, 2000]. 
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The preferences of lectures are modeled as domain reductions at the values that time variables can assume 

in the final schedule. 

 

Following we present the CHORD program code generated from the above scheduling problem 

definition: 

 
:- import core.chr; 

:- import scheduling.chr;    

% (import_declarations) 

 

facts ==>  

  

room :: capacitatedResource, 

lecture :: job, 

lecturer :: capacitatedResource, 

 

andreSantos : lecturer, georgeDarmiton : lecturer, jacquesRobin : lecturer, 

judithKelner : lecturer, patriciaTedesco : lecturer, silvioMeira : lecturer, 

 

a001 : room, 

a001[capacity=1], 

  

if676_1 : lecture, if676_2 : lecture, 

if683_1 : lecture, if683_2 : lecture, 

if686_1 : lecture, if686_2 : lecture, 

if688_1 : lecture, if688_2 : lecture, 

if687 : lecture, if690 : lecture,   

% (classes_and_instances_definitions) 

       

  

teaches(patriciaTedesco, if676_1), teaches(patriciaTedesco, if676_2), 

teaches(jacquesRobin, if683_1), teaches(jacquesRobin, if683_2), 

teaches(georgeDarmiton, if686_1), teaches(georgeDarmiton, if686_2), 

teaches(andreSantos, if688_1), teaches(andreSantos, if688_2), 

teaches(judithKelner, if687), teaches(silvioMeira, if689), 

      

% (relations_definitions) 

  

 

s1:scheduleElement[job= if676_1, resource= R1, interval= I1],  

s2:scheduleElement[job= if676_2, resource= R2, interval= I2],  

s3:scheduleElement[job= if683_1, resource= R3, interval= I3],  

s4:scheduleElement[job= if683_2, resource= R4, interval= I4],  

s5:scheduleElement[job= if686_1, resource= R5, interval= I5],  

s6:scheduleElement[job= if686_2, resource= R6, interval= I6],  

s7:scheduleElement[job= if688_1, resource= R7, interval= I7],  

s8:scheduleElement[job= if688_2, resource= R8, interval= I8],  

s9:scheduleElement[job= if687, resource= R9, interval= I9],  

s0:scheduleElement[job= if689, resource= R0, interval= I0],  

      

      % (scheduleElements_definitions) 

 

  

Rooms = [(a001,0)], 

domain(R1, Rooms), domain(R2, Rooms),  

domain(R3, Rooms), domain(R4, Rooms),  

domain(R5, Rooms), domain(R6, Rooms), 

domain(R7, Rooms), domain(R8, Rooms),  

domain(R9, Rooms), domain(R0, Rooms), 

 

      % (roomsDomains_definitions) 

 

  

defaultIntervals      = [(1,1), (2,1), (3,1), (4,1), (5,0), (6,0), (7,0), 

(8,0), (9,0), (10,0)], 

jacquesRobinIntervals = [(1,1), (2,1), (3,1), (4,1), (5,0), (6,0), (7,0), 

(8,0), (9,0), (10,0)],  
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andreSantosIntervals  = [(1,0), (2,1), (3,0), (4,1), (5,0), (6,1), (7,0), 

(8,1), (9,0), (10,1)],  

domain(I1, defaultIntervals), domain(I2, defaultIntervals),  

domain(I3, jacquesRobinIntervals), domain(I4, jacquesRobinIntervals),  

domain(I5, defaultIntervals), domain(I6, defaultIntervals),  

domain(I7, andreSantosIntervals), domain(I8, andreSantosIntervals),  

domain(I9, defaultIntervals), domain(I0, defaultIntervals),  

 

      % (intervalDomains_definitions) 

 

 

dayBreak(if676_1, if676_2), dayBreak(if683_1, if683_2), 

dayBreak(if686_1, if686_2), dayBreak(if688_1, if688_2),. 

 

      % (dayBreak_definitions) 

 

In import_declarations it is imported (1) the core solver rules (core.chr) and (2) the rules that 

implements in CHORD the scheduling ontology (scheduling.chr). The core.chr contains the rules 

defined in the last sub-sections (domain, in, notin and no_clash) and the complementary prolog 

predicates and labeling rules. The scheduling.chr contains the scheduling CHORD rules that 

define the scheduling ontology, such as generalization, instance and value rules associated with 

the concepts of the ontology. 

 

In classes_and_instances_definitions the domain classes are defined in CHORD as sub-classes 

of the ontology classes (e.g.: lecture :: job). The scheduling problem objects are defined as 

instances of the domain classes (e.g.: if676_1 : lecture). And also the objects attributes values are 

defined (ex: a001[capacity=1]). 

 

In relations_definitions the relations between the domain instances are defined, in particular, what 

lecturer is responsible for which lecture (e.g.:  teaches(jacques, if683_1)). Here it is important to 

emphasize that in CIn-UFPE some courses have two lectures per week while another ones have only one 

lecture per week. 

 

In scheduleElements_definitions it is defined the ScheduleElement objects. These objects are 

part of the solution of the scheduling problem, and here are created only with the non instantiated 

variables (time interval and resource) in the initial constraint store and the variables will be instantiated in 

the execution of the program where are defined the values to the variables according to their domains. 

 

In roomsDomains_definitions it is defined the domain of the rooms variables. As presented earlier a 

the domain of a variable is defined as a list of value-assessment pairs (e.g.: domain(R1, 

[(a001,0)])).  Where the assessment defines a “preference” of the value to be associated with the 

variable. The higher the assessment, more "preferred" its associated value is. 
 

In intervalsDomains_definitions it is defined the domain of the intervals variables. Here we have 

a list of value-assessment pairs for each lecturer. Also we show how it is coded the preferences of the 

lecturers. In the example, Jacques prefers the first two days in the week and Carlos prefers the “10h-

12h” slot. This domain definition assists the second constraint defined at the 5.2.2 section. 
 

Finally, in dayBreak_definitions it is added extra constraints, as dayBreak(if683_1, if683_2), 

meaning that there should be a day break between the if683_1 and if683_2 lectures of the course 

if683. This domain definition assists the forth constraint defined at the 5.2.2 section. 

 

6.2.4 Analyzing Results of the Processed CHORD Rule 
 

To process the implemented CHORD program presented in the last section we used the CHR library of 

ECLiPSe (ECRC Constraint Logic Programming System [ECRC, 1995]), to simulate the CHORD engine 

of SWAF’ architecture. 

 

Following we analyze the processing results of the timetabling problem presented in the last section. 

Since the reused solving approach of [Abdennadher and Marte, 2000] implements a heuristic search in the 
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space of schedules, is not guaranteed to return the best solution among all (the global maximum) but 

rather a local minimum. We think that creating heuristics more adequate to the preferences and 

constraints of CIn-UFPE is the way to achieve better solutions to problems defined in domain of our case 

study. But this is out of the scope of this dissertation. 

 

In one of the results of the process we had the following timetabling: 

 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8am-10am if676_1 if686_1 if676_2 if683_2 if688_2 

10am-12am if683_1 if688_1 if687 if686_2 if689 

Figure 6-2: A Result of the CIn-UFPE Timetabling Problem 

As schedules we have: 

 
s1:scheduleElement[job= if676_1, resource= A001, interval= 1],  

s2:scheduleElement[job= if676_2, resource= A001, interval= 5],  

s3:scheduleElement[job= if683_1, resource= A001, interval= 2],  

s4:scheduleElement[job= if683_2, resource= A001, interval= 7],  

s5:scheduleElement[job= if686_1, resource= A001, interval= 3],  

s6:scheduleElement[job= if686_2, resource= A001, interval= 8],  

s7:scheduleElement[job= if688_1, resource= A001, interval= 4],  

s8:scheduleElement[job= if688_2, resource= A001, interval= 9],  

s9:scheduleElement[job= if687, resource= A001, interval= 6],  

s0:scheduleElement[job= if689, resource= A001, interval= 10],  

 

The schedules respect the intervals constraints and the necessary day breaks between lectures of a course. 

The preference of Jacques Robin (Intervals from 1 to 4) is also respected because its first lecture is in the 

Monday 10am-12am and the second lecture is in Thursday 08am-10am. Even Jacques Robin preferring 

the first two days of week, it is impossible to attend this demand because the mandatory day break 

constraint between lectures of the same course. So we cannot have two lectures on Monday or one lecture 

on Monday and the other on Tuesday, which would be the better configuration of lectures for Jacques 

Robin. 

 

In the case of André Santos that prefers the slot 10am-12am (Intervals: 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10), his preference is 

attended in part because his first lecture was scheduled for Tuesday 10am-12am (Interval: 4), but the 

second lecture was schedule for Friday 08am-10am (Interval: 9). Confirming that the algorithm is not 

optimal, but proposes good solutions. 

 

Following we analyses another example where here we remove the preferences of Jacques Robin and 

André Santos, but add another constraint that states: if we have a lecture of a course in the first time 

08am-10am, the other lecture of the same course must be in the second time 10am-12am. This constraint 

is very common in CIn-UFPE domain and can be mapped from the IntervalConstraint of our scheduling 

ontology (see chapter 3). 

 

To attend this constraint we had to update the dayBreak constraint with the following rules: 

 
dayBreak(I1,I2) ==> ground(I1), member(I1, [1,3,5,7,9]) | 

       in(I2,[2,4,6,8,10],inf). 

 

dayBreak(I1,I2) ==> ground(I1), member(I1, [2,4,6,8,10]) | 

       in(I2,[1,3,5,7,9],inf). 

 

So, using the same previous section example, without preferences of the lecturers and with the new 

dayBreak, we had the following result: 
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 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8am-10am if676_1 if686_1 if687 if683_2 if688_2 

10am-12am if683_1 if688_1 if676_2 if686_2 if689 

Figure 6-3: A New Result of the CIn-UFPE Timetabling Problem 

As schedules we have: 

 
 

s1:scheduleElement[job= if676_1, resource= A001, interval= 1],  

s2:scheduleElement[job= if676_2, resource= A001, interval= 6],  

s3:scheduleElement[job= if683_1, resource= A001, interval= 2],  

s4:scheduleElement[job= if683_2, resource= A001, interval= 7],  

s5:scheduleElement[job= if686_1, resource= A001, interval= 3],  

s6:scheduleElement[job= if686_2, resource= A001, interval= 8],  

s7:scheduleElement[job= if688_1, resource= A001, interval= 4],  

s8:scheduleElement[job= if688_2, resource= A001, interval= 9],  

s9:scheduleElement[job= if687, resource= A001, interval= 5],  

s0:scheduleElement[job= if689, resource= A001, interval= 10] 

 

The schedules also respect the intervals constraints and the necessary dayBreaks between lectures of a 

course. The result is almost the same of the previous presented but we have an inversion of the lecture 

scheduled in the slots of the Wednesday to respect the updated daybreak constraint. 

 

A lot of examples can be proposed and analyzed in this interesting scheduling domain of university 

course timetabling problem at CIn-UFPE. Due to conciseness and time limitations we think the 

demonstrated example and its respective results are both representative for demonstrate the capability of 

the scheduling ontology in represents scheduling problems as the proposed solving approach to provides 

interesting (but non optimal) solutions to scheduling problems. 

6.3 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter detailed the case study adopted to validate and illustrate the mapping and solving approach 

of SWAF. We presented how the University Course Timetabling Problem can be defined at CIn-UFPE 

domain. Following we analyzed some results of processed CHORD program over a simulated CHORD 

engine. And finally we provided a presentation of how a scheduling problem can be translated to a 

CHORD program, by means model transformations defined in ATL.  
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7. Related Work 

This chapter first presents a synthetic review of the main existing scheduling task ontologies. These 

ontologies helped us to define the structure of our GSTO presented in chapter 3. Also in this chapter, we 

present a review of important existing constraint-based scheduling systems. These systems also were 

references to make us think about the proposed SWAF’s architecture presented in chapter 4.  

7.1 Review of Existing Scheduling Task Ontologies 

In this section we review the presently available ontologies developed for the scheduling task. We 

analyze the work done by the three research groups for developing task ontologies which are Job-

Assignment Ontology [Hama et al., 1992] [Hori et al., 1995], MULTIS Ontology [Mizoguchi et al., 1999] 

and OZONE Ontology [Smith and Becker, 1997]. 

7.1.1 Job-Assignment Task Ontology 
 

The Job-Assignment task ontology [Hama et al., 1992] [Hori et al., 1995] was developed under the 

project named CAKE since 1987 and is presently residing on the Ontolingua server [Farquhar et al., 

1997]. This task ontology gives the knowledge level description for various concepts involved in the 

scheduling task and their relationships.  

 

The job assignment task is a class of scheduling problems that consists in assigning all given jobs to the 

available resources within the time range, while satisfying various constraints. The job-assignment task 

ontology can be realized by the following five components: jobs, resources, time-range, constraint, 

assignment. The concepts job, resource, and time-range are represented as entities and the notions of 

assignment and constraints as relations. 

 

The entities are described in terms of their attributes. For example, the job is described in terms of its 

duration (an integer) and type (also an integer). In this task ontology the relation ‘assignment’ can be seen 

as a mapping of jobs to the resources or time ranges. The final output (i.e. goal) is the total mapping of all 

the jobs to the resources over time ranges by satisfying the various constraints.  

 

The constraints are restrictions on the space of assignment defined in terms of the relation among 

attributes of jobs, resources and time ranges. For example, a constraint can specifies that only certain jobs 

can be assigned to the resources within certain time slots.  

 

The constraints define the valid and preferred value combinations for the attributes of jobs, resources or 

time ranges. The computed final schedule is validated in terms of number of constraints that are satisfied 

by the completion of an assignment.  

 

To illustrate the ontology we describe some of its definitions as follows: 

 

The concept job denotes an entity that can be assigned over resources and has a specific time slot. It is 

further classified into unitary-job and aggregated-job. The class job has the following types of subclasses: 

temporally-fixed-job-class, fixed-length-job-class, and unit-length-job-class. The function job.time-range 

is defined which allows to assign a time range to a job. To determine the temporal order among any two 

jobs the following relations are defined among any two jobs: unordered set, ordered set, and interval. Fig. 

7-1 report attributes of the class job and its subclasses. 
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Figure 7-1:  Attributes of the class job and its subclasses 

The concept resource defines an entity to which job can be assigned. The class resource is further 

specialized into two subclasses: unitary-resource and aggregated-resource. The former type of resource 

cannot be divided into smaller units, whereas the latter type of resource denotes a group of unitary and 

aggregated resources. Table 3.2 shows the attributes of the class resource and its subclasses. 

 

 

 

Figure 7-2:  Attributes of the class resource and its subclasses 

The concept time-range denotes a certain period of time to which a job can be assigned. A job time range 

is represented in terms of start-time, end-time, and unit of time. This task ontology subscribes to [Meng 

and Sullivan, 1991] to represent the temporal relations among jobs. 

 

The class assignment represents an assignment of a unitary-job to resources and time ranges, which is 

achieved by the function assigned-resource and assigned-time-range respectively. 

 

In their framework, the constraints are classified into direct constraint and indirect constraint. The former 

type of constraint is classified based on whether it restricts an assignment of a resource or a time range. 

The latter type of constraint is classified according to its characteristics in scheduling, such as job-specific 

and timetable-specific. 

 

In the job-assignment task ontology the entities and relations are rather loosely defined and illustrated at 

an informal knowledge level. They are not characterized with the required level of detail and formalism. 

For example, the definition of a job is characterized in terms of the source object (where source object 

denotes an object to be assigned on the target object) and similar characterization holds for the resources, 

which is represented in terms of the target object.  

 

The only evaluation criterion that is considered in this task ontology is the number of constraints that are 

satisfied by the completion of a schedule. It is important to keep in mind that the scheduling task is 

usually seen as a problem of finding the optimal or sub-optimal solution. By using the evaluation criteria 

considered in the job-assignment one can only get the feasible schedule solution but the optimality criteria 

remains unanswered. In order to achieve the optimal solution one needs to consider the cost as an 

optimality criterion in order to choose the cheaper scheduling solutions.  

 

Also, there is no clear indication about separation of a constraint into hard constraints and soft constraints. 

The constraints are treated simply as hard constraints throughout the generation of a schedule that can act 

as an over-constrained approach for a scheduling problem. One way of dealing with the different 

constraints in scheduling is to divide them into two basic categories such as hard constraints and soft 

constraints. The hard constraints can be used as minimum satisfactory condition for the schedule to be 

valid and then satisfying the soft constraints can be seen as a full-proof criterion on the schedule solution. 

 

We see this task ontology as a straightforward framework that models the job assignment task. It 

formalizes the job assignment task according to a job-based perspective [Fox, 1983]. This task ontology 

has limited reusability because it subscribes to the job assignment task. Moreover, the level of granularity 

of different concepts in this task ontology is very coarse and their fine-grained analysis is typically 
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missing. Therefore, it does not provide an adequate framework to characterize the scheduling task 

precisely. Because the modeling definitions of the concepts include poor properties, it is difficult to 

realize how application specification knowledge can be acquired by filling the properties of these 

definitions. Finally, a schedule validation criterion fails to reason about optimization issues because the 

relevant concepts, such as cost that is required to validate them are missing from their ontology. 

7.1.2 MULTIS Task Ontology 
 

The MULTIS task ontology [Mizoguchi et al., 1999] is the outcome of the MULTIS (MULti-Task 

Interview System) project conducted at Osaka University since 1987. MULTIS aims to developing multi-

task knowledge acquisition (KA) interview system based on a task ontology.  

 

The initial idea of this framework was to enable reconfiguration of task templates preserving role-limiting 

function of task models with a finer grain size to increase flexibility. But the task ontology was developed 

through a task analysis for a specific domain, the general class of scheduling problem.  

 

The MULTIS task ontology is called as a system of “generic vocabulary” [Mizoguchi et al., 1999], it 

mainly consists of generic nouns, generic verbs, and generic adjectives along with other task related 

concepts. 

 

The generic process is a combination of verbs and nouns that occur in the domain. More than one generic 

process creates the network of these processes which is called as a Generic Process Network (GPN). The 

GPN is a knowledge level representation of the problem structure under concern, is this case, the 

scheduling problem.  

 

The MULTIS task ontology consists of the following four components: 

 

• Generic Nouns: that represents the objects reflecting their roles appearing in the problem solving 

process. For example, Schedule Recipient (job, order), Schedule Resource (line, machine), Schedule 

representation, Constraints, Goal and Priority. 

• Generic Verbs: that represents unit activities appearing in the problem solving process. For example, 

assign job, classify job, select, pick up, and neglect. 

• Generic Adjectives: that modifies the pre-existing objects. For example, unassigned job. 

• Other related words that are specific to the task. For example, strong/weak constraints, constraint 

predicates and attributes. 

 

To characterize the scheduling task, MULTIS is based on the following four basic concepts: schedule 

recipient (RCP) (e.g., a job or an order), schedule resource (RSC), time-slot, and constraint.  

 

RCP is a meta-level concept that denotes an entity that can be assigned to RSC and time slot. Different 

relations are defined over RCPs, such as assigned/unassigned RCP, previous, last, and next. These 

relations are useful to determine the status of a RCP while constructing a schedule, i.e. whether a RCP is 

assigned (unassigned) or to represent the temporal relations among them. The class RCP-GRP group 

different RCPs together based on their similarity measure.  

 

RSC indicates the entity on which RCP can be assigned, (e.g. a  machine) for it accomplishment. RSCs of 

similar functionality are grouped together into the class RSC-GRP. The notion of a time-slot indicates a 

place where RCP can be assigned to RSC for its execution. Two relations are defined namely time 

available and assigned time which represents the status of a time-slot indicating whether it is available or 

assigned to RCP.  

 

The assignment of RCP to RSC and time-slot can be restricted by the constraints, which are classified 

into strong constraints (hard) and weak constraints (soft). MULTIS solution criterion tries to optimize the 

priority of RCPs in a schedule.  

 

A final solution to the scheduling task is represented as a generic noun named schedule, which represents 

an assignment of RSP to RSC within a specific time-slot. The function named assign-

RSC_schedule_RCP executes an assignment of RCP to RSC. Finally, a solution schedule in the MULTIS 

ontology is validated for the completion and constraint satisfaction. 
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The goal of a scheduling task in MULTIS is based on optimizing the priority of jobs or data information 

according to specific domains. In MULTIS the constraint related vocabulary is divided into two parts 

such as strong constraints (hard) and weak constraints (soft) and they are subject to satisfaction for the 

jobs by using the generic adjectives such as satisfying or violating the constraints for the 

assigned/unassigned job. 

 

The main optimization criterion considered in the MULTIS is based on predefined job priority or data 

information based on domain specific situation.  

 

The MULTIS ontology also provides vocabulary to characterize the problem-solving behavior of the 

scheduling task. For instance, the task classify-schedule-resource classifies RSC according to its type, the 

task sequence-schedule-recipient sequence RCPs according to their earliest start time or earliest due date, 

the task pickup-RCP selects a candidate RCP, and finally the select-RSC selects a RSC for executing 

RCP. So, the task ontology is developed in such a way that it provides vocabulary for problem solvers. 

 

Therefore, this task ontology characterizes the scheduling task at generic level without subscribing to any 

particular application domain of scheduling. However, MULTIS provides only a partial characterization 

of the scheduling task, mainly because important concepts such as cost i missing in their proposal. As a 

result, MULTIS framework fails to deal with optimization issues.  

 

More importantly, because MULTIS framework comprises a vocabulary both for a task specification and 

for describing problem-solving, it blurs a clean distinction between the task ontology to formalize a 

generic task and method ontology to characterize its problem solving behavior.  We believe that 

maintaining a clean separation between task characterization and problem-solving model facilitates the 

reusability of these components. 

7.1.3 OZONE Scheduling Ontology 
 

The OZONE [Smith and Becker, 1997] scheduling ontology was developed at Carnegie Mellon 

University to provide a toolkit for configuring a constraint-based scheduling system. It was built as a part 

of project named Ontology Development Environment (ODE) [Blazquez et al., 1998], and it is a result of 

a prior experience in building planning and scheduling systems from different domains, such as 

manufacturing production scheduling, space mission planning, military evacuation, and aero-medical 

evacuation (re)-planning.  The OZONE ontology lies at the core of ODE to provide the necessary base of 

concepts in order to describe and represent the scheduling problem.  

 

OZONE can be seen as a meta-model that defines the scheduling task as a process of feasibly 

synchronizing the use of resources by activities to satisfy their demands over time. The OZONE ontology 

presumes the underlying constraint-directed search architecture [Lassila et al., 1996] providing its 

necessary base concepts.  

 

The OZONE ontology subscribes to the job-based scheduling perspective [Fox, 1983]. It formalizes the 

scheduling task based on the following concepts: demand, product, activity, resource, and constraint. 

Each concept is represented through the inclusion of properties and capabilities. While the former 

corresponds to the attributes of concepts and are further classified into static and dynamic properties, the 

latter one represents a problem-solving behavior of the concepts. Fig. 7-3 defines the important concepts 

of the ontology along with their properties. 
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Figure 7-3:  Main concepts in the OZONE ontology. 

 

The OZONE ontology adopts the activity-centric scheduling viewpoint, which considers in a scheduling 

task the activities are to be assigned to the resources and the resources may remain unassigned once the 

complete assignment of all the activities is done. The main base concepts (Demand, Product, Resource, 

Activity, and Constraint) defined in the Fig. 7-3 are inter-related according to Fig. 7-4. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-4: OZONE Abstract Domain Model 

 

Here Activity has the same meaning as that of the concept Job from Job-Assignment task ontology and 

the concept Schedule Recipient from the MULTIS task ontology.  

 

Resource is a central concept, being further classified into capacitated-resources and discrete-state-

resources. The former type is further divided into: reusable-resource and consumable-resource, depending 

upon whether their capacity can be consumed by the activities. Based on the resource capacity, the 

resources are categorized into the physical structure, such as atomic-resource and aggregate-resource. The 

atomic-resource is divided into unit-capacity-resource, batch-capacity, and the aggregate-resource is 

classified into homogeneous-resource-pool, simple-capacity-pool, structure-capacity-pool, and 

heterogeneous-resource-pool. One of the main limitations of this ontology is that the similar type of 

analysis like that of the concept resource is missing to conceptualize other concepts.  
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The OZONE scheduling ontology also defines a hierarchy of Constraints, according to perspectives such 

as availability of resources, compatibility between a resource and activity, and temporal restrictions. 

Some of the defined Constraints are: Compatibility Constraints that defines a condition under with a 

resource can be assigned to an Activity, and Interval Constraints that synchronizes the occurrence of two 

Time Intervals. The Constraint concept is also classified into hard constraint and soft constraint 

depending upon whether it can be violated during schedule construction. Designation of the soft 

constraints is accompanied by a specification of objective or preference (e.g., relaxation of a due date). 

 

This ontology subscribes to [Allen, 1983] temporal relations to represent the temporal relations among 

any two activities. The OZONE ontology provides only completion and constraint violation validation 

criteria to evaluate a solution schedule. However, because the concepts, such as requirement and cost are 

completely missing from their framework they do not hold any accountability to validate a solution 

schedule against requirement violation or optimization. 

 

Therefore, the OZONE ontology is mainly concerned with modeling the entities and constraints of a 

factoring domain. It can be realized from the available literature on OZONE that it is mainly developed 

for the constraint-based scheduling as a prime problem solver. And usually the constraint-based solvers 

do not reason about the cost criteria. It might be one of the reasons that there is no indication about any 

optimization criteria such as cost and preferences in OZONE ontology. 

7.1.4 Limitations in the existing task ontologies of scheduling 
 

In our viewpoint the scheduling task ontologies discussed in Section 3.3 fail to provide comprehensive 

results due to the following reasons: 1) insufficient degree of formalism, 2) domain specificity, 3) 

commitment to specific problem-solving technique, 4) incomplete characterization of the scheduling task, 

and 5) incomplete validation criteria for the scheduling task. 

7.1.4.1 Insufficient degree of formalization 

 

The definitions of the important concepts in the presented task ontologies: Job-Assignment Ontology 

[Hama et al., 1992] [Hori et al., 1995], MULTIS Ontology [Mizoguchi et al., 1999] and OZONE 

Ontology [Smith and Becker, 1997] do not provide the required level of detail and formalism to 

conceptualize the scheduling task.  

 

More importantly, the properties of these concepts are represented often at a coarse-grained level. For 

instance, in the CIn-UFPE domain (see chapter 6) a lecture (i.e., jobs) can be a specific requirement for 

rooms (i.e., resources) on which they can be assigned to ensure the fulfillment of its execution, each 

lecture also has a specific time range within it need to be completed, and a duration of this execution. So, 

it is difficult to realize how this domain-specific knowledge can be acquired if the class properties are 

coarse-grained in nature. To clarify this point, we will take a knowledge modeling definition of the 

concept job and resource from the job assignment task ontology, which is the Ontolingua specification 

[Farquhar et al., 1997]. 

 

 

It can be realized from the above definitions that such a type of conceptualization does not provide 

enough expressiveness to capture a particular viewpoint over scheduling precisely. Moreover, because 

these definitions do not have any slots associated with them to represent the properties of the concepts, it 

becomes difficult to acquire domain specific knowledge by filling the slots of these definitions. 

7.1.4.2 Lack of Generality 

 

As it can be observed from ontologies definitions of the previous sections, some of the scheduling task 

ontologies subscribe to specific scheduling domains. The Job-Assignment task ontology is specific to the 

job-assignment domain and the OZONE ontology is specific to the factory domain. The domain 

(define-class JOB (?job) 

:def (source ?job)) 

(define-class RESOURCE (?resource) 

:def (target ?resource)) 
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specificity of these task ontologies restricts their reusability to a single domain. Therefore, new task 

ontological model has to be built from scratch every time the domain changes. 

7.1.4.3 Commitment to specific problem-solving technique 

 

Some of the presented task ontologies assume the existence of a particular problem-solving technique 

while characterizing the scheduling task. For instance, the OZONE framework assumes an underlying 

constraint-directed search as its problem-solving technique. The disadvantage of subscribing to a 

particular problem-solving technique is that while characterizing the scheduling task the important 

conceptual distinctions are not considered, if they are not directly supported by the problem-solving 

environment. In line with the structured approaches to knowledge modeling our aim is to provide a clean 

separation between the task analysis and problem-solving phases. 

7.1.4.4 Incomplete characterization of the scheduling task 

 

As it can be observed from the previous definitions, the scheduling ontology approaches fail to provide a 

comprehensive analysis of all the important concepts, such as preference and cost, necessary to 

characterize the scheduling task. In some cases, when they take into account most commonly observed 

concepts in scheduling, such as job and resource, then their representation into specific forms, such as a 

hierarchy of jobs, and a hierarchy of resources is typically missing. As a result, such task ontological 

frameworks fail to capture the scheduling task by teasing out important conceptual distinctions exits in 

different scheduling environments. For instance, in a manufacturing environment, the notion of a 

machining operation can be represented by using a concept job, but a more specific type of machining 

operation, such as drilling machining can only be conceptualized if a specialized job is available in a task 

ontology. 

7.1.4.5 Incomplete validation criteria for the scheduling task 

 

The solution criteria of all the existing task ontologies validate a solution schedule only against 

completion and constraint violation, but they fail to deal with optimization issues. This is an important 

notion which provides a richer and more exhaustive evaluation basis for a schedule to become a valid 

solution. 

7.2 Review of Constraint-based Scheduling Systems 

In this section we present a review of important constraint-based scheduling systems chosen after a 

carefully systematic study of the scheduling literature: ISIS [Fox and Smith, 1984], OPIS [Smith, 1987], 

SOJA [Le Pape, 1985], SONIA [Collinot and Le Pape, 1991], DAS [Burke and Prosser, 1989] and ILOG 

SCHEDULE [Le Pape, 1994].  

 

Although these scheduling systems exploited various techniques in AI successfully, they were hardwired 

in nature due to their domain specificity. In our review we explicitly focus on the following three aspects: 

the domain tackled by the system, the problem-solving technique adopted by the system, and the schedule 

validation area covered by the system. 

7.2.1 ISIS 
 

The ISIS scheduling system [Fox and Smith, 1984] was the first reported expert scheduling system. ISIS 

is developed particularly for the job-shop scheduling18 application by using frames [Russell and Norvig, 

2003] and it is based on constraint-based problem-solving. 

 

The structure of the job-shop scheduling problem (as, jobs and resources) is represented by objects and 

the constraints imposed on them have an associated utility. The utility factor is taken into consideration as 

a measure for analyzing to what extent the particular constraint contributes in building the final schedule.  

                                                           
18 The job-shop scheduling problem can be defined as selecting a sequence of operations (ie., a process routing) 

whose execution results in the completion of an order, and assigning times (ie., start and end times) and resources 

to each operation. [Fox and Smith, 1984] 
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Every type of constraint contributes a utility factor in the construction of a final schedule. The constraints 

are resolved by extracting them from the resources or jobs defined in that particular state. The 

performance of a schedule is determined by the two factors (1) the tardiness19 for all jobs and (2) the 

number of constraints that are satisfied by the complete schedule. 

 

The scheduling method per se derives from two important design decisions, aimed at breaking the overall 

scheduling problem into simpler, more tractable, sub-problems: 

 

• ISIS relies on an order-based decomposition of the scheduling problem. This method consists of 

successively scheduling each manufacturing order. A complete schedule is obtained by 

incrementally constructing a schedule for each order, taking into account the decisions made for 

the preceding orders. 

• For each order, ISIS introduces the scheduling constraints in a hierarchical fashion (from the 

most important to the less important constraints), thereby constructing an order schedule through 

successive refinements. 

 

The ISIS decomposes the scheduling task into four-tier hierarchy as shown in the Fig. 7-2. 

 

At the first stage the order (or lot) is selected. Once the lot is selected and then the capacity analyzer 

determines the start time for each job within the selected lot. Then, at the resource analysis stage, each 

resource that is going to be assigned to a job is checked based on various criteria such as, its availability 

and capacity. Finally at the reservation stage the selected resources are reserved for the execution of the 

jobs.  

 

 

Figure 7-5: The four-tier hierarchy of ISIS 

 

Based on these criteria the ISIS takes the job-based perspective, i.e., the scheduling is considered as the 

procedure by which the job is assigned to the resource. Some resources may remain unassigned at the end 

of the schedule if all the jobs have been scheduled. This helps to produce the schedule with acceptable 

levels of job tardiness.  

 

The most important issue considered by the designers of ISIS is the representation of the overall set of 

constraints that define the scheduling problem to be solved. ISIS may be considered mainly as a tool for 

representing the constraints of a manufacturing environment. The Schema Representation Language - 

SRL [Wright et al., 1984] is used to represent, in a structured fashion, the objects manipulated in the 

factory, the jobs to perform, and the constraints to be satisfied.  

 

Constraints are used (1) to organize the successive problem-solving stages and (2) to evaluate the 

characteristics of the obtained schedule. The order-based decomposition enables trading-off among 

constraints according to the priorities among the orders. For these orders, a significant number of 

scheduling alternatives can be considered, combined and compared in an acceptable amount of 

                                                           
19 Tardiness - due-date violation by a job 
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computational time. On the other hand, the order-based decomposition does not allow to compute 

guarantee the computation of the optimal schedule. The successors of ISIS do not impose such a static 

problem decompositions. 

7.2.2 OPIS 
 

The OPIS system [Smith, 1987] is a contribution of the ISIS initiative presented earlier. OPIS 

(OPportunistic Intelligent Scheduler) is implemented as blackboard architecture and uses multiple 

perspectives as an assignment strategy. It does the assignment from both job-based and resource-based 

perspectives.  

 

The work to be scheduled and the state of the scheduling environment are analyzed to detect the areas of 

high resource contention (bottlenecks). The bottlenecks can be seen as resources that are always under 

high demand and it is not permitted to have these resources unavailable at any stage during scheduling 

otherwise it could make the other resources with increased load. The bottlenecks are then scheduled from 

the resource-based perspective in order to avoid the bottlenecks during the assignment process and this 

anchors the search space particularly based on the bottleneck areas. Once the critical resources, which are 

susceptible to the bottlenecks are determined then the search is guided based on the job-based perspective 

around the anchored points.  

 

The OPIS employs an incremental and opportunistic strategy for solving the scheduling problem, the very 

nature of the blackboard architecture. The knowledge that can be applied to the scheduling task is 

distributed across the independent knowledge sources (KSs), the application of these knowledge sources 

is determined dynamically and opportunistically as the problem solving evolves. By decomposing the 

knowledge into independent module i.e., knowledge sources, the blackboard architecture allows the 

system to be executed and as the new knowledge becomes available, this new knowledge is added to the 

system in the form of knowledge sources. The top-level manager (TLM) is responsible for holding the 

coordination of scheduling task.  

 

OPIS is designed mainly for the reactive scheduling rather than the predictive scheduling systems. In the 

reactive scheduling problem the schedule needs to be updated under the various real-life situations in the 

environment in which a schedule is executed. For example, in the steel-manufacturing first the predictive 

schedule is generated based on the known data in hand. This primary schedule is sent on the plat floor and 

then if required the initial schedule is undated (modified) due to unexpected occurrence of the events such 

as, the unavailability of the resources or changes in the due date of other orders. A predictive scheduling 

is more deterministic in nature as it depends on the static data about the problem in advance.  

 

Following diagram depicts the scheduling architecture of OPIS. 

 

 

Figure 7-6: The architecture of OPIS 
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7.2.3 SOJA 
 

The SOJA system [Le Pape, 1985] is a scheduling system composed of a “selection" module and a 

“scheduling" (constraint satisfaction) module. Both modules apply declarative rules (respectively 

selection rules and scheduling rules).  

 

The user of the system elaborates and orders the rules with respect to the scheduling criteria one wants to 

satisfy in priority. The selection module computes the overall capacity of each resource over the time 

period to schedule (typically, a day or a week) and selects a set of activities to schedule on these 

resources. The scheduling module determines start and end times for the selected activities, so as to 

satisfy all hard constraints and the maximum possible number of soft constraints. 
 

Scheduling consists of an iterative decision-making process. At each step, a decision is made to guarantee 

the satisfaction of a constraint. This decision is immediately translated into new constraints and 

propagated. When a contradiction is detected, the scheduling module backtracks and cancels its most 

recent decisions.  

 

If too many activities are selected, the scheduling module fails and rejects some activities. In contrast, if 

some resources are under-loaded at the end of the scheduling process, the user is entitled to require the 

selection of additional activities. Then, the scheduling module schedules these activities without 

canceling preceding decisions.  

 

The SOJA system was designed to enable the user to adapt the system's heuristic knowledge (expressed in 

rules) to his or her own scheduling problem. 

7.2.4 SONIA 
 

The SONIA scheduling system [Collinot and Le Pape, 1991] is a continuation of the SOJA work by Le 

Pape. The main difference between SONIA and other scheduling systems is that SONIA integrates both 

predictive and reactive scheduling approach. SONIA works on the blackboard architecture similar to the 

OPIS.  

 

The predictive component of SONIA results from Le Pape’s previous experience with SOJA system, and 

it comprises a selection component and an order component. The selection component selects the jobs to 

be scheduled and bind the selected jobs with the available resources. This approach is similar to the 

Norman Sadeh’s work [Sadeh and Fox, 1996] on variable and value ordering heuristics for job-shop 

scheduling as a constraint satisfaction problem.  

 

The ordering component consists of an iterative constraint satisfaction process, or imposing the temporal 

constraints on selected jobs. The heuristic rules are used for making the various ordering decisions, which 

are then propagated through the schedule management system. If the ordering component encounters a 

failure it then enters into a reactive process and this is the place where SONIA scheduling system differs 

from OPIS.  

 

SONIA efficiently exploits the reactive component during the actual schedule creation. The scheduling 

decisions are first made with the predictive component, and then the backtracking takes place via the 

reactive component. Therefore, predictive and reactive components are viewed as being the same problem 

during schedule construction instead of the isolated one.  

 

The blackboard system of SONIA mainly consists of following three components: 

 

• The knowledge sources: The knowledge that is needed to give the reasoning to the problem is 

partitioned into knowledge sources, which are kept separate and independent. 

 

• The blackboard data structure: The compiled problem-solving state data is kept in the global 

database, the blackboard. The knowledge source produces changes to the blackboard that leads 

incrementally to a solution of the problem. The communication and interaction among the 

different knowledge sources takes place only through the blackboard system. 
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• The control cycle: There is no explicit control component specified and the knowledge sources 

are self-actively and opportunistically changes the blackboard. But it is often the case that 

control component is required to decide which instance of the knowledge source needs execution 

at each point in the problem-solving process.  

 

The SONIA is based on the macro-opportunistic scheduling technique, i.e. each module makes a 

collection of decisions each time it applies. For example, an application of the module might consist of 

scheduling the complete manufacturing order or a complete set of resources. In such case, the control 

problem consists of both ordering the contributions of the various modules and controlling the behaviour 

of each module every time it is applied. Finally, SONIA uses constraint-propagation as its problem-

solving strategy. 

7.2.5 DAS 
 

DAS [Burke and Prosser, 1989] stands for Distributed Asynchronous Scheduler and was developed at the 

University of Strathclyde to tackle the problem from the manufacturing scheduling domain. The DAS 

system distributes the scheduling problem on three-tier hierarchy of the problem-solving agents. At the 

lowest level of hierarchy, is the operational level at which the O-agents are responsible for scheduling the 

operations on individual resources, for example, machines. Then the middle level is the tactical level, in 

which the T-agents are attached with the aggregate resources and load balance operations among 

subordinate O-agents. Finally, the top level is the strategic level, in which the S-agents introduces the 

work into schedule and they have unlimited control over the conflict resolution. The S-agents are allowed 

to relax the problem if necessary according the environmental conditions.  

 

All these agents can act asynchronously and the constraint propagation takes place through message 

passing. Various mechanisms exist in order to focus the control and to resolve the conflicts among the 

agents as they occur. The Fig. 7-4 depicts the three-tier hierarchy of DAS. 

 

DAS scheduling system can be seen as one of functionally accurate communication architecture (FA/C) 

system from the distributed AI perspective. The reason why it is accurate communication architecture is 

because the local decisions made by the O-agents are always locally accurate. However, these local 

decisions can have global effects so these local decisions are distributed among agents via communication 

passing by using the constraint propagation strategy. Like other scheduling systems, such as OPIS, DAS 

also works as a reactive scheduling system. 

 

 

Figure 7-7: The three-tier architecture of DAS 
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7.2.6 ILOG SCHEDULE 
 

In the beginning of 1990s is created the ILOG SOLVER [Puget, 1994], an object-oriented constraint-

based programming library developed and marketed by ILOG20. In 1993 a generic mechanism for the 

management of resource constraints is added to ILOG SOLVER, in the form of a higher-level library: 

ILOG SCHEDULE [Le Pape, 1994].  

 

The ILOG SCHEDULE library proposes a simple object model for the representation of scheduling and 

resource allocation problems in terms of "resources" and "activities". The model consists of a series of 

C++ classes and functions that implement the concepts of "resource" and "activity" in terms of ILOG 

SOLVER variables and constraints.  

 

For the resolution of the represented problem, the user of ILOG SCHEDULE relies on ILOG SOLVER, 

in order to implement problem-solving strategies that are appropriate for the scheduling problems under 

consideration. Also, the user relies on ILOG SOLVER when it is necessary to extend the problem 

representation to account for domain-specific constraints. For this purpose, ILOG SOLVER variables and 

constraints can be accessed from ILOG SCHEDULE activities and resources. This approach aims to 

facilitate important topics such as:  

 

• The extension of existing constraint propagation methods: generalization of existing constraint 

propagation methods [Le Pape, 1993]; design of new constraint propagation methods (for 

example, by systematizing the use of global, redundant, constraints); better evaluation of partial 

schedules; 

• the relaxation of a scheduling problem through the omission of constraints or through data 

aggregation; 

• the use of a generic mechanism allowing the representation of tables of variables over time 

(generalizing the mechanism used by OPIS and SONIA); 

• the implementation of incremental, reactive, scheduling techniques, facilitating user intervention, 

without paying (as in SONIA) the cost of memorizing dependences between constraints; 

7.2.7 System’s Review 
 

Examining the development of exposed scheduling systems that are evolved over the period of last two 

decades since the development of the first intelligent scheduling system, ISIS, it can be observed that it as 

an evolutionary trend of the development of these systems.  

 

ISIS was the first truly intelligent scheduling system developed using the techniques from artificial 

intelligence and knowledge-based engineering for tackling the job-shop scheduling problems. It has 

opened a wide stream of research in the domain of scheduling.  

 

Then OPIS explored the both order-based and resource-based scheduling strategy by using the blackboard 

architecture. But SONIA, which was the immediate successor of SOJA, truly integrated schedule creation 

with schedule maintenance by treating the two as a common problem. This system is based on the 

assumption that the scheduling problem exists within an open world thus scheduling system must 

addresses the important issues from the open world. It is based on constraint satisfaction and truth 

maintenance technologies as its problem-solving strategy respectively.  

 

The DAS is a distributed scheduling system and is similar to OPIS in terms of reactive scheduling and 

multi-perspective. Finally, ILOG SCHEDULE system is an object oriented system that promotes a good 

reusability mechanism, but is rooted in a verbose programming language and can deal only with non-

preemptive scheduling problems, i.e, the system manipulates only non-interruptible activities. 

 

All the above mentioned systems are working efficiently in their own application areas. But these systems 

are hard-wired in nature as these are developed by keeping some specific targeted scheduling applications 

in mind.  

 

Obviously it was inefficient for using them in order to solve the problems from different applications 

because of the brittle nature. Slowly the need for generic system components started arising in the 

                                                           
20 ILOG Company, site: http://www.ilog.com/. 
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systems development for efficiently reusing in wider applications. The solution of the reusability question 

came in terms of developing the ontologies and libraries of problem specification and solving methods 

that can be efficiently reused to tackle the problems from wider applications. 

7.3 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter we first reviewed important scheduling task ontologies existent in the scheduling literature, 

presenting their main concepts and structure; and second we reviewed relevant constraint-based 

scheduling systems, presenting their working philosophy, problem-solving nature and general 

architecture. These works provided sources of consulting to define the scheduling ontology and system 

architecture proposed by our work. 
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8. Conclusions 

This chapter concludes this dissertation emphasizing its main contributions to the following, orthogonal, 

but synergetic areas: automated reasoning and software engineering. In addition, we state the main 

current limitations of this work and make some final remarks as well as raise eligible future works.  

8.1 Contributions 

In this dissertation, we presented the first steps towards SWAF (Scheduling Web Application 

Framework), a model-driven component-based scheduling system align with an automated reasoning 

perspective of solving scheduling problems. By translating scheduling problems defined in an UML/OCL 

ontology to CHORD code, SWAF leverages the facilities of MDE and the powerful solving capabilities 

of CHR
∨
 in an feasible way having both the modeling language (UML/OCL) and implementation 

language (CHORD) in the same OO paradigm, and thus avoiding the paradigm mismatch of using the 

relational paradigm of CHR
∨
. 

 

By adopting a full MDE approach to transform scheduling ontology concepts (UML and OCL) to a 

constraint rules bases (CHORD) and validating this transformation with a medium-size case study that is 

a rich, complex and representative case study for scheduling applications since requires efficient solving 

techniques to be performed by the scheduler, we have shown be consistent the hypothesis of this 

dissertation. 

 

The main originality of this dissertation is twofold. First, it simultaneously tackles various advanced in 

scheduling research such as providing a first attempt of a model-driven component-based scheduler 

architecture, and domain-independent representation of scheduling knowledge by means of a UML/OCL 

OO ontology. Second, it proposes a newer, versatile and viable constraint-solving approach to solve 

scheduling problems based in CHR
∨
. In contrast, previous proposals tend be limited to specific 

scheduling domains and do not provide an easier and cost-effective way to use, reuse, deploy and 

assembly the scheduler solving capabilities. The individual contributions reached in this dissertation to 

each one of the aforementioned areas are better detailed in the next subsections. 

8.1.1 Contributions to Automated Reasoning  
 

In the realm of knowledge representation we provided a full general scheduling ontology modeled using 

the latest OMG standards such as UML and OCL. For being a generic one this ontology is both domain 

and application independent, and provides the main concepts to specify a wider class of scheduling 

problems. 

 

In the realm of constraint solving we provided a case study of solving scheduling problems with CHR
v
, 

more precisely with its OO extension, CHORD. Such approach is a original one and has demonstrated its 

feasibility when applied to solve the solve the problem defined in the case study of this dissertation. 

8.1.2 Contributions to Software Engineering  
 

In the realm of MDE we demonstrated its feasibility in building the core of a scheduler using a model 

transformations approach. By means of ATL rules bases we mapped scheduling problems defined in an 

UML/OCL scheduling ontology to CHORD programs. In the realm of CBE we provided a case study for 

specifying a scheduler architecture. By means of assembly of components we detailed how the scheduler 

services are provided. Also, the utilization of the integrated Kobra2 methodology in this MDE CBE 

approach of solving scheduling problems, has demonstrated its feasibility in modeling a complete PIM 

and using it as input for code generation using ATL rules. 
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8.2 Limitations 

Although SWAF has a potential approach of solving scheduling problems, this dissertation is only the 

first steps towards this powerful scheduling system. Moreover, due to its innovative approach, several 

limitations are present in this dissertation mainly due to time limitation. We summarize them as follows: 

 

• Transformation definitions from scheduling problems to CHORD initial constraint stores do not 

contemplate all defined OCL expressions yet. 

• Transformation definitions from CHORD final constraints store to scheduling problems 

solutions are not completely implemented. 

• The software engineering scheduling (SES) knowledge was not exhaustively studied as it had 

been the general scheduling (GS) knowledge, so the SES ontology is not so complete than the 

GS one. 

• Since currently there is no correct and unified formal semantics to UML and OCL, SWAF 

transformations do not formally guarantee that the semantics from UML/OCL scheduling 

models are preserved in the generated CHORD code. 

8.3 Future Works 

Besides overcoming the previously mentioned limitations, SWAF may be extended in several others 

directions, briefly pointed out in the following: 

 

• Define the CHRStore2UML model transformation rule base. The idea here is to transform a 

CHORD final constraint store (set of the generated EMF objects following CHORD metamodel) 

to a scheduling problem instance solution (set of the generated EMF objects following 

Scheduling metamodel). In our case study we defined the UML2CHRStore model transformation 

rule base, which transform a scheduling problem instance (set of the generated EMF objects 

following Scheduling metamodel) to a CHORD initial constraint store (set of the generated EMF 

objects following CHORD metamodel). 

• Define the UML2CHRRules model transformation rule base. The idea is that the user-defined 

scheduling ontology at the Web Application Ontology Edition GUI of SWAF can be translated to 

a dynamic CHR rules base. This CHR rules base in our actual work is a static one defined by a 

manual mapping of the ontology concepts to CHR rules. 

• Modeling using KobrA2 methodology the GUI of SWAF, more precisely the Web Application 

Ontology Edition GUI and the Web Application Scheduling Problem Instance Edition GUI. 

• Integrate by means of component assembly the SWAF’s GUI components with the SWAF’s core 

component presented in this dissertation. 

• Integrate by means of component assembly the SWAF’s core component with a CHORD engine, 

until the present moment such an engine is been implemented by other researchers of ORC
2
AS 

group. 

• Modeling using a UML2 Profile the Java PSM of SWAF. 

• Implement all SWAF’s components as Java ones and deploy the scheduler functionalities of as 

Web Services. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix we introduce the CHORD metamodel and its concrete syntax and semantics. This 

metamodel is used by SWAF as target metamodel of the model transformation ATL module 

(Scheduling2CHORD) defined in chapter 5 of this Master’Thesis. 

 

More detailed explanations of the CHORD metamodel can be found in [Aurélio, 2008]. 

 

First we show the excerpt of the CHR
∨
 (or CHRD) metamodel reused by the CHORD metamodel: 

 

 

 

Figure A-1: CHRD Package Structure 

 

 

 

Figure A-2: CHRD::Core Package 
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Figure A-3: CHRD::Expression Package 

 

 

Figure A-4: CHRD::Atom Package 
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Here we show package reuse of CHRD metamodel to the CHORD metamodel: 

 

 

 

Figure A-5: CHORD Package Structure 

Here we present the CHORD metamodel with its concrete syntax and semantics: 

 

 

Figure A-6: CHORD::Core Package (1) 

 

 

 

 

Figure A-7: CHORD::Core Package (2) 
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Figure A-8: CHORD::Core Package (3) 

 

 

 

 

Figure A-9: CHORD::Core Package (4) 
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The concrete syntax of the CHORD::Core package concepts used by SWAF in its model transformations: 

 

Generalization Class:  

e.g: room :: capacitatedResource  oid = 'room' and generic = 'capacitatedResource' 

 

Instance Class:  

e.g: a001 : room    oid = 'a001' and generic = 'room' 

 

ValueSpecification Class: 

e.g: a001[capacity = 1]   oid = 'a001',  feature = 'capacity' and value = 1 

 

 

 

 

Figure A-10: CHORD::Full Package (1) 

 

 

Figure A-11: CHORD::Full Package (2) 
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Figure A-12: CHORD::Full Package (3) 

 

Following we present the concrete syntax of the CHORD::Full package main concepts. The examples 

here are generic ones because SWAF does not use the concepts of this package in its model 

transformations: 

 

PathExpression Class:  

e.g: p(a.b.c.d)   a[b=B], B[c=C], C[d=D], p(D) 

 

Multiplicity Class:  

e.g: o[a{5..10}]   o.a.size > 5, o.a.size < 10 

 

Type Class: 

e.g: o[a : t]    forall v (o[a=v] ==> v:t) 

 

OMolecule Class: 

e.g: o[A,B,C]    o[A], o[B], o[C] 
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 APPENDIX B 

Here we present the ATL called rules of the ATL module Scheduling2CHORD as part of the model 

transformation approach of SWAF presented in chapter 5. 

 

 

 
 

Figure B-1: getResourceListTerm and getIntervalListTerm ATL called rules 

 

 

 
 

Figure B-2: getSymbolValueAssessmentTupleTerm and getIntegerValueAssessmentTupleTerm ATL called rules 
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Figure B-3: getSymbolConstantTerm and getIntegerConstantTerm ATL called rules 

 

 

 

Figure B-4: createInstanceOAtom, createGeneralizationOAtom and createSymbolValueOAtom ATL called rules 
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Figure B-5: createIntegerValueOAtom, createRelationRConstraint and createDomainRConstraint ATL called rules 
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APPENDIX C 

Here we present the full CHORD program including (1) the solver CHR rules, (2) the scheduling CHR 

rules, (3) the PROLOG predicates and (4) the labeling rules of the case study presented in chapter 6. 

 

Figure C-1: Solver CHR rules of University Course Timetabling Case Study 

domain_intersection(D,L,D1), 

 domain(X,D1). 

 

domain(X,D), in(X,L,W) <=> W \= inf |  

 increase_assessment(W,L,D,D1), 

 domain(X,D1). 

 

domain(X,D), notin(X,L,W) <=> W = inf | 

 domain_subtraction(D,L,D1), 

 domain(X,D1). 

 

domain(X,D), notin(X,L,W) <=> W \= inf | 

 decrease_assessment(W,L,D,D1), 

 domain(X,D1). 

 

notin(X,L,inf) <=> member(X,L) | false. 

 

domain(_, []) <=> false. 

 

domain(X, [(A,_)]) ==> X = A. 

 

no_clash(W,Xs) <=> Xs \= [_], select_ground_var(Xs,X,XsRest) | 

 post_notin_constraints(W,X,XsRest), 

 no_clash(W, XsRest). 

 

no_clash(_, [_]) <=> true. 
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Figure C-2: Scheduling CHR rules of University Course Timetabling Case Study 

 

Figure C-3: Labeling CHR rules of University Course Timetabling Case Study 

% Avoid clashing the lectures of a lecturer  

teaches(LR,L1), teaches(LR,L2),  

    SE:scheduleElement[job=L1, resource=LR, interval=I1],  

    SE1:scheduleElement[job=L2, resource=LR, interval=I2]  

           ==> L1 \= L2 | intervalConstraint(inf, I1, I2).  (1) 

 

% There should be a day break between the lectures of a course 

dayBreak(L1,L2), SE1[job=L1, resource=_, interval=I1],  

         SE2[job=L2, resource=_, interval=I2] ==>  

    I2 > (I1 div 2)*2 + 3.   (1) 

 

% Interval Constraint 

intervalConstraint(W, TI1, TI2) <=> no_clash(W, [TI1, TI2]). (2) 

 

% Capacity Constraint 

scheduleElement(_,R,I,C,_), scheduleElement(_,R,I1,C1,_), 

capacityConstraint(W, R, 1) ==> intervalConstraint(inf, I,I1). (2) 

labeling \ domain(X,D) <=> 

 select_better(V,D), 

 ((X = V) ; 

  (domain_subtraction(D,[V],D1), domain(X,D1))). 

 

select_better(V,D) :- select_better_val(D,W), 

        select_element(D,W,V). 

 

select_better_val([(V,W)],W). 

select_better_val([(V,inf)|R],inf) :- !. 

select_better_val([(V,W)|R], W) :- select_better_val(R,W1), 

      W1 \= inf, 

      W1 < W, !. 

select_better_val([(V,W)|R], W1) :- select_better_val(R,W1). 

 

 

select_element([(V,W)|_], W, V). 

select_element([(V1,W1)|R], W, V) :- select_element(R,W,V).  
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Figure C-4: PROLOG Predicates of University Course Timetabling Case Study 

domain_intersection([],_,[]). 

domain_intersection(_,[],[]). 

domain_intersection([(V,W)|R],Vl,[(V,W)|R1]) :-  

 member(V,Vl), !,  

 subtract(Vl, [V], Vl1), 

 domain_intersection(R,Vl1,R1). 

 

domain_intersection([(V,W)|R],Vl,R1) :-  

 not member(V,Vl), !, 

 domain_intersection(R,Vl,R1). 

 

domain_subtraction(D,[],D). 

domain_subtraction(D,[V|Rv],D1) :-  

 domain_subtraction0(D,V,D0), 

 domain_subtraction(D0,Rv,D1).      

 

domain_subtraction0([],_,[]). 

domain_subtraction0([(V,W)|Rd],V,Rd) :- !. 

domain_subtraction0([(V1,W)|Rd], V, D1) :-  

 domain_subtraction0(Rd,V,D0), 

 D1 = [(V1,W)|D0].   

 

decrease_assessment(W,L,D,D1) :- O is -W,  

offset_assessment(O,L,D,D1). 

 

increase_assessment(W,L,D,D1) :- offset_assessment(W,L,D,D1). 

 

offset_assessment(O,[],D,D). 

offset_assessment(O,[V|R],D,D1) :- offset_assessment0(O,V,D,D0), 

         offset_assessment(O,R,D0,D1). 

offset_assessment0(O,V,[],[]). 

offset_assessment0(O,V,[(V,W)|R],[(V,W1)|R]) :- 

      W1 is W + O, !. 

offset_assessment0(O,V,[(V1,W)|R],[(V1,W)|R1]) :- 

      offset_assessment0(O,V,R,R1). 

 

select_ground_var([], _, _) :- fail. 

select_ground_var([X], X, []) :- ground(X). 

select_ground_var([V|R], V, R) :- ground(V). 

select_ground_var([V|R], V1, R1) :- not ground(V),  

select_ground_var(R, V1, R0), R1 = [V|R0]. 

 

post_notin_constraints(_, _, []). 

post_notin_constraints(W, X, [V|R]) :- notin(V, [X], W), 

            post_notin_constraints(W,X,R). 
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